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is now restricted to the likes of Ace of Base, SNAP!,
Oasis, Blur, Garbage, Republica, Kriss Kross and
even the bloody Spice Girls!


When not working, I’ve been spending more of my
free time reading Wikipedia entries on games
consoles I’ve read countless times before, and
indulging in old copies of Mean Machines Sega or
Sega Pro. As for gaming itself, I recently finished
Cyberpunk 2077 (and absolutely loved it) but rather
than make a start on Horizon: Forbidden West, a
game I have been looking forward to for five years.
I am spending most of my nights with my Mega
Drive, Saturn, and Dreamcast. They are getting
more use now than they have done in years.


I even contemplated buying ‘90s clothing on
eBay…until I found the phone number of a divorce
solicitor stored on our house phone’s speed dial
system.


So, it’s fair to say that I have truly gone off the deep
end when it comes to consuming ‘90’s content and
chasing the nostalgic dragon. But I don’t feel bad
for it. 12 months ago, I would have checked myself
to make sure I wasn’t about to fall down a rabbit
hole of depression created by a longing for the
good old days, but working on the magazine has
shifted my perspective considerably. I now find
playing, reading, and listening to all of this ‘90’s
media a celebration of those times rather than a
fruitless attempt to try and wind back the clock, in
a vain attempt to make myself feel better when
things get rough.


Am I still sad that those days are long gone?
Absolutely. However, I am equally pleased that they
are still here in new ways, and accessible in other
forms. Nomatter your poison, be it eBay, flash carts,
social media, podcasts, or the revival of print
magazines. At no point in history has it ever been
easier to pull the best bits of the past into present
day, without all of the ugly bits nostalgia often
disguises.


I am therefore proud that Sega Mania is a part of
that celebration of such a glorious time in gaming,
and another way for people to take a glance at the
highlight reel of such an excellent decade.


Tim


Not long ago I saw a
question on Twitter
that said something
along the lines of “does
engaging in retro
gaming too much
affect your mental
health?”.


This hit me hard and
really made me think. I
am a deeply nostalgic
person, blessed (or
cursed depending on
how you look at it) with


an incredibly good memory. I spend many an hour
replaying the events ofmy life from as young as the
age of one up until modern day in my head. It may
seem like a strange thing to do, but it’s my own way
of keeping my brain’s CPU refreshed and keeping
those memories alive for as long as possible. It
does occasionally however, come with the side
effect of crushing sadness and a yearning for
simpler times. Although I am blessed with a
wonderful wife and a lovely (yet slightly barmy)
three-year-old daughter, life today can be
complicated and stressful and the desire to relive
my youth and all the simplicities it brought can
often become overwhelming.


Therefore, there was always the danger that
working on a magazine so intrinsically linked with
the 1990’s, could risk spiralling me into a mental
state that would be hard to crawl back out of.
Happily, it has done anything but.


In real life I work as an IT and Data Specialist for an
analytics company, and I have always worked from
home, even before the dark times. Behindmymain
work display, I have a third monitor on the wall, on
which I am free to stream something or listen to
music. In the early days of Sega Mania, I would
watch whatever I normally would watch while
working (Peep Show on loop is normally my go to!)
however in more recent times my content
selections are pretty much 100% ‘90s orientated, in
a never-ending effort to recapture the feel of those
days so that they can be accurately portrayed on
paper. On the TV side of things, I now find myself
looping shows such as Bottom, early Alan Partridge,
The New Adventures of Superman, Harry Enfield,
and the Fast Show. Meanwhile my music selection
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Currently Playing:


Cyberpunk 2077


Currently Playing (Retro):


Shinobi III : Return of the Ninja Master


Favourite ‘90s Cartoon Character:


Rude Dog


Favourite Piece of Advice:


Never accept raisins from Rabbits!


Currently Playing:


Little Nightmares


Currently Playing (Retro):


MediEvil


Favourite ‘90s Cartoon Character:


Gene Starwind


Favourite Piece of Advice:


What is today but yesterday’s tomorrow?


Currently Playing:


**REDACTED**


Currently Playing (Retro):


**CONFIDENTIAL**


Favourite ‘90s Cartoon Character:


**STOP ASKING ME QUESTIONS**


Favourite Piece of Advice:


**TRY TO FIND ME, AND I”LL KILL YOU**


Currently Playing:


Mario Golf: Super Rush


Currently Playing (Retro):


Resident Evil 1.5


Favourite ‘90s Cartoon Character:


Space Ghost


Favourite Piece of Advice:


It’s okay to be a maniac, as long as you’re a Sega
Maniac


Currently Playing:


Prey


Currently Playing (Retro):


Super Mario Land 2


Favourite ‘90s Cartoon Character:


Badger (Animals of Farthing Wood)


Favourite Piece of Advice:


Keep the Heid


Currently Playing:


Uncharted : The Lost Legacy


Currently Playing (Retro):


Final Fantasy X (PS Vita)


Favourite ‘90s Cartoon Character:


Randy Marsh


Favourite Piece of Advice:


Get out there and have yourself a fucking good life! (Rik
Mayall)


Rob
Kirkup
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DIGITAL
NOSTALGIA


At Sega Mania we often talk about classic Sega Magazines. In our
emails or on social media, or when Rob whips out a review fromMean
Machines Sega on the podcast. Also, we try to incorporate their
designs across our pages. After all, this magazine in itself is an
homage to everything that came before.


However, an important question popped into our heads a few weeks
ago. Howmany people actually remember those magazines? And for
those who do, how long has it been since they have seen them?


There are plenty of resources out there to get your hands on some of
the greats. Thanks to the work of some talented individuals, many of
the magazines have been scanned and spread across the internet
over the years. Archive.org and SegaRetro.org are two of many
fantastic sites holding archives of these long lost publications.


This being said, they are not easy to access to read. Many of them,
even in the days of faster network speeds, are overly large in size and
raw in format. Requiring a good PDF reader and a decent connection
to make use of.


So we set out to change this and not long ago we launched a Sega
Mania sister project entitled SEGAMAGAZINES.COM


This is a website dedicated to making classic Sega magazines from
across the globe easy to find and read. Eachmagazine is organised by
its name and year and with a simple click it’ll open in a rather nifty (if
we do say so ourselves) 3D reader. This allows you to flick through the
pages as if they were real. The site works really well on mobile, but
tablet and desktop is where it really shines, as each magazine can be
viewed fullscreen.


Although we can’t claim credit for the hard work that was carried out
in scanning these magazines in the first place, we have put a lot of
work into getting them ready for the web. Compressing them and
resizing them so they load quickly in your browser without
compromising quality.


At the time of writing there are fifteenmagazines available on the site


Things have changed a lot since those simpler days. Now that we run
both The Sega Mania Podcast and the aforementioned
SEGAMAGAZINES.COM not only have costs begun to rise that cannot
be sustained by themagazine alone, but the amount of extra content
we have to offer is increasing.


Subscribing to our new Patreon not only helps us out with some of our
non-magazine projects but also now offers the following perks:


• Blast Processor Tier: Access to our advert free podcasts a few
days before they are released to the general public. Access to
special Patreon only episodes.


• Welcome to the Next Level Tier: Access to all of the above, plus
our exclusive video hangout Discord Channel. Whereby we will
hold monthly video calls with our members.


• Digital Deluxe Tier: All of the above plus free copies of the
digital edition of Sega Mania Magazine.


• You’ve been mugged! Tier: All of the above plus an exclusive,
Patreon only, Sega Maniamug.


Our first extra podcast was an one-on-one interview with Sega


BRINGING CLASSIC SEGA MAGS TO THE MASSES


PATREON RELAUNCHED
WITH SOME ADDED GOODIES
Many moons ago, we had a Patreon page. The idea behind it was to
offer some exclusive behind-the-scenes magazine content for a
small fee. However, due to there only being four of us working on the
magazine at that time, it was difficult for us to both manage the
magazine and the Patreon page. Also, we’re so damn perfect that we
hardly ever have anything on the cutting room floor to show you.
Efficient, clean (and quite often late). That’s the Sega Mania way.


includingMeanMachines Sega, Sega Pro, Sega Power, SegaVisions and
MEGA,with many more added each week.


The site is completely free and always will be, so if you fancy a trip
downmemory lane, why not check it out? You won’t be disappointed.
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Eagle-eyed readers probably spotted a glaring error in Issue five. We
were boasting about how we were going to be running our first ever
cover variant option in Issue six. You know what they say “bank
managers laugh at those who make plans!”.


It was meant to be a big deal, but foolishly we didn’t do the due
diligence on the financials before committing to the idea in print.


Printing is a complicated affair. To get the magazine to a quality we
desire we have to commit to a minimum volume for lithographic
printing to apply, otherwise, we end up with poorer quality digital
prints. The digital prints don’t look any worse, but they feel a lot
different, especially with the mag being staple bound. This is why
reprints are always stressing us out when a copy goes out of stock, if
there’s not enough demand it’s almost not worth doing. We have
thought about switching to perfect bound and adding a spine to
alleviate this problem going forward, but we kinda like the mag the
way it is and we think you do to, so we’ll sit on that idea for now.


Anyway, when it came to doing a cover variant, we thought that it
would just be a small fee on top of the usual costs for the printer to
just switch the cover half way through the print run. Sadly not, in order
to go full steam ahead with the idea we’d basically need to commit to
a double lithograph print run…so double the cost and double the
volume. There was nothing we could do but scrap the idea entirely as
those prices were way outside of our magazine budget.


However, having already committed to two artists to produce the
cover artwork, we really didn’t want to waste what they had both
lovingly created, so we hope you’ll agree that this issue’s double cover
is a satisfactory solution. Social media was ablaze with arguments
over which cover should be the “front” cover but as you’re probably
now seeing, it really doesn’t matter. When the magazine is closed it’s
impossible to tell which way is up, so feel free to display your favourite
in any way that you desire.


The “front” cover was produced by Damian
Cain, a fantastic tattoo artist from Somerset.
Damian has been producing unique video
game designs in his parlour for many years
with some truly exemplary examples
embedded into people’s skin for decades to
come. His cover artwork for Issue 6 was his
first foray into print and we think he’s
captured Sonic & Knuckles in an art style
we’ve not seen before in Sonic fan art. The
colouring and shadow work on display is
excellent and the more you look at it, the
more vibrant and detailed it becomes.


On the flip-side the “back” cover was
produced by Simon K. Bennett, who was
also responsible for our Streets of Rage
cover on Issue five. After receiving our brief,
he was keen to try his hand at something a
bit brighter and more colourful than his
usual gritty style. Simon has leaned heavily
on the source material that was given to him
in the spec and has emulated the work of
Richard Elson from Sonic the Comic so well
that you could be forgiven for thinking that
ol’ Rich himself had graced us with his
presence.


Simon is currently accepting commissions and you can find out all you need to know byvisiting:


www.linktr.ee/skbcomics


Is it worth it? Let me work it,
I put my thang down, flip it


and reverse it!


THE BRIGHT LIGHTS
OF BLACKPOOL


We’re super excited to announce that we’ll be attending PLAY Expo:
Blackpool on Saturday the 1st of October 2022.


Most, if not all of the teamwill be there (we’re still organising baby and
dog sitters etc.) and it’s going to be a blast. Not only will it be the first
time that we’ll be meeting all of you lovely people, but also the first
time that most of us have met each other as well!


Wewill we have ourmagazines on display to buy of course, but there’ll
also be some merchandise and special stuff to get your hands on.
And, just because we’re so awesome,we’ll have aMega Drive, CRT and
a few controllers ready to play as well. Fancy challenging the
GamesBastard Alex to a few rounds of Street Fighter II: Special
Championship Edition? Well now you can.


This is the first time we’ve ever been allowed out in public, so further
ideas on what we’re going to do across the whole weekend are still
brewing. We don’t want this to be a weekend of just selling
magazines, so we’ll do our best to make our appearance fun and
interesting, and a way to let off some steam after a year of hard work.


If you’re attending the event then please stop by and say hello. If
you’ve yet to get a ticket, details will be released soon at:
www.playexpoblackpool.com


We’ll announce more details about our attendance over the coming
months. The best way to keep abreast of our latest news is via our
various social media profiles, our Discord channel or via our email
newsletter. All of the links and sign up options you need are on our
website: www.sega-mania.com


See you there!


BEGUN, THE MERCHANDISE
WARS HAVE


Maniac Rob Kirkup. We asked him about how he first heard of the
magazine, how he joined, his favourite games andmuch,muchmore.
The icing on the cake was one of Rob’s classic ghost stories, and if you
thought his tales in the main podcast were good, then you ain’t heard
nothing spooky yet!


If you’re interested in joining. Visit: www.patreon.com/segamania


It’s no secret that our merchandise store has appeared and
disappeared more times than your keys down the back of the sofa.
Although it looks like gross incompetence, that couldn’t be any
further from the truth. The reality is that our suppliers were just
charging too damn much for the most basic of items. Despite us
setting the margin as low as we could get it, £30 for a T-shirt was just
taking the piss, so we couldn’t in good conscience keep it running like
that. The merchandise store will be returning at some point in the
future, but with much more agreeable prices.We’ve been pretty busy
writing this issue to give it much attention but we are determined to
bring it back before we attend Play Expo in the autumn. Keep an eye
on our website and social profiles for more info.
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PSSSH…NOTHIN
…PERSONNEL


…KID…
THE TOP EIGHT SONIC FAN GAMES YOUMUST PLAY BEFORE YOU DIE
Imagine for a second that you’re six years old again. You’re halfway
through a boring maths lesson, and being sat a few rows from the
back of the classroom, you have the opportunity to subtly reach
down for a pencil and do a small doodle on a scrap of paper.


The drawing takes no time at all, minimal effort has been applied,
and an onlooker probably wouldn’t be able tomake our what you’ve
drawn without some careful consideration.


All of a sudden, a CS gas grenade rolls under the classroomdoor and
explodes. A noxious smoke fills the room and you and your fellow
classmates struggle to breathe as tears stream down your cheeks.
Your teacher starts screaming and scrambles under her desk.


At first, you struggle to see through the acrid smoke, but in an
instant your eyes widen as the large glass windows of the classroom
are blown out by an explosive force. Three bad bastards in
balaclavas and black tracksuits with lemon yellow piping rappel
down the building and through the empty window frames.


Upon landing, they switch their attention solely on to you. As they
approach, you scramble to the back of the room, desperate to get
away. Unfortunately, there is no escape. The first assassin swings a
baseball bat at your knees, breaking both your legs. Before you hit
the ground, the second has snapped your arms in three places. The
third attacker places a cold steel blade against your chest and slowly
plunges it deep into your heart.


As darkness falls, you use your last moments of consciousness to try
and work out why this has happened to you.


Well, dear reader, the answer is pretty simple. You’ve been visited by
the friendliest and most amicable employees of Nintendo’s legal
department. Maybe now you’ll think twice about doodling a picture
of a Goomba on a scrap of paper. God only knows what would have
happened if you’d made a YouTube video.


If there’s one thing that’s separated Sega and Nintendo since the
day of their inauguration, it has been their attitude towards their
fans. Nintendo will do anything to protect its IPs but the cost of this
is that only they get to decide what’s fun. Sega on the other hand
has embraced the fan community (for the most part, anyway, let’s
not ruin the mood by bringing up the Streets of Rage remake) and,
in the case of the fantastic Sonic Mania, they’ve even gone so far as
to enlist the help of said fans to great success.


Although there are some fantastic fan communities covering a wide
range of Sega properties, no group is as dedicated, inventive, and
downright crazy than the Sonic Fan Game Community. While they
are a friendly and welcoming bunch, their history is so great that
joining the fray can be intimidating for new members as so much
talent, drama and creativity has come before. Although the annual
SAGEXPO is a great way to discover new Sonic games, going in cold
looking for the best of the best can sometimes be an uphill struggle.


As always, however, Sega Mania has your back. We’ve taken it upon
ourselves to delve into the chaos on your behalf, and dig out some
of the best, and weirdest Sonic fan games on Earth. Creations like
Coldsteel the Hedgehog may occasionally make the fan gaming
community a laughing stock, but Sonic Fan Game creation is no
laughing matter, it’s a serious business and the talent out there is
exceptional.


Nintendo aficionados might want to pay attention, because this is
the sort of fun you can be having when the company you worship,
doesn’t kick your teeth in for even saying the names of one of their
characters…


Not a typo, Google it!
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Sonic SMS Remake
We all know about Sonic’s 16-bit exploits and the many fan games that
have been released based on the Megadrive games, but what about the 8-
bit Sonic releases? Sonic was well represented on Sega’s 8-bit systems and
for many Sega Maniacs like us, the Master System was our first taste of
Sega’s iconic hedgehog.


So imagine our surprise when we stumbled upon Sonic SMS Remake for
Android, Windows and the PSVita. What greeted us can only be described
as an 8-bit Sonic wet dream!


Developed byCreativeAraya using their open Sonic SMS engine, They have
built what can only be described as the Sonic Mania of 8-bit Sonic games.
New modes, multiple characters and abilities introduced from the
Megadrive Sonic games have added a tonne of playability and replay value
to an already awesome game.


In addition to the main game, which can now be played as Tails, Knuckles,
Ray and MIghty, we now have a time attack, competition and encore
modes. The most interesting of these is the encore mode, in which special
monitors peppered throughout each level allow you to switch between the
5 playable characters.


What we’re all here for though is the classic, 8-bit Sonic experience and
we’re pleased to tell you, it’s stupendous! Loading up remake mode,
everything initially seems familiar. The graphics, the music, it’s all spot on
and better than ever. However, it doesn’t take long to realise that the
original levels have been expanded in places. All the original 8-bit Sonic
zones are present, but Marble, Spring Yard and Starlight zone from the
Megadrive original join the party and have been lovingly recreated to fit
right in with the 8-bit aesthetic of the Master System original. A particular
favourite is act 2 of Starlight zone where Sonic can ride a motorbike! As if
he wasn’t fast enough, now he’s speeding throughmultiple loops on a hog!
A hedgehog on a hog! Amazing.


There are some new power-ups to be found. The spring shoes from Sonic
Chaos are here, and Sonic can now spin dash, drop dash and has Sonic CD’s
super peel-out. Gameplay wise, this one plays like a dream. It's actually
difficult to tell this wasn't made by Sega, it's that convincing.


The icing on the cake of this 8-bit Sonic Fantasy however is Super Sonic,
something that was sorely lacking from the original. Chaos Emeralds have
been moved to the bonus stages and once all 7 are in your possession,
Super Sonic is a button press away!


Sonic SMS Remake is a love letter to 8-bit Sonic. A fan game that truly
understands what Master System owners dreamed their Sonic could have
been. Truly awesome!


Written by guest author:


TomAnson.


@classic_console_wars


Sonic Time Twisted
Development of Sonic Time Twisted
started way back in 2005 and it is still in
development today.


The game follows an alternative time
line whereby Dr. Robotnik died after the
destruction of theDeath Egg.Metal Sonic
returns from the little planet to try and
get his hands on the time stones, with
the intent of resurrecting his creator.
Sonic, Tails and Knuckles have to do
their best to stop him.


In comparison to more modern fan games which try to bring
differing mechanics and themes to the genre, Time Twisted feels much
more like the classic games. If it wasn’t for a few issues and oddities, it could
easily fool people into thinking that it was a genuine follow up to Sonic 3 &
Knuckles.


The gameplay mechanic lends heavily from the Sonic CD formula, with an
emphasis on travelling back and forward through time. There are nine
zones in all, accompanied by somevery nice 3D special stages.You can gain
the upper hand with all of the shields you know and love and three unique
ones made specifically for this game. The Ice Shield allows you to launch a
freeze attack attack against and enemy making it stationary for a short
time. The Rock Shield bounces rocks at enemies, and theWind Shield really
mixes things up and allows Sonic to fly for a short period of time.


Although the controls, graphics, and music are great, the game does fall
short in a few places.


The first problem is the level design. They feel a little too long and
repetitive and some zones can be a little confusing to navigate, especially
when they rely on a degree of randonmess and experimentation to
progress. The second is the enemies and bosses. The bosses are interesting
but slightly hampered by technical problems, which, is suprising
considering how long the game has been in development. The enemies
don’t suffer from any bugs but the designs can be somewhat jarring, you’ll
find your first example in the way dinosaurs in the Frigid Fortress Zone look.
The design and perspective is just odd and doesn’t fit in with the rest of the
game.


Ultimately however, it’s a solid title and great fun to experience if you can
look past a few of the faults. It’s available on avariety of platforms including
Mac, so there’s no excuse not to give it a try.
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Sonic Galactic
The amount of 2D Sonic fan games out there is insane, and whittling down
that list down to just a few is a challenging task. The second we chose just
had to be Sonic Galactic.


It’s a newcomer to the scene, but what’s on display in this game suggests
it’s been in development for quite some time.


The artwork and animation throughout is just sublime and no matter how
hard you look, nothing seems out of place or unsuited to the style.


The spritework feels a lot like the Sonic Advance series…had that series
been dragged kicking and screaming into the Sonic Mania engine. It’s all
incredibly clean and pleasant much like Sonic Mania, feels like the sort of
game that should have come to the Sega Saturn.


Levels aside, it’s the characters and bosses that really shine in Galactic.
Unlike a lot of fan gameswhich steal a few sprites from a pre-existing Sonic
game, this game starts afresh and looks all the better for it, with the sprites
featuring much more animation frames than the classic titles. There are
five characters to choose from; Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, Fang the Sniper (from
Triple Trouble and Sonic Drift), and a brand new character called Tunnel the
Mole. Ordinarily fan made characters trigger us badly here at Sega Mania,
but in this instance we’re happy to give Tunnel a pass, as his unique
attributes (tunneling and sticking to ceilings) really bring something
interesting into the mix.


There’s also a really nice soundtrack to listen to while playing, with
incredibly high production values and some really neat stereo effects.


The only bad thing about Galactic
is that it’s incredibly easy, but
that may be due to the fact
that it’s not finished yet and
the enemy placement and
balancing hasn’t been
finalised. Nevertheless it’s
worth checking out the
demo and giving the
developers your support.
If this never gets finished
then the world will be a
much darker place.


Sonic GT
Although you’d be hard pushed to find a true modern Sonic fan at Sega
Mania, we’re not adverse to seeing if anyone can do something different
with the formula, or improve on it.


Sonic GT does a little bit of both. Influenced by the non-shit sections of
Sonic Unleashed, GT offers four enormous levels for you to speed through
as modern Sonic. Unlike Unleashed, the areas it offers are a lot more open
and less scripted. It feels more like Sonic parkour versus Sonic Unleashed’s
linear visual spectacles.


Developed using the Unity Engine, it looks absolutely stunning when
played on a high end PC, but due to the engine’s flexibility, will run quite
well on less powerful systems. There’s some particularly nice particle and
lighting effects, which look way better than Sonic Team’s proprietary game
engine.


The controls are easy to get to grips with, and anyone who is used to any of
the Sonic games released in the last ten years should feel right at home
pretty quickly. There is however, a greater degree of difficulty in Sonic GT.
The open areas present more opportunities for making mistakes and
without the linear tight corridors found in the “real” games, it can feel a
little slippery and almost too free.


There is an over arching story that accompanies the stages. These are only
static screens with text but they have full voice overs which is a nice touch.
Sonic and friends also make comments throughout gameplay as well, with
a nice amount of variety to keep it from getting old or annoying.


What’s perhaps most striking about Sonic GT, is how polished and
complete it is. Every menu and animation is finished with the utmost
quality, and with some fully animated cut scenes and some gameplay
balancing added it could legitimately pass as an official Sonic game. With
three playable characters, and a time attack and challenge mode
complimenting the main adventure mode, there’s a lot to experience.


If modern Sonic games are your jam, then it’s definitely worth giving Sonic
GT a try. If you’re not able to run it, at the very least, watch some YouTube
videos covering the game. It really needs to be seen to believed.
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Sonic &Knuckles Newtrogic Panic
Fuck me. What an intro. If you’ve always thought that Sonic had attitude,
then you may want to reassess your opinion after playing Newtrogic Panic,
because now he’s just plain angry. The opening sequence is not only eerily
beautiful but downright frightening. Flashing imagery, heavy rock tones
and a sense of impending doom are all present. It’s not a horror game by
anymeans, but it takes the series to a darker place and it’s fantastic.


The story assumes that the bad ending of Knuckles Chaotix came to be
canon. The Chaotix crew are missing presumed dead and Metal Sonic Kai
rules all.


Sonic’s journey through the reimagined enviroments from the divisive 32X
game is gritty and serious.


The most impressive thing about this game is the artwork used to depict
bosses (of which there are as many as four per level). Utilising a pseudo
polygonal effect, they look excellent without being jarring in the 2D
environment (unlike the dinosaurs in Sonic Time Twisted (see previous
page)). There’s a strongvisual theme that runs throughout this game,which
has been meticulously crafted and remains consitent.


What letsNewtrogic Panic down however, is the level design and gameplay.
Sure it’s better than Chaotix and nice to return to that part of the Sonic
universe without all of the rubber band bullshit, but the levels are complex,
frustrating and dare we say a little bit broken.All too often are you stopped
in your tracks by a mechanic which may seem interesting at first but is
overused to the point of tedium. It’s very hard to get a good flowgoing, and
that’s not something you want to experience in a Sonic game.


Nevertheless it deserves a place in
this list due to the sheer amount of
style this game possesses. It may be
at the sacrifice of gameplay but in
this instance we let that pass. It’s
worth firing up just to see the intro
and hear the music.


Like most games in this feature,
Newtrogic Panic is still in
development so there’s still a
chance it will improve and become
something special. However if that
doesn’t come to pass, it will stand
alone as an impressive artistic take
on a beloved series.


Sonic Quantum
Collision
My first thought when starting up
Sonic Quantum Collision was
initially one of dissapointment. The


reason for this is that the game has a
really cool pseudo 3D overworld map,
and for a briefmoment I thought that was


the style of the game. Sadly however, it’s
not.


That said the the game still deserves a place on this list just due to how
beatiful it is. Also, Knuckles has his hat.


We aren’t kidding when we say that it’s beautiful. When it comes to sprite
work, Quantum Collision just about tops Sonic Galactic with what it offers.
Most notable is the animation frames afforded to each character. In the
past you’d be forgiven for trying to keep Sonic out of water as much as
possible in order to avoid the PTSD inducing countdown of death. However
in this game, we just could not resist sinking the roadant to watch him take
a breath and puff out his cheeks as he clings onto air. It’s a neat touch and
one of many that make this game so impressive to look at. Also, Knuckles
has his hat.


It’s not all roses and sunshine however. It may be beautiful but the sprite
work is quite repetitive across the level backgrounds. Perhaps committing
to such a high level of detail, presents challenges when trying to maintain
it throughout. This being said, at least Knuckles has his hat.


Themusic is also notmuch to write home about. The tunes are nice but the
use of instruments is poor and it almost sounds like it was composed on the
Little Tykes My First Keyboard Tim got for his three-year-old daughter. It
definitely needs some work.


Built using an entirely custom engine.Quantum Collision is clearly a labour
of love. It’s still early in development and we are very excited to see where
it goes in the future. If the team can fix a few of the issues andmaintain the
exceptional attention to detail, it could be one of the best Sonic fan games
of all time.


No matter what you think of Quantum Collision, at least Knuckles has his
hat.
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SNOLF
SNOLF is a slightly weird acronym for Sonic
Golf, and if your mind is jumping to Mario
Golf then you’ve put too much thought into
it already. SNOLF is a rom hack of Sonic 2
that is almost completely unchanged from
every standpoint other than you play it like
a golf game. It’s really simple to grasp, but
almost impossible to play with any
success. Just like real golf.


Sonic is constantly in ball form, but you can’t move him the
traditional way aside from a few teeny tiny nudges left or right. The only
way he can bemoved is using two powermeters – one for distance and one
for height – to effectively hit him with an invisible club. You press a button
and the distance meter will appear in the form of two rings floating just
above Sonic. One remains stationary, and the other will move back and
forth horizontally. The amount ofdistance gained depends on how far away
the second ring is from the first one when you press the button again. This
is repeated vertically for your height, and will feel familiar if you’ve ever
played a golf video game.


You can’t move Sonic in the air once you’ve launched him either, so you’re
at the mercy of how you timed your button presses. Rest assured, you’ll
have plenty of practice because this game is hilariously hard. You have the
ability to fling Sonic high and far into the air, which is easy enough, but
doing anything with even the mere suggestion of precision is like keeping
your piss inside the toilet bowl after 10 pints. This typically comes to a head
during any boss fights, because you have to actually hit something rather
than just smash the ball to the end of the level.


However, the traditional bosses are actually just a precursor to the real
bosses of SNOLF – the capsules that you need to land on to release the
trapped animals. Those who have tried it will understand how this simplest
of tasks – usually a reward for conquering a zone’s big bad – turns into an
infuriatingly intricate puzzle.


As with anything challenging, the reward for perseverance and practice is
incredibly satisfying. If you manage to beat a level by flying through the air
and actually bouncing off an enemy (almost entirely by fluke), you will feel
as good as TigerWoods must do when he’s committing adultery. Since the
original became something of a meme, SNOLF 0 came along to golfify the
original Sonic the Hedgehog, and we recently got SNOLF CD too. Plenty of
ways to ruin or improve your favourite Sonic games depending on how
often you unironically wear plus fours.


Sonic Robo Blast 2
Sonic Robo Blast 2 is the Doom of the Sonic series in more ways than one.
Yes it’s built using amodifiedDoom engine, but also likeDoom it’s available
to play on absolutely everything. This however is no bad thing. SRB2 is an
absolute screamer of a game and arguably the most famous Sonic fan
game ever made. Everybody knows about it and although it seems
superflous to talk about it, how could we not?


For those not in the know, SRB2was first created in 1998. It’s sole purpose is
to make the classic 2D Sonic levels playable in 3D. Perhaps today that
doesn’t seem overly impressive, but back then, nothing like this existed.
Sonic X-Treme for the Saturn was dead, Sonic R was just a racer, Sonic 3D
was an isometric platformer rushed out to try and counter Donkey Kong
Country, and Sonic Adventure was still a spermatozoa in Yuji Naka’s ball
sack.


SRB2 is still being worked on today and just as playable as it always was.
Younger players may struggle with the limitations of the Doom engine and
the controls as they don’t offer the same degrees of freedom you’d find in
a modern 3D engine.


There are six playable characters to choose from: Sonic, Tails, Knuckles,
Amy, Fang and Metal Sonic. The latter three being secret characters.


At the time of writing there are eight standard levels to play through and
eight secret levels, which can be unlocked by completing certain tasks.
There are also three special challenge levels which only themost dedicated
of players will ever see. Ultimately there’s no shortage of content in SRB2
and more is being added all the time.


Last but not least, this is one of the few Sonic fan games to have a
comprehensive multiplayer element either via splitscreen or over a
network.


A true classic and and a game ever Sonic
fan needs to play at least once.
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HARDWARE HAVOC!
Sega releases TWO consoles in TWO days!


Sega have officially gone nuts, lads. For hardware enthusiasts, it’s
like some kind of beautiful dream where you get to spaff all your
savings on two Sega machines at once, but from any level of
business sense, this is madness.


Sega of Japan want to move into 32-bit gaming on CD, so let us
introduce you to Saturn – the first step into the next generation of
video games. Sega of America won’t be able to get the Saturn to
market in 1994, so as a stop-gap (labelled as a “poorman’s entry into
next-generation games”), let us also introduce you to 32X – a 32-bit
add-on for Genesis that Sega claim will allow it to work 40 times
faster.


Trip Hawkins, the original founder of EA and now the founder of the
3DO Company, is not impressed. “Sega is sending a very confusing
message to the customer, saying: “Buy Genesis,” “now it’s Game
Gear,” “no, actually it’s Sega CD,” “no, it’s 32X,” “forget all of that stuff,
it’s Saturn,”” he says. Jerk. He’s not wrong, really, but he’s still a jerk
for saying it. All it means for us is that we’ve got two new machines
to cover games for, and we’re pretty buzzed to get started. The next
generation is here, folks, so let’s dive in!


The 32X was initially unveiled at the Consumer Electronics Show in June ’94.
Originally named Project Mars, it was going to be new console – a Mega Drive
with a 32-bit processor (Hitachi HS-1) and an expanded colour pallet – but
changed to an add-on once Sega of America reportedly bit back at their


Japanese overlords, stating that merely upping the colours didn’t warrant it
releasing as a full console. They got their way, and come 21st November 1994,


the mushroom of doom released in the US.


At the time of its original unveiling, Sega were reportedly not willing to
comment on whether a 32X and Sega CD could play Saturn games. Ol’ Trip
stepped up again to clarify this, trying to big up his company’s 3DO machine
by pooping on Sega’s admittedly already rainy parade. “Everyone knows that
32X is a Band-Aid. It’s not a ‘next generation system.’ It’s fairly expensive, it’s not
particularly high-performance. It’s hard to program for, and it’s not compatible


with the Saturn.” Total jerk.


The 32X contains two Hitachi SH-2 32-bit RISC processors with a clock speed
of 23 MHz, which Sega claimed would allow the system to work 40 times faster
than a stand-alone Mega Drive. It’s capable of producing 32,768 colours, which
obliterates the Mega Drive's colour palette. It includes 256 kilobytes of RAM,
with 256 kilobytes of video RAM. Its specs make it the most powerful system


released in the western world.


It’s a relatively measly offering straight out the gate for 32X. Only two games
were launched with the system and both are ports. StarWars Arcade is the
home version of the 1993 arcade shooter originally developed by Sega AM3


R&D. The 32X version’s development was handled by LucasArts, and they did a
pretty commendable job. It looks great, with some really smooth 3D models,
but it’s an arcade game with all the limitations that entails – mostly that it’s


repetitive and short in length.


The same impression does not manifest when playing id Software’s
phenomenon Doom. One way to thoroughly dampen expectations of your


new hardware is to shit out a fugly version of a beloved game, and this port is
the epitome of that. It plays well enough, but it looks and sounds absolutely
disgusting, and has edited levels that completely cut out enemies like the
Cyberdemon, Spiderdemon, and the Spectre.We can only hope for better


things in the coming months.


THE SPECS


THE LAUNCH TITLES
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OUT WITH THE OLD
IN WITH THE NEW (SORRY)


Pffft, 32X is so yesterday. Quite literally, as on 22nd November 1994 Sega went
and released Saturn in Japan. Largely thanks to the existence of launch title
Virtua Fighter, the thing sold like hot sake even though it launched on a
Tuesday, which pissed all the punters off. Sega shipped 200,000 consoles
priced at 44,800 yen (approximately £290), with most stores requiring


customers to pre-order. Reports across the board were that entire inventories
were sold out more than a month in advance of the launch.


Sega were so bullish at Saturn’s incredible performance that they even
leveraged it to pour salty piss on Sony’s launch of the PlayStation on 3rd


December. Cheekily waiting until PlayStation launch day to ship more Saturns
to retailers, Sega’s machine still outsold Sony’s when compared side-by-side. A


vision of future Sega dominance, perhaps?


Needless to say, we’re all salivating at the chance to get our grubby British
mitts on the console in the next issue of your favourite Sega mag as we


eagerly await its July ’95 launch.


Saturn's CPUs are two Hitachi SH-2 microprocessors clocked at 28.6 MHz. It
splits graphics rendering across two video display processors: the VDP1


handles the sprites and polygons, while the VDP2 handles backgrounds, and it
can display up to 16.77 million colours simultaneously. It’s got a whole host of
different types of RAM: 16 Mbit of working RAM, 12 Mbit of video RAM, 4 Mbit of


RAM for sound, 4 Mbit of CD buffer, and 32 KB of battery backup.


It’s absolutely no exaggeration to say that the Saturn launched with Virtua
Fighter and a load of old wank. Obviously, the Japanese market is very different
to ours and can produce a baffling array of games we’d never touch with a


ten-foot Sega pole, so perhaps that lot from the land of the rising sun thought
they were good. Objectively, though, nothing released with Saturn other than


Virtua Fightermade any use of the system’s hardware whatsoever.


Exhibit A: Mahjong Goku Tenjiku. It’s mahjong. Not even flashy 3D mahjong
either. Just a green table with some tiles on it.


Exhibit B:Wan Chai Connection. Previously referred to as Chinese Detective,
it’s a detective game entirely composed of static pictures compressed into


oblivion and a whole heap of text.


Exhibit C (Above): TAMA: Adventurous Ball in Giddy Labyrinth. A game whose
title is more interesting than playing it. It does at least have some 3D models in
it, and you can use the controller’s new shoulder buttons to rotate the camera,


but it’s all used to play that crappy tilty ball game from The Crystal Maze.


Thankfully, Sega has the ace of all aces up its sleeve. Virtua Fighter is like
cocaine dressed in a schoolgirl outfit to Japanese gamers. The 3D polygonal


fighter was one of Sega’s most successful arcade games ever in Japan, and the
Saturn port is virtually (pun intended) arcade-perfect. As a result, even though
it wasn’t a pack-in and cost 7,800 yen (more than £50), the game sold at a


nearly one-to-one ratio with the Saturn console.


THE SPECS


THE LAUNCH TITLES


As we hurtle towards 1995, the inevitable
has come to pass. We no longer have the
space to cover 8-bit titles.


We don’t feel good about it. Back in the
earlier issues of Sega Mania Magazine, we
didn’t really have the pages to cover a
huge number of 8-bit games. However, as
we gained in popularity and were afforded
the ability to up our page count, the
number of games available for Sega’s
platforms increased exponentially, leaving
the problem unsolved.


We’ve always said that Sega Mania is an
organic publication. As we learn new
things, and react to feedback, fresh ideas
are implemented and old ideas are


dropped. We never intended to intentionally short-change the 8-bit era,
but it’s just the way it’s played out.


So from this point onwards we’ll be dropping 8-bit titles from the regular
magazine to focus purely on 16-bit, and the exciting new 32-bit
generation as we move forward into the future.


This being said, it’s not completely the end of the line for Sega Mania and
the world of 8-bit. We have some ideas in the pipeline that we can’t talk
about fully right now, which will not only bring some of the titles we’ve
covered before back to glorious print, but some of the games we’ve
missed as well. But, we’ve said too much. Just keep an eye on our website
and socials in the near future.


So as we say goodbye to the 8-bit era, and the year of 1994, we’ll leave you
with some of the 8-bit titles that landed in the second half of this year,
that we think are certainly worth you attention:


Daffy Duck in Hollywood, Ecco the Dolphin, Disney’s The Lion
King,Mortal Kombat II, Pete SamprasTennis, Taz in Escape from
Mars, Dynamite Headdy, Sonic the Hedgehog Triple Trouble.


Master
System


Game GEar
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Here at SegaMania Towers, we knowa Sega collectorwhenwe see
one. It's all about that attitude, you see. That Sega-coolness that
you just can't teach. We spotted one such fine specimen in the
wrestling ring recently when we saw Canadian All Elite Wrestling
competitor “All Ego” Ethan Page in action.When not tagging with
Menof theYearpartnerScorpio Sky in theAEWTagTeamDivision,
or being a black belt in karate and taekwondo, Ethan can often be
spotted in cool collectible shops and conventions, picking up
toys, figures andmemorabilia for his impressive collection.


Eagle-eyedviewers of his vlogwill notice that he picks up the odd
Genesis game or accessory too, and that's why the Sega Mania
team decided to track him down between bouts for a backstage
interview. Read on for an insightful glimpse into the life of a retro
Sega fan who also happens to be a worldwide professional
wrestling star, as we quiz “All Ego” Ethan Page on wrestling,
collecting, and,most importantly, Sega.We evenmanaged to nab
some exclusive pictures, too!


What's the rarest thing in your collection, and how trickywas it to
find?


I wish I knew more about the value of stuff. For me, I just collect
things I either had as a child or wish I had as a child … or would have
loved as a child. I learn about new stuff every time I go hunting. I
guess Spider-Man and Venom: Maximum Carnage is one of the
harder games to find with instructions and the OG packaging. Maybe
I have rarer stuff and don’t even know.


Will your collection ever be complete? Is there one thing you'd
love to own that isn't in your collection yet?


I doubt it’ll ever be finished, you can always level up the collection as
life goes on. But I just enjoy the hunt the most. I'd love a complete
Disney Sega game collection.


We know you like to pick up a Genesis gem every now and then,
but what else do you collect besides Sega games?


Toys. I’m addicted to toys.Video games play a big part in that though.
Currently hunting all the original Mortal Kombat carded figures.


Tell us a little bit about the collecting culture in the wrestling
business. Aremany of your colleagues fellow collectors?


Tons of my buddies collect. Hell, every week I take people on hunts
with me all over the USA. Many are the same age, so Sega was big for
people our age.


The life of a professional wrestler must be extremely busy, with
lots of training and lots of travel. Do you ever get time to actually
play the games you own?


It’s very rare I get to play video games. And when I do, I usually lean
on old faithfuls like a Tony Hawk or a side scroller on my Sega. I play
for 30-60 minutes if I’m lucky, then get pulled somewhere to do
something!


What are your absolute favourite things in your collection?
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A fan gave me a four player extension for my Sega. I’ve yet to use it
sadly but I’m waiting for the right day. I enjoy group play for games,
so that’s gonna be up there as a fave. But I’d say my Mortal Kombat 1
& 2 for Sega Genesis are top level items for me. Was my whole
childhood.


Is there anything you'd like to say to anyone out there thinking
about starting a collection?


Just start with what you’re comfortable with. Don’t compare your
collection to other people. And chase that warm nostalgic feeling.
Nothing compares.


Wise words from the two-time Impact World Tag Team Champ!
You can find Ethan's Toy Hunt vlog on YouTube, where he uploads
star-studdednewepisodes everySunday, andyou canfindhimon
Twitter @OfficialEGO and on Instagram @official_ego.
Alternatively, catch his escapades on the mic and in the ring on
AEW television every Wednesday on AEW Dynamite and every
Friday on AEWRampage!
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Pg.19…………………………………………………………..Pirates of DarkWater (Mega Drive)


Simon Pike


Pg.20……………………………………………………………….Dynamite Headdy (Mega Drive)


Simon Pike


Pg.22………………………………TinyToonAdventures : ACMEAll-Stars (Mega Drive)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.23…………………………………………………………………….Zero Tolerance (Mega Drive)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.24…………………………………..Ecco : The Tides of Time (Mega Drive + Mega-CD)


Sam Forrester


Pg.25……...…………………………………..Wolverine : Adamantium Rage (Mega Drive)


AlexAldridge


Pg.26……………………………………………………………………EarthwormJim (Mega Drive)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.28….………………………………………………………………………Animaniacs (Mega Drive)


Sam Forrester


Pg.29….……………………………………………………………………………Shaq-Fu (Mega Drive)


AlexAldridge


Pg.30….…………………………………………………….Disney’s The Lion King (Mega Drive)


David Smillie


Pg.31….………………………………………….Pitfall : The MayanAdventure (Mega Drive)


Simon Pike


Pg.32…….…………………………………………….MegaMan : TheWilyWars (Mega Drive)


AlexAldridge


Pg.34….……………………………………….TheAdventures ofMightyMax (Mega Drive)


Sam Forrester


Pg.35….……………………………………………………………..Sonic &Knuckles (Mega Drive)


Tim Hugall


Pg.40….………………………………………………………………………..WWFRAW (Mega Drive)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.41……..……………………………………………….Taz in Escape fromMars (Mega Drive)


Sam Forrester


Pg.42…..………………………………………………………………………..BC Racers (Mega Drive)


Simon Pike


Pg.43…………………………………………………………Super Street Fighter II (Mega Drive)


Sam Forrester


Pg. 44………..…………………………/JimmyWhite’sWhirlwind Snooker (Mega Drive)


Simon Pike


Pg.45……….………………………………..Kick Off 3 : European Challenge (Mega Drive)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.46……….………………………………………………………………..PGATour III (Mega Drive)


David Smillie


Pg.47……..………………….Spider-man &Venom : MaximumCarnage (Mega Drive)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.48………..Formula OneWorld Championship : Beyond the Limit (Mega-CD)


StephenAndrews


Pg.49……………………………………………………………….Mega Bomberman (Mega Drive)


Simon Pike


Pg.50……………………………………………………………..Rock ‘n’ Roll Racing (Mega Drive)


Simon Pike


Pg.51…………………………………………………………………..High Seas Havoc (Mega Drive)


David Smillie


Pg.52……………………………………………………………………..Psycho Pinball (Mega Drive)


StephenAndrews


Pg.53………………………………………………………………………….Virtual Bart (Mega Drive)


AlexAldridge


Pg.54…………………………………………………………………………Probotector (Mega Drive)


AlexAldridge


Pg.56……………………………………………………MickeyMania (Mega Drive & Mega-CD)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.57……………………………………………………………..Keio Flying Squadron (Mega-CD)


AlexAldridge


Pg.58…………………………………………………………………………….Sparkster (Mega Drive)


AlexAldridge


Pg.60…………………………………………………………………Mortal Kombat II (Mega Drive)


Rob Kirkup


Pg.62………………………………………………………………………………………..Flink (Mega-CD)


Tim Hugall


Pg.63…………………………………………………………………………Rebel Assault (Mega-CD)


Tim Hugall


Pg.64…………………………………………MightyMorphin Power Rangers (Mega Drive)


David Smillie


Pg.65………………………………………………………..RugbyWorld Cup 1995 (Mega Drive)


David Smillie


Pg.66………………………………………………………………………………….Soulstar (Mega-CD)


Simon Pike


Pg.68……………………………………………………………………Shining Force II (Mega Drive)


AlexAldridge
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On the alien world of Mer, the oceans and islands are being overrun
by the malevolent Dark Water, a deadly morass that consumes and
destroys all that it touches. Only by retrieving the Thirteen Treasures
of Rule can this watery plague, and its mysterious progenitor, be
stopped. When I had discoloured water at home I just called the
plumber, but there's more than a few corroded pipes behind Mer's
aquatic affliction. Also, the dark water coming out of my taps wasn't
evil … at least, as far as I know.


In this Mega Drive iteration of Hanna-Barbera cartoon The Pirates of
Dark Water, players take control of heroic prince Ren, fiery
ecomancer Tula, or unscrupulous rogue Ioz, as they try to survive in
the colourful, mysterious world of Mer. The developers have done a
really good job of capturing the atmosphere of the cartoon, with a
colour palette of electric blues, mystical purples and supernatural
greens setting a darkly esoteric and fantastical tone. One level has a
particularly atmospheric rain effect, and another has a stunning,
scrolling cloudscape in the background. The environment artists
have excelled themselves here, and the world is beautifully realised.


The sprites don't quite live up to the awesome level art, but do a
decent job of portraying the characters despite being a little small
and suffering from some stiff animation. The musical pieces that
accompany the adventure are unusual but forgettable, and sound a
little basic compared to what we know the Mega Drive is capable of.
The sound effects also fit into that basic category, with pirate thugs,
undead horrors and even female lead Tula all uttering a very similar-


sounding grunt effect when they take damage. The thuds and
slashes of the swashbuckling combat are functional but
underwhelming. It does the job, but don't expect to float away on a
magical soundscape.


At the beginning of each level players choose from one of the three
main characters. They all play similarly but have different special
attacks. Once you choose your favourite pirate and drop into the
adventure, the gameplay consists of platforming, exploration and
combat. The combat plays like a simplified version of Golden Axe,
with sword slashes, kicks and throws being perpetrated on your
opponents depending on positioning and context rather than which
button is pressed. Certain levels reward exploration while others are
more straightforward, though the former are generally more
enjoyable. The platforming is, ironically, where the game falls down
the most. The three characters move relatively slowly on foot but
accelerate drastically once in the air, especially with the diving roll
that passes for a double jump. It can be a bit jarring and unwieldy,
and makes the more precision-based platforming sections a little
too fiddly for comfort.


The world of Mer isn't entirely linear. Players are able to choose their
route through the game from a map screen between stages. This,
combined with the multiple playable characters and long runtime,
means that there is a whole lot of game here, and those who find
themselves sucked in will be dropping anchor for quite some time.
The game consistently throws whole gangs of respawning enemies
at you to keep you on your toes, from enemy pirates loyal to series
villain Bloth, to rats, bats and skeletons. Watch out for those
especially big, muscular pirate lads, they'll trap you in a net if you're
not careful and render you defenceless until you can hack your way
out. You'll only ever find two or three enemy-types on any particular
level, though. A larger variety of villainous minions to decorate the
end of our cutlasses with would havemade the stages feel a bit more
alive.


Should you choose to set sail upon the oceans of Mer, you're in for a
challenging, atmospheric, but occasionally fiddly experience. The
Pirates of DarkWater is a great-looking game that could have been a
classic if its basic gameplay elements were just a little more refined.
Exploration is fun and the ability to choose your character before
each stage is a nice touch, but the combat is stiff and somewhat
basic, and the platforming canveer into frustration despite the game
being generous with health bars and health-restoring pick-ups.


If you're a fan of the cartoon, or you're just looking for a bit of dark
fantasy to immerse yourself into, you can do a lot worse than this. It'll
even hit you with some surprisingly heavy themes and creepy
locations, too. However, its serious tone and slightly unwieldy
gameplay won't be for everyone. An interesting curio and a sizeable
adventure, but not quite the timeless, oceanic epic it sets out to be.
More of a sloop than a frigate, but definitely not a wreck.
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That’s Ioz. He’s a bit of a rogue!


These basic baddies are total pushovers.


Small, moving platforms suspended over
spikes are bad news with controls this
finicky.







Every ‘90s kid has at some point envisaged themselves as an awesome,
gun-toting action hero. Japanese developer Treasure delivered that
dream and then some with Gunstar Heroes, while still somehow
keeping things light, bright, weird andwacky. This stellar debut from the
studio (reviewed back in Issue 4) was a masterpiece of action and
absurdity, and it was super-cool, too. With Dynamite Headdy, the
Japanese developer is now presenting players with the chance to live
out their dreams of being a bug-eyed, yellow-hued puppet boy with a
detachable head. Hmm,might be a slightly harder sell, that one.


Don't be put off by an odd premise and a bit of Terry Gilliam-inspired
craziness, though, this is a platformer that's bristling with cool ideas.
Players take on the role of the titular Headdy, a heroic puppet who
fights villainous puppets to save the friendly puppets from the evil king
of puppets. The levels and backdrops all resemble puppet theatre
stages or behind-the-scenes areas, and the whole game feels like a toy
box has come to life. Headdy will find himself face-to-face with wind-
up toys, dangling clownmarionettes and more as he fights for puppet-
kind. He defeats these enemies by bopping them with his detachable
head (kind of like a marginally less-disturbing Chuck from Decap
Attack), but he can also use his flying noggin to grab and catapult to
higher platforms, and move or break obstacles that are barring
progression.


The game is a sight to behold. The colours are bold and bright and the
backgrounds are full of fun little details. Re-used enemy sprites are rare,


and regular, one-offmini-bosses give the game a huge sense ofvariety.
One minute you'll be shrinking down to half-size and fighting off tiny
toy soldiers, the nextminute you'll be taking on a robot withmagnetism
powers and hypno-tits. The aforementioned shrinking is due to one of
Headdy's head power-ups. There are a huge number of alternate heads
that can be equipped, and the majority of them offer game-changing
powers. Some of these power-ups are very situational, others are an
absolute godsend in any circumstances, and there's even a nasty
power-down hidden in there too.


Dynamite Headdy'smain strength is in the sheervariety of gameplay on
offer. It's a pure platformer, for sure, but every single level throws some
new gameplay tweaks at the player to keep
things gripping. Features such as
platforms that rotate around a
cylindrical tower, levels that can be
flipped to enable progress and
affect enemies, or even a full-on
shoot-em-up interlude with a
particularly disturbing boss
encounter at the end, all ensure
that no two levels are the same
and absolutely all of them are
memorable. Dynamite Headdy
sounds great too, with some
fantastically jazzy musical


Shoot some hoops in the entertaining
bonus game.


Headdy takes to the skies in the sixth act.
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Headdy can regain health with the Snooze
Head, but if enemies are around he’ll be an
easy target.


“I’mvery sorryMadam, I just can’t stop
looking at them…”







highlights and satisfying, cutesy sound effects and voice clips.


There's a hefty challenge on offer that will provide plenty of longevity
for skilled gamers. Things perhaps get a little too tough for the rest of
us, with later levels requiring constant precision and quick-thinking, but
if you do end up finishing the game there are tons of secrets to find,
ensuring that completionists will keep coming back. These “secret
bonus points” can range from taking out specific, unique enemies, to
knocking an innocent window cleaner off of his scaffold. It's a fun little
side activity to try and find them all, and second guessing where the
clearly insane developers might have hidden them away is quite the
task.


Honestly, though, I fear for Dynamite Headdy; Its bizarre premise and
the protagonist's strange design is likely to make potential fans look
past it on the shelves in favour of cool hedgehogs and familiar Disney
mascots, but there's a legitimate argument that this title eclipses the lot
of them. It's wildly innovative and joyful from beginning to end, and If
you're a Mega Drive owner, a fan of platformers, or consider yourself a
video game enthusiast in anyway, you simply have to try it. The controls
are tweaked to perfection, every new level is fresh and imaginative, and
the whole thing brims with personality. If you find yourself down at the
shops being tempted by all those more familiar mascot platformers,
don't be a corporate puppet. Keep your head and try something new.
This one is dynamite.


This little angel thing with the spear
points out the weaknesses ofvarious
bosses. Handy.


Now that Headdy is tiny he can slip into
tiny gaps. Go tiny Headdy!


Trouble Bruin can be an absolute
nightmare. You’ll get sick of the sight of
this cat/teddy thing.


Four of the BEST
(And one to avoid!)


There are a total of eighteen head power-ups that
Headdy can find throughout the puppet realm.


Whenever Headdy comes across Headcase (a cute
character who's job seems to be head distribution), he'll


find that Headcase's case of heads will be cycling
through at least two optional heads, and the head on


display when Headdy bops the power-up will replace his
currently-equipped head. Let's have a look at some


head-based highlights before the word “head” loses all
meaning.


WarHead


HAMMER HEAD


EMPTY HEAD


ROCKET HEAD


Head Trip


This very straightforward head
grants Headdy the ability to hit
things really hard, dealing extra
damage to enemies and bosses,


and bashing heavy obstacles out of
the way with ease. Has nothing to


do with sharks.


This overpowered head constantly
fires bullets in all directions, wiping
out enemies all over the screen and
enabling Headdy to damage bosses
without getting too close to their


dangerous bits. Not good at parties.


Reduces our hero to an outline,
enabling him to pass through
enemies and projectiles. It's


basically invincibility, but won't save
you from falling off the bottom of
the screen. Has no discernible
effect on Headdy's intelligence.


The go-to head during the flying
sections of the game. Makes


Headdy's head look like some kind
of jet engine and emits constant
laser beams that pierce through
enemies. If I had to describe it in
three words, they would be "pew


pew pew".


This huge head is just too heavy for
poor Headdy. Accidentally pick this
unsightly melon up during a boss
fight and crawl around helplessly as
the agonising duration ticks down.
Accurately portrays how I feel most


mornings.


VS


HEAD TO HEAD
When Dynamite Headdy was exported to theWest, the developers made


some fairly significant alterations. Large amounts of dialogue were
removed, making theWestern version's story more open to interpretation,
and Headdy's antics in the ending were changed significantly too. The
names of the levels were adapted into puns on popular movies, and
recurring mini-boss Trouble Bruin was given a name and appearance


change. Likewise, a gigantic doll mini-boss called Rebecca was replaced
with a bizarre robot/castle amalgamation called Mons Meg, and the


Buddha Head power-up was renamed to Head Trip.


The most significant changes were made to the difficulty, though.
Japanese players receive two continues at the start of the game whereas
Western players get a big fat zero, and they made it harder to earn extra
continues, too. Not satisfied with giving us Westerners fewer tries, Treasure


also ramped up the general trickiness, giving bosses more hit points,
more unpredictable attack patterns or smaller hitboxes. This is reportedly


due to anti-rental measures, but we just think it's mean.
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I endedupdowna rabbit hole (pun intended) ofall things TinyToonAdventures, and I amnowanexpert. So, for those ofyouwho
were as in the dark as I was, let me enlighten you. This isn’t aMuppet Babies scenario, where we’d see younger versions of the
Loony Tunes characters we already know and love, these are completely different characters. Well, kind of. This cast of
youngsters prettymuch replicate the established Loony Tunes stars in the way they look, and the way they act, but they aren’t
related to any existing Loony Tunes character (the exception to this is Gogo Dodo, who is the son of a dodo in a 1938 cartoon
called Porky in Wackyland). The school they go to, ACME Looniversity, has the likes of Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Porky Pig, and
Taz, as staff. To confuse things further it’s not a university, it’s a high school.


The twomain characters are Buster, the blue rabbit fellaweplayed as in Buster’s HiddenTreasure, andBabs, a pink rabbit.Other
major characters include Plucky Duck, Hamton J. Pig, Dizzy Devil, Furrball, Fifi La Fume, Sweetie Bird, Calamity Coyote, Little
Beeper, and Gogo Dodo (the ‘strange green dinosaur-looking thing’ I mentioned earlier, and actually a dodo).


There are also a couple of human characters, who go to school with these animal characters, and are the villains of the piece.
One of the episodes I watched had one of these human scumbags, Elmyra Duff, kidnapping Buster, taking him home and trying
to bath him and get him to play doctors with her. He wanted none of it, but she wouldn’t take no for an answer. That’s bestiality
and that shit is illegal. Even in the ‘90s.


Basketball, on amuddy swamp. The
worst possible surface for a game
based entirely around a bouncing ball.


It’s a funny old game.Well, in this case,
mildly amusing.


This chick is thirsty (as the kids would
say) for poor Buster.


As thememorable theme song goes, “We're tiny, we're toony,we're all
a little loony, and in this cartoony we're invading your TV”…… or Sega
Mega Drive as is the case here.


So, confession time. I remember pretty much nothing
about the Tiny Toon Adventures cartoon. Yes, I
remember the incredibly catchy theme song,
but that’s it. Alex recently forced everyone
here at Sega Mania Towers to play Tiny
Toon Adventures: Buster’s Hidden
Treasure, the previous Mega Drive
Tiny Toon release, for a feature on
the podcast. That was a
thoroughly enjoyable
platforming romp, however
while playing through it I had
very little idea who any of
the characters were, which
definitely hindered my
enjoyment and
appreciation of the game. I
was playing as Buster, a
blue rabbit, and plenty of
other colourful characters
popped up along the way,
most frequently a strange
green dinosaur-looking
thing. So going into this
review I decided before even
loading up ACME All-Stars I
would commit some time to
watching some episodes of the
early ‘90s cartoon, and get
myself re-acquainted with the
Tiny Toons. You can find out how I
got on, getting up to speed on Buster
Bunny and the gang in the ‘They’re tiny,
they’re toony’ section.


Let’s take a look at the game. Konami did a great job
with Buster’s Hidden Treasure, so I was fairly confident as the
game started that this would be another solid title. Upon the game
loading I was presented with a menu screen offering: Story, Soccer,
Basketball, Obstacle Course, Bowling, or Montana Hitting. Choosing
story takes you into, arguably, theweakest story that has ever existed
in a video game. You see Buster Bunny kicking a ball around, when
Babs Bunny (surprisingly no relation to Buster) appears out of


nowhere, clearly excited, and bumps into him. She tells him that
there’s going to be an ACME Loonivesity soccer and basketball
tournament, to find out which team is the best. You then see Plucky
Duck and Hamton J. Pig who thank Buster and Babs for letting them


join their team. That’s it. That’s’ the entire ‘story’.


You play a football match, then if you win there’s
a bit of dialogue with your team talking
about how great you are, then it’s into a
basketball game. This repeats several
times, with the occasional “tough
match, why don’t we have some
fun” kind of conversation,
followed by either bowling, an
obstacle course, or Montana
Hitting, which is essentially
‘whack a mole’. You play three
games of football, three
games of basketball. Win
them and you have
completed the game, and
(spoiler alert) you decide to
celebrate by getting some
burgers. Exciting stuff.


Basketball and football are
the only ‘proper’ games here.
The others are far too
simplistic to spend any real
time with, and each character
having their own special move
offers somevariety in thematches,
depending on who you choose for


your team. However, it’s far too easy.
Even on the Extra Hard difficulty


setting, there is no challenge whatsoever
in single player mode. Graphically, the game


is colourful enough, and it’s so cute that it’s like
a load of puppies and kittens have been blended up


and then rammed into your eyeballs. The sound is
shocking, the TinyToon theme is recognisable, but all the other


music is awful, it’s like a 3-year-old has been let loose with a Yamaha
keyboard, switched on one of the demo tracks then mashed the
keyboard repeatedly with its tiny face.


If you fancy a game of football, play FIFA. If you fancy a game of
basketball, playNBAJam. There’s no reason to play this game. Ever.
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In the summer of 1994 I was stung by a wasp. I was on holiday in Spain with
my parents and my brother, and as I lay in the glorious sunshine reading a
magazine I felt something crawling on my arm. As I looked to see what it
was, a wasp stungme and flew off to commitmore unprovoked attacks on
other holiday-makers. Little bastard. I didn’t suffer any ill effects from the
sting, thankfully. When I was growing up my next door neighbour was
stung in the head by a hornet, and his head swelled up to eight times its
normal size. It was so big and heavy that he had to hold his head up until
the swelling subsided, for fear that the weight of his massive head would
snap his neck.


A couple of days after I was viciously stung, we were exploring a busy
Spanish market. I was having a great time, but then I heard a noise that
terrified me to my core: a loud buzzing right next to my head. The wasp
was back to finish me off! I freaked out and flailed my arms around, trying
desperately to fend him off. Turns out that the buzzing actually wasn’t a
wasp, it was my little brother making wasp noises for a laugh. Neither me,
nor the elderly Spanish lady that I knocked flying with my mad arms were
in the slightest bit amused.


Anyway, where was I? Oh yeah, so I was lying in the sun reading a
magazine, and in that issue of Mean Machines Sega a preview of a game
called Zero Tolerance really capturedmy imagination. I found the game so
different, so impressive, that I had been too engrossed to notice the
horrible wasp until it was too late.


Zero Tolerance is set aboard Europe-1, a space station that has been
overrun by aliens. To make things even worse, the nuclear cooling system
has been damaged, which will result in total meltdown within a matter of
hours. The Planet Defence Corps call in the eponymous Zero Tolerance, an
elite strike squad of five speciality-trained commandos, to sweep the
station clean of the alien threat.


However, what really drew me to Zero Tolerance wasn’t this fairy generic
plot; it was that this was a 3D first-person shooter. I’d never seen a game
that looked even remotely like this on the Mega Drive before, and the
screenshots looked unbelievable.


What blew my mind even more than this was that Technopop, the
developer, had made it multiplayer. But not any old multiplayer – you
could send off for a free cable with a voucher that came with the game.
This cable would allowyou to link twoMegaDrives togethervia the second
controller port and play through the campaign together. Yes, you’d need
two copies of the game, two Mega Drives, and two TVs, but this was
something never seen before, or since, on the console.


Zero Tolerance is set over 40 levels, spread across three areas, and you
must kill every enemy on each level, before heading to the exit and
moving on.To do this, as with anygood FPS, you are spoilt with the number
and variety of weapons and items on offer, from the bog-standard
handgun, to the trusty shotgun, and even a rocket launcher.


The five members of Zero Tolerance all have different skills, stats, and
specialities, and act as your lives. When one dies they are marked as
‘deceased’ and you can no longer play as that member of the team. Once
all five are deceased it’s game over and the aliens win the day.


Later in the year when the game was released, my brother and I rented it
from Blockbuster and it was all I had hoped for and more. The music. The
setting. The sound effects were so atmospheric, with the excellent voice
samples almost imprinted in my brain. To this day, when I get a shotgun in
any game I say out loud to myself “shotgun collected”.


Yes, it wasn’t perfect, and a game this ambitious on hardware this limited
was never going to be, but it was a damn fine effort. Some of the most
notable things were that you couldn’t stay crouched (eventually you’d just
stand up), the shooting wasn’t that accurate – as you just had to fire near
to an enemy and you’d generally kill them – and turning wasn’t quite quick
enough, meaning you’d often get caught out by an alien behind you that
you didn’t see in time.


GOING BEYOND
ZERO TOLERANCE


A sequel was planned called Beyond Zero Tolerance, and made it
to the beta stage before being cancelled. The plot would see an
all new Zero Tolerance team go to the alien’s home planet to
eradicate all life there. Fans of the first game campaigned


publisher Accolade to release the game, but it never happened.
However, the developer eventually made a ROM of the game


available in the public domain, so gamers could finally
experience the long-cancelled sequel. What a fine gesture.


Shotgun collected.


The unreleased game is now playable in
beta form, and everything is so very,
very, pink.


Despite the actual gameplay taking
part in such a small part of the screen,
it works remarkably well.


Scott Haile, explosives expert, one of the five Zero Tolerancemembers.
Theywere all named aftermembers of the development team.
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Swimming around at the speed of… echolocation, places to go, gotta
follow my… whirlpool. Okay, you’d struggle to get a song out of Ecco
the Dolphin as cool as the one associated with a certain blue
hedgehog, but for many, the bottle-nosed wonder is almost as
synonymous with Sega as Sonic himself. He even appeared in his own
strip in the fabled Sonic the Comic.


But as interesting and as deep as the game’s storyline is, it doesn’t
quite grab you in the same way. Tides of Time continues on from the
original Ecco game. After saving the earth, the titular character is now
enjoying a chill time with his dolphin pals. But while exploring a cave
an earthquake strikes and seems to rob him of his powers from the
first game. It seems there is a bigger threat looming and it is up to
Ecco to find out what it is and stop it.


Tides of Time is a beautiful game to look at for everyone expect those
with thalassophobia. You can swim through caves and among sunken
shipwrecks. There are colourful fish and coral reefs to take in as you
explore the deep sea. There are some enemies out to get you like
sharks and jellyfish, but these can be dealt with by simply nutting
them in the face. In most of the levels you will find yourself solving
puzzles or finding your way through a maze, with undersea violence
being kept to a minimum.


This is a good thing, but not because the puzzles are so wonderful
and challenging, rather because the controls are really bloody
awkward. The spatial freedom you enjoy in Tides of Time is its own
worst enemy. Sure, you’re free to move in any direction and swim
really fast, but try lining up a dash attack on a tiny enemy and you’ll
soon find yourself being crushed in the trench of frustration.


For all it promises, Tides of Time is a disappointingly ponderous game
filled with an existential sadness that it is difficult to explain. The
soundtrack is very sombre and the emptiness of the ocean so very


vast, it’s easy to becomemiserable playing it, and that’s before you’ve
spent ages trying to use your soundwave to nudge a crystal over a
rockface and past a hammerhead shark.


Most of the levels are very samey – hey it’s not like you can add a
theme or zone to sea – and themeans in which you progress through
them range from irritating to impossible to figure out. You can use
special rings to travel long distances in service of the plot, and this
leads to some faux-3D levels where you swim away from the screen in
a Strider-esq style while little stonefishmake half hearted attempts to
stop you.


You can engage and talk to other sea creatures in various levels, and
one of Tides of Time’s best features is the cutscenes you will
occasionally get as the story progresses. They are very impressive to
behold on the Mega-CD and add a layer of much-needed depth to
what can feel like a very hollow experience.


Ultimately, if it wasn’t considered so cruel in the modern age, I’d
recommend a trip to a performing sea life show instead of playing
this game.Watching dolphins jump through rings in exchange for fish
is a much better use of your hard-earned cash. If they really wanted to
make this game more interesting, they would have set it in Japanese
waters and had you dodging harpoons and fishing nets.
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There were way toomanyvideo games released on Sega platforms in
1994 for us to cover them all, even across twomagazines. Accordingly,
for the first time, my fellow Maniacs and I all got together for a chat in
whatever you want to pretend the 1994 version ofDiscord was (a pub?)
to take turns picking the games we wanted to include. Obviously, the
best games got snapped up quickly, leaving the unknowns, the also-
rans, and the ones so heinous that they’ll make for a fun review when
we destroy them with words.


It was in this latter period that I was feeling very smug. The fools!
Nobody has said a word aboutWolverine: Adamantium Rage and I’m
going to steal in there and snag a hidden gem at the end. After all, I
like X-Men as much as the next man (as long as the next man isn’t a
total X-Men obsessive) and they’ve had some good games in the past.
And hey, who doesn’t like to give their enemies a good ol’ snikety snikt
in their dickety dikt?


You can guess where this is going, can’t you? Yep, this game is
absolute bollocks.


The biggest problem with Adamantium Rage is the overwhelming
sense of artificial difficulty through terrible controls. I mean, the game
is actually really difficult anyway, with that classic ratio of 2% player
error and 98% bullshit, but the way Logan controls is so illogically bad
that your chances of counteracting said bullshit are severely
hampered. Remember when Nintendo tried to make Luigi feel
different to Mario by making him a bit skiddier? Wolverine would like
Luigi to hold his beer, because he’s very likely to skid over and spill it.


Not only is the pointy-handed prannit unable to simply stop running
like any normal human (or mutant), he also has the turning circle of
Harry Maguire. Sorry, this is 1994 isn’t it... Ahem, he also has the turning
circle of Neil Ruddock. It means that you can’t really react to enemies
or obstacles with anything close to finesse. Just lining yourself up to a
ladder is painful. There’s one level where you need to swipe at an
electrified fence to cut a safe passage through, but getting in close
enough to reach without sliding into it and being electrocuted is so
near-impossible that I resigned myself to mildly enjoying Wolverine’s
suffering.


The enemies, too, are remorseless trolls. Almost all of them can
occasionally ignore one of your attacks as if it were trying to sell them
a copy of The Big Issue outside Asda. Worse still, every level features
some kind of flying robot that will repeatedly ram itself into
Wolverine’s face. If you try and hit it with a snikt or a kick, you’ll miss. It
will hit Wolvey in the mush, rebound off him, fly straight back, and hit
him in themush again – effectively stunlocking you in a never-ending
loop of face-fuckery. Later, they also have guns. The only attack that
can be relied upon against them is pressing up on the d-pad to
perform some kind of spinning pimp slap.


No, you didn’t read that wrong. I said that one ofWolverine’s attacks is
mapped to up on the bloody d-pad, and of course it will happen
accidentally when you least want it to, all the live long day. Oh, did I
say live long? Nah, don’t be silly. That doesn’t happen in this game,
because every level has a timer that counts down and kills Wolverine
with the same weird cutscene of a little girl hugging him but she’s
actually a bomb. Timers are fine in games where you go left to right,
but Adamantium Rage is basically Boring Maze: The Game. When
objectives are obtuse and confusing, and every action takes way too
long to pull off because Wolverine can’t stay still, you’re going to run
out of time often.


Towards the end of the game, I wound up running past enemies as
often as I could just to get this whole ordeal over with. In fairness,
Wolverine does have a plethora of (read: too many) moves that help
speed things up. The most effective is his double jump, which makes
him a spinning ball of claws that is often the best way to attack
enemies. Its caveat is that you have to press jump the second time
while Wolverine is still ascending, otherwise you’ll just spin towards
the ground again. It’s needlessly fiddly, and everything else potentially
cool in this game features a similar caveat.


The story is another example. I don’t know what the story is in this
game. It kicks off with Logan crushing a piece of paper and saying he
needs to find out what happened, and I genuinely don’t know what
actually did happen or if he ever found out. It all feels so disjointed
and random. It’s just one comic panel after anotherwith seemingly no
connection between them. This is a game with a big license backed
up with over 30 years of material that could have been stylishly
narrated with slick comic book artwork and suspense, but it’s just
incomprehensible gibberish.


It would be absolutely infuriating if your bad time in this game wasn’t
just so depressingly inevitable. It wears you down with its incessant
lack of fairness and complete dearth of anything remotely fun. The
levels can end up being so long and repetitive (made worse by an
utterly disgusting soundtrack that will drive you insane) that you just
can’t feel feelings anymore, and you’re left too numb to hate it. This
gamewill waste your time, bore you into a daze, and frustrate you into
submission. Wolverine might have adamantium rage, but I just have
apathetic resignation.
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It might look impressive enough, but
this boss fight is an exercise in unfair
bullshit.


It might look impressive enough, but
this boss fight is an exercise in
unfa…wait, didn’t I already say this?


Bitch snikt!







In the early ‘90s we had Sega Mega Drive games based on a
hedgehog who could run as fast as lightning, an opossum called
Sparkster wielding a sword and a jetpack, and Ecco the Dolphin, who
fought evil sea creatures and even aliens, and didn’t even have any
super powers, he was just a brave, brave dolphin. Over on the dark
side, an ape by the name of Donkey Kong was breaking records with
Donkey Kong Country, and a fox was flying around the galaxy in
Starwing with his animal chums.


It’s fair to say that games based on animals doing things that animals
shouldn’t normally be doing were doing verywell indeed. So, it was no
surprise when in November of 1994, the latest animal-themed game
burst onto the scene. An everyday earthworm was just minding his
own business when a super suit fell from space and landed on him,
granting him special powers. That worm was called Jim.


Earthworm Jim was an immediate success, both critically and
commercially, and it was the first game to receive a perfect 100%
review fromGamesMasterMagazine. A cartoonwas spawned from the
game’s popularity, as well as a number of video game sequels over
the decades.


The plot of EarthwormJim is crazy. So, as I mentioned, a suit falls from
space and he becomes a superworm. Well, this ‘ultra-high-tech-
indestructable-super-space-cyber-suit’ was being taken to the
sinister tyrant, Queen Slug-for-a-Butt, who rules the planet Insectica.
The carrier of this suit, Psy-Crow, lost it somewhere over earth when
he got into a firefight with another spaceship and the suit fell from the
airlock. Jim accidently finds the suit, and then overhears, via the suit, a
heated-exchange between Psy-Crow and Queen Slug-for-a-butt,
and her plans to retrieve the suit from Jim and capture the beautiful


princess What’s-Her-Name. Jim sets out to defeat the queen with his
new-found powers, while hoping to meet the princess.


Yep, batshit crazy.And it doesn’t get any less crazy as you play through
the game. At the very beginning of the first level, New Junk City, you’ll
drop a fridge onto a branch which fires a cow into the sky,
accompanied by the words “Cow Launched!” on screen, for no
apparent reason.


The game plays as a run and gun action platformer, developed by
Shiny Entertainment and headed up by Dave Perry. The game runs on
the same game engine as previous Mega Drive releases from Shiny,
such as Cool Spot and Global Gladiators. The fantastic cartoon art-
style is achieved using the same technique used in Aladdin, which is
drawing individual character frames onto cells, in much the same way
as animated cartoons. This really makes the game look like an
interactive cartoon, and the backgrounds are just as impressive as the
character sprites with some beautiful parallax scrolling effects. I
remember one thing that really stood out to me back when my
brother and I rented this from Blockbuster Video in late-1994 was the
lighting effects on Jim when he is firing his blaster, and revisiting it
now, almost 30 years later, it still looks so, so good. Dare I say, this
might be the best looking game on the Mega Drive at the time of
release?


Jim has two main attacks; his blaster, which can be fired in all
directions, but has limited ammo unless you collect more as you go,
and using his own body as a whip. His head can also be thrown to
latch onto hooks and other elements of the landscape to swing from
platform to platform, as well as acting as a helicopter to float down
from high ledges.
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The level design is an impressive as the characters, and each of the
eight levels are completely different, ranging fromJim’s hometown of
New Junk City, to a stage where you dangle on a bungee while
fighting against a boss who is a giant bogey, an underwater level, and
you even go to hell. Between each level is a segment called Andy
Asteroids, which is a 3D racing game. You have to ride your pocket
rocket and race against Psy-Crow through an asteroid belt. Win the
race and you go to the next stage in peace, lose and you have to fight
him.


Earthworm Jim is undoubtedly a classic on the Mega Drive, and it still
in the public consciousness to the point where I was watching ITV’s
The Chase only a few weeks ago and Earthworm Jim was the answer
to one of the questions. When it was released it was considered an
almost perfect game, however inmore recent years I’ve seenmultiple
YouTube videos and website reviews accusing it of being style over
substance, and once the impressive visuals are stripped away, what
remains isn’t quite as good as everyone once believed. Is this the
case, or is Earthworm Jim still a must play title?


Having played through it for the first time this century, I can say that
Earthworm Jim is an absolute blast from start to finish. It still looks
stunning, the sound effects and voice effects are great, and the
music, while not being as memorable as any of Sonic or Streets of
Rage games on the Mega Drive, suits the game perfectly. The wacky
characters are brilliantly creative, and each suits the off-beat sense of
humour that oozes out of the game. I love the fact your health is
measured as a percentage, rather than a bar, which means different
enemies deliver different amounts of damage, adding strategy in
which order you decide to tackle them.


On the downside, it’s really difficult. The average attention span of a
gamer in the year 2022, combined with the backlog of games that
everyone has, means that a game such as Earthworm Jim, where you
will die repeatedly and also don’t have unlimited continues, will end
up back on the shelf. Also the level design means you don’t always
know where you’re going. That said, these are fairly minor gripes,
when compared to everything in the ‘plus’ column.


Earthworm Jim is not perfect, but it’s pretty damn close.


Oh, and that cow that you launch into the sky at the beginning of the
game? Once you defeat all the enemies, save the princess and win
her heart, the cow falls from the sky and crushes her.


Bob the Killer Goldfish and No. 4


Bob is a goldfish, as well as a
criminal mastermind. However, his
plans are somewhat hindered by
the fact he’s stuck in a bowl, so
his plans are carried out by No. 4,
his super-strong ,cat sidekick.


Professor Monkey-for-a-Head


A Professor with a monkey for
a head.


Evil the Cat


Ruler of the planet Heck! Evil
the Cat is, well, an evil cat.


Queen Slug-For-A-Butt


Her full name is the Evil
Queen Pulsating, Bloated,
Festering, Sweaty, Pus-
filled, Malformed, Slug-
for-a-Butt, and she is the
final boss in Earthworm
Jim.


Peter Puppy


Jim’s faithful puppy. He may
look like a harmless little
doggy, but he has a wicked
temper which sees him turn into
an angry monster, Bruce
Banner-style.


Princess Whats-Her-Name


Earthworm Jim’s love, even
though he’s not yet met her. She
isn’t a bee, but dresses like one
– only she knows why.


Earthworm Jim


Earthworm Jim was your bog-
standard garden earthworm
until a super suit fell from
space and happened to land
on top of him. He evolved in
the blink of an eye, gaining
super-powers and a fancy
blaster weapon.


Psy-Crow


Jim’s nemesis. Psy-Crow
chases Jim from planet, to
planet attempting to
retrieve the super suit.







Animaniacs is a cartoon unlike any other. Crammed full of pop culture
references, throwbacks and innuendo, it’s amazing it ran for as long as
it did. Especially when you have to think a lot of the jokes went over the
heads of it’s target audience. It probably belongs more alongside the
likes of The Simpsons and The Muppets – contemporary shows that
look like they are for children at first glance, but really are better
enjoyed with a more experienced understanding of the world.


As a kid, you were unlikely to recognise any of the references the show
made, nor understand why Yakko was constantly lusting after the
attractive blonde practitioner of medicine – HELLO NURSE! That
wouldn’t pass the sexual harassment in the workplace test and in
the real world he’d be hauled before HR and
kicked out of the Warner Brothers water
tower. Wakko and Dot would get
company-wide emails about why this
was completely inappropriate, and the
majority of their other hijinks wouldn’t
happen. But we’re probably looking
too much into it.


Anyway, with its meta humour and
fourth wall breaking, peak
Animaniacs was as enjoyed as
much by so mums and dads at it
was by kids, if not more so! The
game, by comparison, lacks that
cutting edge and enjoys a much
simpler level of interaction. You
control all three of the
Animaniacs as you progress
through the various stages, or
scenes of the Warner Brother
studios, and aside from some
scenes of dialogue which invoke
the humour of the show, it’s mostly
a side-scrolling affair with no time
for jokes.


The aim of the troublesome trio is
to go around the movie lots and
collect pieces of memorabilia so
they can open a shop and attract
the attention of celebrities. You start
with a very brief introductory level
where you leap out of your water
tower home and on to the street
below. It is a useful prologue as you
become acquainted with each
character’s abilities, and you’ll need
them all.


Unlike other games, where who
you control comes down to
personal preference, you’ll need
to switch between each of these
lovable scamps several times to
clear each stage. Yakko canmove
boxes and wields a bat and ball,
Wakko has a giant mallet which
can be used to light the fuses of
bombs and Dot can blow
kisses which can prompt
enemies to move aside or


act in a way that benefits you. You’ll need to use each of them to
navigate the levels, which are as much puzzle as platformer.


It is a cute game with a bright colour palette and upbeat soundtrack,
but, fittingly enough for a trio of characters whose main aim of the
cartoon was to be annoying, the controls will do your head in. It feels
like they don’t leap as high or as far as you think they should, and as a
result jumps are quite frustrating and it often feels like you’re barely
making it. They also slide a bit and the sections where you need to ride
something like a boat or a giant pair of robot legs are more difficult
than they were intended to be.


While the constant switching between characters is novel at first, it
quickly becomes a bit of a chore. You walk a few steps and use


Yakko to push a box so you can reach the next
platform, then switch to Wakko to hit a
button, then Dot to hit an enemy, then back
to Yakko... you get the idea, it gets a bit
tedious. The game is also a bit punishing,
the gang can only take a couple of hits
before they faint and you’re sent back to
the start of the level. Die enough times
and the Warner Bros security guard will
lock you back in the tower, unless you hit
continue. But after having to start each
stage again a few times, you’ll probably
find yourself wanting to stay in there. Stick
to watching the cartoon. It’s more fun.
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Shaq Fu fucking sucks. Can I go now?


Since I joined Sega Mania at the back end of Issue 3 I’ve prided myself
on beating every game I’ve reviewed, but this… this one broke me. My
streak is over and it’s all thanks to quite possibly the worst fighting
game that has ever been created. Not a single person who contributed
to the making of this game should be allowed to enter polite society
again. They should face a chorus of boos from passers-by whenever
they go outside. Their houses should all have ‘a Shaq Fu developer lives
here’ spray painted on the exterior wall so we all know who to egg at
Halloween and avoid posting Christmas cards to.


Shaq Fu is a fighting game made by people (developer Delphine
Software International of Flashback and Another World fame) who had
never made a fighting game and, I’d wager, decided that playing one
as research was a waste of their time. If you can imagine what it would
be like to play Street Fighter II with the movement physics of the
original Prince of Persia, you’re getting close to the type of hell I’ve had
to endure. Never has there been a fighter that is as unresponsive and
clunky as this.


The biggest problem with the game is the movement. There are way
toomany frames of animation to every character that it results in some
egregiously terrible input lag.Jumping is the worst offender here, as it’s
like your fighter will take a couple of miniature steps forward before
launching in to this awkward, massive leap across the screen. Nothing
happens instantly when you press a button, and in a genre that relies on
reactions and skill, this is an unforgivable cardinal sin. When everything
feels delayed, there can be no tactical play – especially against a CPU
opponent that’s able to teleport around the screen, firing projectiles at
you quicker than you can even make your fighter duck (not for want of
trying).


In playing the ‘story’ mode, you’re forced to control Shaq, and he only
has two special moves anyway, but it’s almost impossible to pull them
off whilst you’re getting peppered with more shots than a Newcastle
United goalkeeper. Try and jump after your opponent or hit them with
a special move, and they’ll either hit you with a projectile before you
can react, or they’ll just teleport behind you over and over again. It’s a
job to even get near them, let alone land a hit.


So unfair is this balance that I took to the tactic of holding right and
kick, which had Shaq sort of hop across the screen kicking away, until I
could get the opponent to the far side and then just spam crouch kick
over and over until the fight was done. Shaq’s Shaq-urikin move, a
projectile attack where he tosses a spinning blade across the screen,
actually includes a wind-up animation before he throws it. Of all the
cheap shit to include for the main character in a game where input
delay is already the order of the day, an animation delay on top of that
is bargain basement half-price shit filled with lumps of sick and
sprinkled with the tears of the innocent.


Is there anything good to be said about Shaq Fu? Well, it looks pretty
nice with some detailed backgrounds, even if the character sprites are
way too small. There’s a storymode, which is…more than just an arcade
mode, I guess. The story, by the way, is that Shaq is in Tokyo for an all-
star charity basketball game. He stumbles across a small Kung Fu dojo,


speaks to the batshit insane old man who runs it, then inexplicably
agrees to just walk into a portal to get transported to another
dimension and rescue the old man’s nephew by crouch-kicking the
dicks (and fannies) of some otherworldly jerks who just seem to exist
over there. I assume he rescues the nephew at the end, but I genuinely
have anything else to do but play this game to the end. Honestly, I’d
take three consecutive, increasingly more heavy-handed, prostate
exams from blind, unqualified doctors before I play this absolute hate
crime of a game again.


Do yourself a favour, don’t even play this for curiosity. You’d believe me
if I said getting your foot run over was really shit (this has actually
happened to me), right? Playing Shaq Fu should be treated with the
exact same level of apprehension. It’s not worth finding out, folks. You
have the opportunity to lie on your death bed and say you’ve never
played Shaq Fu. I’ve robbed myself of that now and I’ll have to repent
when the time comes. Please, live out your days with the blissful
ignorance of this game I only wish I had. Do It for me, I beg you. FU,
Shaq Fu.
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Kneecapped with an absolutely text book crouch kick.


Look at that one, crouch kicked right in the knackers.


I’ll crouch kick an oldman, I don’t care.


Yep, every screenshot is going to beme doing a crouch kick.







I wouldn’t be surprised if this game could be found hidden on a terror
list somewhere, or if in the years to come, grainy washed-out pictures
start to surface of The Lion King game sitting in a bar, bleary eyed with
a drunken armwrapped around some long dead ‘90’s dictator. Don’t be
fooled by the name, the beautiful sprites, colourful visuals or even the
utterly sensational soundtrack. This isn’t so much a game as it is a
hideously grotesque trap designed to lure poor, innocent,
unsuspecting children in before launching a devastating and vicious
attack; bludgeoning them to death almost immediately with a
difficulty spike that is less of a steep climb and more of a vertical take-
off.


The Lion King is a punishingly brutal game completely at odds with the
cutesy, family-friendly, inclusive atmosphere of the source material. It’s
hard to come to any other conclusion than the developers of this game
must hate children.Why else would theywant to beat them to amulchy
pulp like this? Simbamight look cute but give him half a chance and he
will rip your head from your fucking shoulders.


The annoying thing about this is that it’s of an era where game and
movie were at their platformy, symbiotic best, and there are aspects of
The Lion King that are absolutely sensational. Sadly for us, it seems stuck
in an era where games acted a lot like arcade machines in that it feels
as if it is desperate to kill you so it can charge you more money to keep
playing. To an extent, this isn’t something you can necessarily blame
the developers for. The console market even today has many
prominent franchises that either came up through the arcade era or
are directly from them. Many racing franchises of the era, and nearly all
fighting games for example, came straight from the school of ‘insert
coin to continue’. Even the less egregious examples from our gaming
past such as extra lives or high scores (that there is absolutely no need
for) are all lifted from a time in which we stood in front of a machine,
pouring our pocket money in, just to try and get a little further in that
level that has had us stumped for weeks.


With all that said, I do suspect that I’m being kind in a way that the
game doesn’t deserve. From the very beginning, the game lays down a
marker that it isn’t messing around. From the shockingly hard hyena
fight at the end of the first level, to the ludicrous puzzle in the second –
all before the third level ‘Boneyard’ really ratchets things up with hyenas
and vultures that I’m fairly sure could rip a fully armedmilitary battalion
to pieces. There’s even a section later on in the game where you are
running away from a stampede and the game will tell you that an
obstacle is coming up but doesn’t tell you what it is or where it’s going
to appear, so there’s very little opportunity to avoid it. The difficulty of
this game makes it a desperately sad experience because it blocks the
player from enjoying what could have been one of the standout games
on the system.


And when I say standout, I really mean it. This game is truly beautiful,
from the design of the sprites to the colour palette used throughout.
Not only are areas from the movie faithfully recreated, but the
developers have managed to effectively portray a tone to each level
that I’ve rarely seen from this era of games. When you mix the design
of the levels to what might just be the best music on the Mega Drive,
you have a package with a huge amount of promise, let down by a
baffling and excruciating need to try and punish the player at every
turn. Don’t get me wrong, this isn’t simply a “get good” thing. It’s
harrowing at times and very often unfair.


What should have been a love letter to one of the most iconic Disney
movies of all time is instead a massive let down, marred by a brutality
completely at odds with the source material. If the aim of Westwood
Studios was to recreate the savagery of Kenyan wildlife, then it
succeeded beyond doubt. If they were shooting to make a game that’s
fun to play, then they’ve sorely missed the mark. Do yourself a favour
and watch a video of this game being played. The visuals andmusic are
second almost to none, it’s just a shame they never bothered to attach
that to a decent game.
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If there's one thing Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure on Mega Drive teaches us, it's that nature is a total jerk. Our hero, Pitfall Harry Junior, is deep in the
green hell right here, surrounded by snakes, bats, rats, bugs, and all manner of other nasties that seem to be just waiting for a tasty human snack to
stroll by. The feeling of being alone in the deepest, darkest depths of the savage jungle is brought to life here in a way that is sure to remind you that
us unfit ‘90s gamer lads wouldn't last five minutes in that tangled chaos of vines and palm fronds. With poisonous spiders, crumbling rocks


suspended over waterfalls, quicksand and more, this place ain't no holiday destination.


Luckily, Pitfall Harry Junior (on a quest to save Pitfall Harry Senior, no less) is a resourceful and agile chap, able to leap from precarious ledge to
precarious ledge, thwack things with his sling, and shimmy athletically up and down vines with the best of them. He's animated very smoothly, and
his sprite is full ofmovement and character. The levels are full of character, too, with stunningly drawn and believable jungle environments featuring


twisted paths and dark secrets, and appropriate musical accompaniment that effectively sets the tone for adventure.


Said adventure is likely to keep you occupied for quite some time, too, as the game offers up a large number of expansive levels to explore. The
environments range from deep jungle to gigantic waterfalls, ruined mines and ancient temples, and the graphics are consistently detailed and
impressive. Only the temple environments start to get a bit old (that ruin with greyish bricks is not sufficiently different from that ruin with brownish
bricks, guys), but the isolated atmosphere and visual quality wins out, and it's when you get to those temple areas that the enemy variety starts to


change up, too. Let's just say that some of these ancient Mayan fellows might still be roaming the dark, overgrown halls.


The difficulty is a mixed bag. The game is generous with extra lives, continues and health pick-ups, which will mean that even unskilled players
should be able to see most of the game with a bit of perseverance, and regular checkpoints in the form of adorable little Mayan statues also help
to alleviate the pain of living up to the game's moniker and falling into one of those infamous pits. However, the game does get very tricky later on,


and demands a deep understanding of Harry's movement frames and animations.


Therein lies the game's main issue. When things do get tough, it can feel like you're fighting the mechanics rather than tricky level design or clever
enemies. Harry's fluid movements, though impressive, are ultimately to his detriment, as his leaps, bounds and sidesteps make him that little bit less
responsive than what we're used to in the better platformers of recent years. Smaller enemies that can only be defeated by attacking while
crouched can cause a huge problem, for example, thanks to how long it takes our plucky adventure to get up, turn around, and kneel down again.
It takes practice to adjust your reaction times, and even once you'vemastered it, the game can throw some truly aggravating foes at you with attack


patterns seemingly designed solely to harass and annoy.


Still, Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure comes recommended despite these frustrations. Visually impressive, expansive, exciting and with a decent
learning curve, it really feels like a romp through the dangerous depths of the jungle. Play it with the lights turned off and your mum's collection of


ferns arranged around you for maximum immersion.


The backgrounds are lush and teaming with life, most of it trying to end yours.


Teetering above a raging waterfall, Harry
Jnr. is beset by stupid birds.


Traversing the treacherous rocks andvines around
mightywaterfalls are the highlights of the game.


Roar back, it’ll scare him off.
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The Mega Man games have a history of being synonymous with
difficulty. By 1994, they’d been crushing the puny ability of Nintendo
kids for seven years, and it was finally time to put some Sega balls in the
vice. Except it kind of wasn’t. As a veteran of the Mega Man series (not
in ‘94 when I was only 8 years-old, mind), I can assure you all that if you
play The Wily Wars, your balls (or… clitorises?) will be a lot less clamped
and mangled. This is Mega Man on easy mode, and I’m really not sure
how I feel about that.


The games still follow the exact same formula they did in the original
NES versions - you play as Mega Man, you pick which Robot Master you
want to send to the scrapyard, then you run, jump and shoot your way
through their stage on the way to killing them and stealing their
weapon. They can be dealt with in any order, so picking the ‘correct’
route involves acquiring the weapon that your next foe will be weak to
until youmake it all the way to Dr.Wily’s lair and give him six of the best.


Development was outsourced to Minakuchi Engineering rather than
being done in-house at Capcom. There was clearly a lot of effort put
into improving the visuals, and it cannot be denied that the game looks
miles better than its sourcematerial. Unfortunately, it doesn’t really feel
or sound better, despite not sounding or feeling bad at any point. It’s
one of those scenarios where gatekeeping the original titles is difficult
to avoid. It’s all very good, it’s just not the same, maaaan.


There’s an overall vibe of ‘chilled-out entertainer’, rather than ‘relentless
destroyer of patience’ to the game. The most notable example is how
much slower everything is. When going back to the NES games to get
screenshots for comparison, I felt like I’d strapped myself into a
centrifuge. The music, too, sounds as if Bob Marley got hold of the
original soundtracks and mellowed them out around a campfire with
some top-quality Triple Sod. It’s still Mega Man, but everyone’s relaxed
and happy now. Even the enemies are more compelled to drop near-


constant health pickups - an absolutely unheard-of behaviour in the
originals.


Making these three games easier and slower for a new audience is by
nomeans a bad thing. The original trilogy’s titles sit on a scale of good-
to-excellent even now, so having a more accessible, visually-appealing
way to play them should definitely pull in newcomers previously too
scared of being the suckiest bunch of sucks that ever sucked. For
existing fans, it might be something of a harder sell to mess with their
beloved games quite this much.


Take that soundtrack I mentioned earlier. The original versions sit in the
hallowed upper echelons of the chiptune gods. The NES games were
effectively accompanied by an 8-bit thrash metal band but that’s
completely gone here, and it can be a little jarring to hear the new
versions (at times) butchering your favourite OSTs. Perhaps as this is a
Sega mag I should actually expect more of an adoption to the
Yamaha-d sounds ofWily Wars, and can safely say that Capcom Mega
Drive-d (Mega Drove?) the shit out of this soundtrack. It’s just not for
me.


Unfortunately, the slower pace, while making the game a whole lot
easier, conversely affects your ability to spam Mega Man’s buster
weapon quickly. I may be getting old, but I can button mash with the
best of ‘em, and the difference is really stark here. Deleting enemies
takes a lot longer as a result; somewhat retaining the game’s difficulty,
albeit in a more obstructive way. For better or worse, the game also
runs a lot better now than it did on Nintendo’s creaky old hardware. This
should be nothing but a positive, although it does remove the ability to
intentionally pause-glitch the game and take advantage of a number
of other speedrunner techniques.


One thing is for certain: despiteWilyWars being a collection of old NES
games with a bit of tinkering under the hood, they still play a hell of a
lot better than the vast majority of action platformers on the market
today. The platforming is precise, the shooting and weapon variety is
extremely satisfying, and a formidable challenge still exists. Mega Man
games on easy are still not easy, but as life goes on and time runs out,
it’s probably not the worst thing to play a more user-friendly and
considerate version ofMega Man. Video game masochism is so 1980s.
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Number of Stages: 10
BestWeapon: Thunder Beam
Stupidest Robot Name: Cut Man
Difficulty Rating: 4/5
Verdict: 3/5


Definitely the weakest of the three ‘proper’
Mega Man games on the cart, but to be
expected when Capcom were just finding
the formula with the original. Traditionally
the hardest game of the lot, but with the
slower pace you can dispatch the previously
infuriating Yellow Devil with relative ease,
even without the Thunder Beam pause
glitch being available to cheese him.
Weakest soundtrack of the bunch, too.


Number of Stages: 14
BestWeapon:Metal Blade
Stupidest Robot Name: Bubble Man
Difficulty Rating: 5/5
Verdict: 4/5


Probably everyone’s ‘favourite’Mega Man
game, but it features the most bullshit boss
in the series. You need a specific type of
ammo and cannot miss a single shot. If you
waste any ammo and/or die, you have to go
back through the level to farm ammo drops
before trying again. Has the most OP
weapon in the game in the Metal Blade,
which can one-shot most enemies and be
aimed in a number of directions.


Number of Stages: 19
BestWeapon: Shadow Blade
Stupidest Robot Name: Needle Man
Difficulty Rating: 3/5
Verdict: 5/5


An epic in terms of its length, though
probably not for the better. The best game
of the three thanks to the addition of a slide
move and the new Rush Coil weapons.
These provide a deployable spring pad,
submarine, and jet which can be used to
bypass more daunting areas of the game.
Has the cool addition of fighting the Mega
Man 2 bosses during the end game, but I’m
not sure why you then have to re-fight all
the Mega Man 3 bosses after that. Features
the debut of Proto Man, who would become
a series staple thereafter.


Number of Stages: 7
BestWeapon:Whatever you want!
Stupidest Robot Name: Buster Rod G
Difficulty Rating: 3/5
Verdict: 3/5


Unlocked once you’ve beaten 1-3, this is a
decent little mini adventure with stages that
serve as veritable greatest hits collections;
full of old enemies and obstacles. The
bosses are closer to those seen in Mega Man
X – larger, more anthropomorphic animal-
type robots rather than humanoids with silly
hats. You get to pick and choose your
weapons and power-ups from across the
three previous games before each stage.
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One of the best things about being a kid is the unlimited scope of your imagination, as anyone who has ever owned an action figure
will know. Few things encapsulated that more, literally, thanMighty Max. Themini hero toy range came in all manner of different play
sets and was determined to punch Polly Pocket right in her prissy face. Yeah! This was a toy for the boys. No make-up and
hairbrushes, we had Norman the Barbarian and Virgil the wise and owl-like mentor. We had Max. The chosen one himself, the
personification of child-like fantasy, endowed with a hat that allowed him to travel through different dimensions and get into all


sorts of scrapes as he sought to fulfil his destiny.


It's a shame then, that Mighty Max’s foray into the world of video games is dreadfully unimaginative and lacking in the scope its
potential could have delivered. With the toys, you had a little location to begin with, like a volcano or swamp, but how the stories
played out was limited only by your imagination. In theMega Drive game, you set out to achieve one purpose – throwing a big chunk


of something into a portal enough times to end the level.


And. That’s. It.


This game has about as much depth as a puddle of mouse piss. In the TV show there was a great overarching story with adventure,
betrayal, redemption and bravery. In the game there are little penguins and wimpy robots which die with one hit of your… whatever
it is you throw. You can grab various collectables for points. They’re a little like Sonic’s rings but they are really inconsistent, one


minute you’re grabbing gems, then they’re brass circles, not that it matters because they do absolutely nothing.


The levels are not linear. You wander around until you find a portal and then you backtrack to find a conspicuous item, then you go
to the portal to throw it in. You do that on every level five times and it ends. You do that for a few stages and the game ends. You
might think “oh cool, the grind was worth it because now I get to face Skullmaster, Max’s arch nemesis”.Well, you’re partly right. Max
and his friends reach the skull castle and engage in an epic battle with the big evil. Oh, you don’t get to play that part. It’s told to you


in four pictures with text underneath. Skullmaster’s power staff snaps and then you win.What rubbish.


There are no power-ups for Max’s weapon, not that you need any because the enemies are so flimsy. You can’t use his hat for
anything. Occasionally you’ll find a pick-up which summons Norman, who can help you dispatch enemies, but he really is surplus to
requirements. The levels are monotonous and the music is annoying. You can choose to play as one of Max’s friends but this makes
no difference to the story or how you play the game and let’s face it, you didn’t buy a game called Mighty Max to play as some
nobody side character who I don’t even remember from the show. The controls are hot garbage, you jump way too high and fast
but move and turn like a bus while you’re on the ground. If you can manage a running jump, you’re a better man than I am. Nothing


goes together.


If this was a game not based on a pre-existing franchise that is a lot of fun, it wouldn’t even register on anyone’s radar and it wouldn’t
be worth getting upset about. It’s the missed opportunity of what it could have been which is the worst part. It’s soulless and lazy
and almost cynical. No real thought appears to have gone into it and it feels like it was rushed out to capitalise on the popularity of


the toys and TV show. Everything is wrong. Stick to the playsets.


Stick to this!
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When I was assigned Micro Machines 2: Turbo Tournament, I thought
I’d hit the jackpot. A newbie over at Sega Mania HQ and I’ve landed
myself an all-time classic. What a world, what a job and what an
opportunity to fall in love all over again with a game I’d whiled away
those long summer holidays on the floor of my granny’s spare room.
I’m sure most of you reading this now will have experiences in your
early gaming days similar to this, as well as the notion that many
games we remember fondly from our younger days fail to stand up to
the scrutiny of our older selves.


I suspect that, ultimately, there are probablymanyandvaried reasons
for this. It might be that the industry has moved on since you last
played a game, and control schemes and inputs have evolved beyond
what they were. It might be that as children, we had no money of our
own so we had to play what we had. Or it might also be that our
younger, simpler selves had absolutely no idea that what we were
playingwasn’t up to scratch. Thinking back, I’m not even sure the idea
that a game could be good or bad ever crossedmy young naive mind.
I was just happy to play whatever and if I had a friend along for the
ride, all the better.


Having tried and subsequently failed to fall in love with Micro
Machines again, I’m left feeling it might have been better had this
been a truly awful experience. At least then I could put it down to
somebad childhood tastes andmove on.What’s frustrating, however,
is that the embers of a good game are in there. The visuals are fun in
their own way; showing off that weird ‘90s attitude we all knowwell. I
even like the design ofmost of the sprites on screen and, for its time,
the designs of the tracks do a great job of representing their real-
world counterparts. I know exactly where I am at all times – be that in
a sandpit, on a workbench in a shed, or even on a pinball table.


The hazards on each track also evoke the theme of the level, creating
an environment that’s cohesive and effective in a way you might not
expect. The car handling is also fairly effective. Each vehicle type has
their own admittedly slight, but nonetheless distinctive, feel. The
easy drifting creates the impression of a child whizzing their toy car
over these environments in a completely unexpected but fantastic
way; transporting players back to long-forgotten memories of
playing with toys at the kitchen table, using cereal boxes, spilledmilk
and cutlery as obstacles.


Mode-wise, there’s also a fantastic championship option complete
with promotion and relegation, tasking players with the challenge of
working their way through the ranks to become the best driver in
Micro Machines history. In playing this, I found myself creating
rivalries in my head with drivers as I tried desperately to avoid
relegation and live to fight another day so I could practice on the
tracks, improve andhopefullymoveupa level. Sadly, this is alsowhere
the frustrations with Micro Machines: Turbo Tournament begin to
raise their ugly heads.


Simply put, the game just isn’t very fun to play. Sure, it looks nice, the
tracks aremostly well made and the actual handling of the vehicles is
fun, but for some reason, perhaps to really nail the environment
design, the camera is irritatingly too close to the cars. Combine this
with an incredible sense of speed, and what you are left with is an
experience that might look and feel nice, but unless you are inclined
to completely memorise the tracks, will leave you woefully unable to
compete. Players are required to react to the pitfalls and obstacles
heading their way at warp speed. Corners will send you spinning to
the floor, hazards will come out of nowhere, and momentum-ruining
corners will just appear as if from thin air to completely stop you in
your tracks.


To actually do well in this game, players are forced tomemorise track
layouts so that they know what is coming up next and are turning
before they get to the corner, or are positioning their vehicle far
enough away from the pepper pot that will randomly be blocking half
the track for no reason. It’s an odd design decision to expect people
to memorise track layouts in this way – one that ultimately ruins the
experience and leaves a sour taste in the mouth because it feels like
such amissed opportunity.


Sadly, some games are better left in the past. Micro Machines: Turbo
Tournament isn’t a terrible game by anymeans, it’s just not that good
either. Some games are greater than the sum of their parts, but some
games are also somehow less. It’s hard not to draw the conclusion
that this sits firmly in the latter camp. Great design, fun visuals, and a
solid control scheme are sorely undermined by one or two decisions
that ruin the whole experience. I still love you,Micro Machines: Turbo
Tournament, but I think for now it’s better that we see other people.
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In 1994, it’s quite likely that I bought 299MilkyWaychocolate bars.


You see, back then money for us was tight and saving was not
something I really understood. Mars were running a competition
whereby500 copies ofSonic&Knuckles couldbewon, and I fell for
it hook, line, and sinker. Every time I got my hands on fifteen of
the Queen’s new pence, I would peddle my bike down to the local
supermarket, grab a bar (I didn’t even like the chocolate… still
don’t) and tear at the wrapper like that impoverished kid from
that filmwith GeneWilder.


Of course, the resultwas always the same: “Better luck next time”.


Little did I know, however, that setting aside that 15p each day for
299 days (and a bit if you want to piss about with decimals) and I
could have landed the game for the retail price of £44.99.


This being said, I didn’t miss out on the game during its first
rodeo. Swapping games in school was a volatile yet achievable
affair, and eventually I managed to swap Sonic 3 for Sonic &
Knuckles. A bittersweet result, as we’ll soon find out.


There are three things you can’t help but notice when you pick up
Sonic & Knuckles for the first time. To begin with, you’ve got that
cardboard box – an unusual choice considering most of Sega’s
titles came in solid, plastic clamshells. A recent Facebook
discussion I stumbled upon was throwing around all sorts of
theories as to why this was until I, a cocky little know-it-all,
swaggered in and shut it down. It’s cheaper to manufacture a
cardboard box for a weirdly shaped cartridge than it is tomould a
one-off plastic case.


Before we get to the cartridge (which, spoiler alert, is item
number three in this list) we must, of course, stop to admire the
logo emblazoned on the front of the flimsy SNES-worthy
cardboard box. A complete departure from the previous Sonic
designs, regardless of region, it really is one of my favourite
pieces of ‘90s Sega art.


Lastly, wemust talk about the cartridge itself. Sure, Codemasters
had theJ-Cart with its two additional cartridge ports, and EAhad
its fucking useless and annoying yellow tab (I broke open a FIFA
cartridge as a kid to find out what it really was; no great loss), but
nothing had come with a flap before! And what lies behind this
magical flap, dare we ask? A cartridge port. Shut the fridge door!
STFUWTF! NO, YOU!


Anyway, we’ll get to themystery of the flap a little bit later.


Sonic &Knuckles. Knuckles & Sonic. As a standalone title, is it any
good?


The answer is complicated.


Ifyoubegin the gameas Sonic, yougetwhat is arguablyoneof the
best standalone Sonic titles ever produced. The first zone,
MushroomHill, is the peak of blue hedgehog level design, with an
exceptional balance of speed, tricky platforming, and strange
mechanics. Unlike Sonic 3’s stages, Mushroom Hill offers the
opportunity to really unleash Sonic, and anything that gets in
your way or ruins the fun is entirely your fault. A bit of a practise
and you can annihilate the level and have a hell of a good time
while doing it. Something, I feel, has been missing from a Sonic
title since Emerald Hill Zone in Sonic 2. Mushroom Hill Act 2 also
offers one of the most impressive palette swaps in Mega Drive
history with the leaves and background turning from an orange
autumn colour to a wintery beige. It’s an effect that is a sight to
behold the first time and seldom gets old, even all these years
later.


Following on from Mushroom Hill we find ourselves in Robotnik’s
Flying Battery airship. A slightly harder andmore frustrating level
than its predecessorbutwithmore than enoughvariety to keep it
interesting. Magnets lift up obstructions and Badniks, bombs fall
from parachutes, and the mid-level boss will make you smile if
only for amoment.


Unfortunately, Sonic & Knuckles takes a turn for the worse upon
landing in the Sandopolis Zone. A desert level with some nice
graphics and music, but it is brought down with some very
frustrating gameplay. Throwing the world’s fastest rodent into
quicksand just isn’t a good move, and the action grinds to a halt.
Sonic Team even briefly takes a leaf out of Mario’s book and
introduces Boo-like ghosts in the second act, but in theworst and
most annoying way possible. They grow larger and more
dangerous the darker the level gets. Fail to find a light switch to
make them disappear and they will fuck you up. Considering
you’re usually racing to escape a room filling with sand or trying
to get through a rapidly closing timed door, it’s a distraction
that’s just not needed.


It’s not all bad news, however. Lava Reef soon pulls the game back
on form. Sporting some absolutely stunning graphics, including
nifty parallax scrolling and incredible fire effects, it just goes to
show how far things have come since the Marble Zone all those


years ago. Like most of the zones in Sonic & Knuckles, Lava Reef
undergoes a transformation halfway through, but it is herewhere
the change is most striking, with a beautiful crystalline
appearance as the lava cools. It really is a nice touch and the
background shows Robotnik’s crashed Death Egg sitting in the
mouth of thevolcano. The giant Death Star rip-off is even used to
make a further change to the level, arguably the first use of a
background set-piece in a Sonic game, and hinting to the player
that maybe this gamewasmeant to be part of something bigger.


After a brief trip through the Hidden Palace and beating the shit
out of Knuckles (which means very little considering in the
standalone game he’s been nothing but a pest thus far) we move
on to Sky Sanctuary.Adizzying, crumbling ruin floating in the sky.
The objective here is to try and board Robotnik’s newly
resurrected Death Egg and, at first glance, you’d be forgiven for
thinking that the immortal sin of death drops would be the name
of the game here, but it’s a surprisingly forgiving level and more
of a set-piece than a challenge. Again, background detail is used
to great effect as Egg Robo Badniks airdrop from the Death Egg
and into the foreground. The level slowly disappearing beneath
you, combinedwith their increasingnumbers, creates a real sense
of urgency and suspense without ever being punishing.


If you’re playing as Knuckles, this is where the game ends, but
Sonic gets the joy of onemore level, although ‘joy’ is probably not
the right word. The Death Egg Zone is challenging, not as a
symptom of its gravity defying mechanics, but its tedious level
design andmind-numbingvisuals. It’s a sadway to endwhat is for
themost part a solid Sonic title.


Although the levels are hit and miss, there is a degree of
consistency throughout Sonic & Knuckles that is sorely lacking
from Sonic 3. There‘s also a huge number of new mechanics and
gimmicks that are far better executed than they are in the
preceding game. Although it is very much an expansion in the
sense that everything looks and operates in pretty much the
sameway as Sonic 3, it is tighter andmore finely tuned. Perhaps a
result of having more time spent on it by Sonic Team. Sonic 2was
a tough act to followand having reworked the formula forSonic 3,
the development was rushed meaning that only in Sonic &
Knuckles do we finally get to see the fruits of that labour.


When all is said and done, as the last true Sonic game ever made
(until a little game called Sonic Mania appeared in the future), it is
certainly one of the best Sonic games, and a suitable swan song
for the series.


There was, however, one Sonic game released whichmay actually
be better, but in order to cover that game, we’re going to have to
playwith our flaps.
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Connecting a game from 1992 to a game from 1994 seems like pure witchcraft,
but it does work.


The combo completely strips Sonic & Tails out of the equation and Knuckles
becomes the only playable character, and even gets his own unique title
screen. Unlike the Sonic 3 comibination mode whereby there are unique
routes or areas only Knuckles can access, the game remains exactly the same.
In Sonic & Knuckles, Knuckles has a lower jump height that Sonic and Tails but
this caused problems in Sonic 2 making some areas unreachable. So, in this
game, Knuckles can jump as high as Sonic but at a slower speed to still give the


impression that he is less capable.


Despite the identical level layouts, it breathes new life into Sonic 2 and a lot of
fun can be had using Knuckles’ wall climbing ability to reach unseen areas, in


some cases you might be surprised to find the occasional power- up.


Super Knuckles is available to those skilled enough to collect all of the Chaos
Emeralds.


A fewmonths ago I stumbled across something disturbing on the cesspit that
is Facebook. There are some people out there that think the only thing that
Sonic 3 & Knuckles brings to the table is the ability to play as Knuckles in the


original Sonic 3. Oh you sweet summer children.


Sure, Knuckles does become a fully playable character across the original
game, opening up new areas with his gliding, wall climbing and rock breaking
abilities. However in addition to this S3&K becomes a complete Sonic saga of
epic proportions. Changes to levels are made, cut scenes are added, new
bonus areas are available, and the storyline is made more complete. Tails can
also make his way through Sonic & Knuckles solo or follow Sonic, opening up


new areas of exploration.


Sadly some of the music in Sonic 3 is removed in place of the Sonic &Knuckles
equivalents, notably the invincibility and sub-boss tunes.


Perhaps the most exciting thing added to the two games, is the inclusion of
Super Emeralds. Although they are collected in the same special stages as
before, they are presented in a unique Hidden Palace-esque area showing


your progress.


Collectng all of the Super Emeralds as either character, results in Hyper Sonic,
Hyper Knuckles or Super Tails (mispelled Zuper Tails in a gaming mag of the
era, which I embarassingly thought was legit for many a year). These new
forms carry all of the traits of the super variants but with additional abilities
and attacks. Hyper Sonic’s Hyper Flash, can clear the screen of enemies. Tails
has four Flickies that follow him who despatch enemies whenever they are
seen and Knuckles can glide against a wall with force causing damage to


nearby badniks.


To view the best possible ending in Sonic & Knuckles, it’s worth the effort to
collect all of the Emeralds and achieve these forms. Complete the game as
Sonic and you will see more of the game than any other character and of
course see the saga play out in the dramatic Doomsday Zone showdown.


Bounce on spongy mushrooms, launch
yourself from a rope swing or ride the
air with a fungi umbrella. There’s plenty
of ways to get about in this zone.
There’s also lots towatch out foraswell.
Sticky vines can be despatched with a
spindash but those bastard roosters
blowing air just need a bit of patience
and timing. Tip: wear headphones when
playing this zone, the music’s stereo
effects are out of this world.


Taking your time is the name of the
game in the flying battery. Robotnik’s
magnetic machines will pull anything
made of metal into the air. Rush
through the zone too quickly and you’ll
smack head first into a spiky ball, or
worse, a Badnik. Shields are incredibly
useful here, the lightning help keeps
you on the upper path and the fire
shield helps avoid some nasty spring
traps.


The quicksand and Badniks shouldn’t
give you too much trouble in this zone.
The ghosts and switches, however, will
drive you insane. Make sure you push
the black door levers as far as they’ll go
before making a run for it to catch the
door before it closes. If you’re quick
then the ghosts shouldn’t cause you too
much trouble as lightswitches are
plentiful if you don’t hang about. When
the sand starts rising, watch out for
crush risks as they are numerous!


A fire shield is a godsend in this zone
and it should be fairly easy to keep a
hold of as long as you keep your wits
about you. Spike balls and falling
platforms are your biggest threat.
While a good shield will protect you
from most projectiles, it won’t stop
Badniks from trapping you with their
gas cloud.Aquick spindashwill free you
from their toxic guff!


The trick with this zone is to gowith the
flow. Bouncy clouds and springs are
often placed in stragegic ways to help
the player as long as you don’t panic too
much. Think you’re going too fast and
heading straight for a drop of death?
Keep the pace up, often stopping to
check yourself is where you’ll wreck
yourself. The biggest pests are the Egg
Robos and their lasers. Timing is key to
despatching them.


Once again a shield is your best friend.
The lightning shield is resistant to the
electrified floors, making this level a
breeze if you can keep a hold of it.
Badniks are low threat but the missile
launchers built into the walls require
careful timing to avoid. When gravity is
reversed, don’t be tempted to rotate
the controller as it switches back
frequently, instead take some time to
practice in the upside down. It will pay
off!
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Connecting a game from 1992 to a game from 1994 seems like pure witchcraft,
but it does work.


The combo completely strips Sonic & Tails out of the equation and Knuckles
becomes the only playable character, and even gets his own unique title
screen. Unlike the Sonic 3 comibination mode whereby there are unique
routes or areas only Knuckles can access, the game remains exactly the same.
In Sonic & Knuckles, Knuckles has a lower jump height that Sonic and Tails but
this caused problems in Sonic 2 making some areas unreachable. So, in this
game, Knuckles can jump as high as Sonic but at a slower speed to still give the


impression that he is less capable.


Despite the identical level layouts, it breathes new life into Sonic 2 and a lot of
fun can be had using Knuckles’ wall climbing ability to reach unseen areas, in


some cases you might be surprised to find the occasional power- up.


Super Knuckles is available to those skilled enough to collect all of the Chaos
Emeralds.


A fewmonths ago I stumbled across something disturbing on the cesspit that
is Facebook. There are some people out there that think the only thing that
Sonic 3 & Knuckles brings to the table is the ability to play as Knuckles in the


original Sonic 3. Oh you sweet summer children.


Sure, Knuckles does become a fully playable character across the original
game, opening up new areas with his gliding, wall climbing and rock breaking
abilities. However in addition to this S3&K becomes a complete Sonic saga of
epic proportions. Changes to levels are made, cut scenes are added, new
bonus areas are available, and the storyline is made more complete. Tails can
also make his way through Sonic & Knuckles solo or follow Sonic, opening up


new areas of exploration.


Sadly some of the music in Sonic 3 is removed in place of the Sonic &Knuckles
equivalents, notably the invincibility and sub-boss tunes.


Perhaps the most exciting thing added to the two games, is the inclusion of
Super Emeralds. Although they are collected in the same special stages as
before, they are presented in a unique Hidden Palace-esque area showing


your progress.


Collectng all of the Super Emeralds as either character, results in Hyper Sonic,
Hyper Knuckles or Super Tails (mispelled Zuper Tails in a gaming mag of the
era, which I embarassingly thought was legit for many a year). These new
forms carry all of the traits of the super variants but with additional abilities
and attacks. Hyper Sonic’s Hyper Flash, can clear the screen of enemies. Tails
has four Flickies that follow him who despatch enemies whenever they are
seen and Knuckles can glide against a wall with force causing damage to


nearby badniks.


To view the best possible ending in Sonic & Knuckles, it’s worth the effort to
collect all of the Emeralds and achieve these forms. Complete the game as
Sonic and you will see more of the game than any other character and of
course see the saga play out in the dramatic Doomsday Zone showdown.


When the Jet Mobile first appears you
can get a good few hits in by repeatedly
bouncing on it before it shoots off. This
reduces the battle time significantly.
After clearing the spikeballs, make sure
you’re well clear of the flames before
hitting it from underneath. Playing as
Knuckles increases the spikes to jump
through. As tempting as it might be,


don’t glide, you will regret it!


A really simple boss to defeat. Make sure
there’s plenty of room between the
spiked arms and the side of the screen,
and jump over if there’s not. It’s all about
timing and the sound effect of the Hang
Mobile swinging can be used to get a
good rythym. Fun fact, when playing as
Knuckles, the programmers forgot to
switch out Robotnik for the Egg Robo,
giving away Robotnik’s true intentions


earlier than intended.


Jump on the Egg Golem’s outstreched
arm and hit away the armour to expose
Robotnik so you can dish out some
damage. This is arguably the easiest
boss in the game as you can do it so
often and quickly that he practically
freezes in place. If you want to see a cool
laser which is using the power of the
Master Emerald, toywith him a bit to see
it in action. Otherwise, despatch quickly


andmove on.


Before you reach the boss area, be sure to
go as far left as you can in the level before
dropping to the bottom as a flame shield
can be found. With it, this boss is
incredibly easy as you can stand
anywhere and and as long as you don’t
touch the bombs or the Hot Mobile itself,
it’s just a waiting game for the bombs to
bring him down. Without the shield you’ll
need patience and careful timing. You
can’t hit Robotnik yourself so let the


bombs do all the work.


If you’re playing as Knuckles, this is the
final boss in the game, and the battle
differs as a result. In either case it’s all
about timing and pattern recognition. A
neat trick to get a hit in is to spindash
against Mecha Sonic while he is standing,
this will also propel you backwards giving
you time to prepare for his next attack. A
relatively easy boss and much easier than
Mecha Sonic’s appearance in Sonic 2,
surely Robotnik could have built a


superiormodel?


If you’ve gotten this far then you’ll know
how to beat the first stage of this boss
with ease as it’s just the Lava Reef sub-
boss all over again. The second stage is a
bit trickier. Hitting his nose exposes the
attackable area but don’t go for it ifyou’re
unsure. Taking damage by accident can
sometimes result in you falling off screen
and losing a life. Once again, sound is key
to avoiding the laser. Jumping at the


sound effect’s crescendo.
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We’re all massive wrestling fans here at Sega Mania Towers. The seven of us
have spent many an evening gathered around the trusty old Sony Trinitron
32”, watching a WWF video from the late ‘80s, or early ‘90s, in my opinion
the golden age of wrestling. Tim, bless him, is a huge fan of flame-headed
big man; Bam Bam Bigalow. In fact, to say he’s a huge fan is an
understatement - he’s obsessed. Whenever Bam Bam Bigalow’s entrance
music is played during an old Royal Rumble or Survivor Series, he loses his
mind, jumping around the place in his Bam Bam Bigalow pyjamas,
clutching his beloved Bam Bam Bigalow action figure, shouting “Bam!
Bam!” repeatedly. His only topic of conversation is Bam Bam bloody
Bigalow, so we’ve had to implement a swear jar, which costs Tim a quid
every time he says “Bam”, which means it actually costs him £2 to say Bam
Bam Bigalow.


Tim will be over the moon with theWWF Raw, as Bam Bam Bigalow is one
of the superstars featured in the third, and final, WWF game on the Mega
Drive published by LJN, following WWF Super WrestleMania in 1992 and
WWF Royal Rumble in 1993.


The other WWF superstars to select are the 1-2-3 Kid, Diesel, Lex Luger,
Owen Hart, Razor Ramon, Shawn Michaels, The Undertaker, Yokozuna,
Doink the Clown, Bret ‘Hitman’ Hart, and Luna Vachon. Luna is an unusual
choice, as the only female wrestler available to select, and not even the
biggest female superstar at the time. The WWF in ’94 would never see a
male wrestler grappling with a female wrestler, so only adding one female
seems a little short-sighted. It would have made far more sense to add
another female to the roster, such as Alundra Blayze, who held the WWF
Woman’s Championship during 1994. Alternatively Luna could have been


replaced by anothermale wrestler, such as Macho Man Randy Savage, who
was included in the Game Gear version.


The modes on offer are One-on-One, Tag Team, Bedlam, Survivor Series,
Royal Rumble, or a Raw Endurance Match.


Going into a match, the presentation is more impressive than the previous
two games, and as you choose your wrestler you’ll notice the first major
sound improvement, as each wrestler has their own authentic ring
entrance music. Simon complained last issue about the Undertaker’s dong
being omitted from WWF Royal Rumble, but good news my friend, it’s
included in Raw, and it is glorious.


Each wrestler also now has four statistics, scored out of 10, to help you
decide who to select, they are speed, strength, stamina and weight. Once
you’ve chosen who you want to play as, you’ll see the announcers table as
Jerry ‘The King’ Lawler and Vince McMahon introduce the upcoming bout.


When compared toWWFRoyal Rumble, there are some improvements and
additions to the gameplay, the biggest one being the introduction of
‘Mega Moves’ which are hugely exaggerated, dare I say, Street Fighter II-
esque, completely over-the-top moves, which absolutely remove all
realism from this being any kind of wrestling simulation. Aside from this the
gameplay is almost identical to Royal Rumble. This is probably the best
WWF wrestling game you’re going to find on the Mega Drive to this point,
but that said, it’s really not a good game. This isn’t even down the passage
of the time, as it was reviewed poorly at the time of its release.


The issue that I personally then have is that I could play one of the much
more recent wrestling games, but I find in the wrestlers that appear in the
WWE these days dull and unappealing. I’m not invested in them in the way
I was, and still am, with Hulk Hogan, Bret Hart, the Legion of Doom, Big Boss
Man, the UltimateWarrior, Rowdy Roddy Piper, Macho Man,Jake the Snake,
the list goes on and on. I have no interest in watching a bloke in black
Speedos called Brian facing off against another bloke in black Speedos
called Derek, for me the lure of professional wrestling has always been the
characters and the gimmicks. I want to see a hairdresser smashing in the
face of a binman, then suddenly a policeman comes running down to the
ring, while the crowd lose their collective minds, only for a clown to pop up
from under the ring and join in the mayhem.


Feel free to giveWWF Raw a try, just don’t expect it to keep your attention
in a headlock for very long.
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Tim’s beloved Bam Bam Bigelow (- FFS…Ed.)


Royal Rumbles can quickly become chaotic.


The referee is out cold, bring on the steel chairs.


Come on referee, Razor Ramon has a
bucket for crying out loud.







In the world of Looney Tunes, where every character is an
anthropomorphic, talking animal of some kind, who is quickwith a
joke or to light up your… stick of Acme stick of dynamite, Taz is
something of an anomaly… and not a very interesting one.


Bugs Bunny will wisecrack and look to the camera
sardonically as he easily foils Elmer Fudd’s latest trap,
Daffy Duck is never short of a sarcastic comment and
Sylvester’s motivations may be simple, but he’ll enjoy
explaining his convoluted schemes anyway. Taz just
kind of slobbers and spins a lot and that gets very
boring to watch after a short while. You might think
playing a game where you’re able to control him
mightmake thingsmore interesting, but it doesn’t.


The game sees you take control of everyone’s
favourite (only) Tasmanian Devil just after you’ve
been captured by Marvin the Martian to be part of h i s
collection of rare intergalactic species. You find
yourself onMars and start the gamebyfightingyour
way out of captivity and past the other weird and
wonderful creatures you’ve been kidnapped
alongside – seems harsh, they’re prisoners too, but
you have to just roll with it.


From there you’ll go to Mole World, Planet X, a haunted
castle and… Mexico? The theme is about as consistent as
the injury detail in your standard Road Runner episode, but
you need to fight your way through all the randomness so you
can confront Marvin and defeat him for your freedom.


There are some cool things you can do like fire up your spin attack
and ricochet off walls to get to higher levels, tunnel through the
earth and use a shrink ray to fit in tiny gaps. But most of the time
you’ll just be cursing under your breath as you play through the
various worlds. This game only has two speeds; Taz’s
uncharacteristically slow walk or hyperactive spin that makes him
almost impossible to control. If you go with the former, you’ll be
bored to tears, if you go with the latter, you’ll just run into every
obstacle the level has to offer. There is no middle ground and it
wears thin pretty quickly.


When you strike an enemy with your spin, Taz will bounce
backwards, his jump is clunky, you can spin up walls and through
the earth but have no time to react to the dangers ahead and
sometimes they are completely unavoidable. If you need to spin
up a pipe you will always hit the jet of steam that’s waiting for
you around the corner. If you need to make a jump you
will always take damage from the projectile
eagerly anticipating your arrival. In short, this
game is annoying. It feels about as fluid as
Daffy Duck on stilts and not nearly as
entertaining.


The one redeeming feature is the
boss fights, which you need to use
certain strategies for. The giant
snail on thefirst level has awinding
tentacle attack that you need to
spin around the room to avoid
before he becomes susceptible to
damage and you’ll need to hop
from platform to platform to
outmanoeuvre a spaceship. But
these brief moments of interest
do not make up for the clumsy
slog that this game is for the most
part.


It just feels like you spend all game
bumping into things and struggling to
keep Taz under control. It’s pretty on
brand when it comes to the character
himself, but practically speaking is a
rubbish experience.
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Does it bug you when cavemen are depicted alongside dinosaurs?
After all, around 65 million years passed between the times of the
dinosaurs and the first humans on Earth. Speaking scientifically, that's
quite a long time, way too long for any Dinosauria to be hanging
about, even stragglers. Well, BC Racers throws motorbikes with
sidecars into the mix, so anachronism-haters will be absolutely livid
with this Mega-CD title. The rest of us, however, will likely see it as a bit
of fun. The wacky premise of various cavemen and prehistoric
creatures racing around in the hopes of winning the "Ultimate
Boulderdash Bike" is entertaining in itself, but does the gameplay live
up to the light-hearted theme? Come with us to a land before time
and uncover the Sega Mania verdict.


BC Racers sits somewhere in betweenMario Kart and Road Rash in the
racing game genre spectrum. It borrows the ideas of wacky
characters and circuit tracks presented on a flat plane from
Nintendo's kart racer, and swipes the sideways-striking melee attacks
from Electronic Arts' violent bike-em-up. There are six character
pairings to choose from, including unshaven proto-ruffians Brick and
Gary, sabretooth tiger and punk rocker combo Sado and Sid, and
glamorous cover stars Cliff and Roxy, and the tracks are presented
across eight varying locations, from deep jungles to claustrophobic
caverns and even lava fields. The jungle and lava locations are
probably the highlights of a game that is somewhat bland visually,
although a moody night-time circuit location and some prehistoric
suburbs with a pretty sunset do add a few more splashes of colour.


The various characters have different stats across the usual
parameters like top speed and handling, but in practice they're all
more or less the same, so just choose your favourite visually. Once
you take to the track you'll be in fairly familiar territory if you've played
one or both of the aforementioned Mario Kart or Road Rash, but BC
Racers does have a few gameplay elements all of its own to help it
stand out from the herd.


The B button accelerates, while the A button attacks left and the C
button attacks right. This may sound somewhat fiddly in theory, but
actually works well in execution and quickly becomes second nature.
The tracks aremostly wide and fairly forgiving, especially on the lower
difficulties, but don't fall asleep at the wheel. Being attacked or
bashing into obstacles or fellow racers will drain your vehicle's health
bar surprisingly quickly. Since said “health bar” takes the form of a
gradually crumbling rock that isn't exactly the clearest form of visual
communication, the flimsiness of your vehicle can take you by


surprise early on. However, if you do find that your ride is about to give
up the ghost, there's a healthy dose of dino-meat in the pit-lane near
the start of each course. Drive through these delectable, meaty
morsels to inexplicably repair your vehicle instantly.


The driving gameplay of BC Racers is a lot of fun, and ramming into
and attacking your opponents is a decent way to spend an afternoon.
Each difficulty level contains eight tracks in one of the eight different
locations, and there's plenty to get your sabre-teeth into. As long as
you finish each track you'll be able to progress onto the next one, and
a points tally will decide who ultimately wins at the end of the eighth
race. This, along with the bonus points provided for smashing
opposing racers, can make for some interesting championship run-
ins. As long as you place consistently well, you should be in with a
chance of taking first place even if you have one or two nightmares
races along the way.


It definitely pays to learn the courses, and the tracks with lots of jumps
over hazards are especially dangerous.A drop into a riverwill stop your
racers dead, and they'll need a quick rescue from a passing
Pteranodon. Despite this helpful pterasaur's interjection, falling off the
trackwill almost always see you end up at the back of the field with the
chunky Stegosaur racers, and it's very hard to get back amongst the
front-runners before the race ends. With practice, care, and a little
memorisation, though, you should find yourself rising up the
prehistoric racing ranks.


In all, BC Racers is a nicely playable, wacky racing game let down only
by its oddly bland presentation and graphical missteps. The lack of
colour and the pixelated racers feel like missed opportunities, as the
game has a fun-filled premise and an irreverent, cartoony art-style
that deserved a little more care. The music definitely hits the spot,
though, with trance-inducing prehistoric arrangements that really
sound like theywere played on bone flutes and dinosaur rib-cages. It's
prehistoric fun, but not quite an earth-shattering palaeontological
discovery.
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There’s nothing like the open road on a
clear night.What’s on the radio?


The slumbery suburbs have a Flintstones vibe.


Things start to get tricky in the jungle.







Whirlwind-kicking karate masters, flying sumo wrestlers and more
iconic characters than you can throw a flaming Hadouken at. It can
only mean one thing: Street Fighter has entered the fray once again.


By now, most of us will be familiar with the general gist of this
franchise. M.Bison and his Shadaloo baddies (or is that Badaloo
Shaddies? I can never remember) are out for world domination and it
is up to one of our many heroes to stop them. It’s a tale as tried and
tested as Sagat’s battle-scarred face and body, but it works. With
fighting games such as these, there are only so many things you can
do to keep things fresh with each iteration and Super Street Fighter II
has done all of them.


You can pick from a grand total of two fighters, Ryu and Ken. There are
14 others but let’s not kid ourselves here, those two are the best. Okay,
fine, there are 16 fighters on the character select screen, each with
their own unique fighting styles and special abilities. Herein lies the
key to the game’s longevity because as we all know, you’re not a true
Street Fighter master until you’ve beaten the game with all available
warriors.


If you’ve played a Street Fighter game before you will be more than
acquainted with the characters synonymous with the franchise and,
dare we say, the world of fighting games as a whole. Chun-Li and her
Spinning Bird Kick, Guile and his Sonic Boom, Dhalsim and his
annoyingly stretchy limbs and fire breathing which will keep you at a
distance.


“Been there, done that,” I hear you cry. You’re right, but there are four
new characters you can choose from – T. Hawk, Fei Long, Cammy and
Dee Jay – and none of them play like the others, so there will be even
more fighting styles to learn and combos to master. Many of the
moves have also been upgraded or tweaked to offer a finer balance
than in previous games. The aim of the developers seems to have
been tomake every single character viable, which has been amodest
success. It is still the case that anyone with a projectile is heavily
favoured, as even the fighters with a gap-closer such as E. Honda or
Blanka have to get to you first and usually run headlong into your
fireball but, overall, the game does feel more fine-tuned.


The punches, kicks and combinations are very satisfying to land on
your opponent, as they always have been, and once you’ve mastered
some of the advanced button inputs you’ll find a great deal of
satisfaction in countering an aerial attack or avoiding one of your foes’
deadliest moves before unleashing a barrage of your own.


A combo counter will help you keep track of how much continuous
grievous bodily harm you have inflicted as you travel around the
world, kicking the shit out of everyone you come across. There are
cool bonus stages where you can kick the shit out of a car, before
resuming your quest to kick the shit out of the end boss. There is a lot
of shit-kicking in this game, and while there is a little storyline
underneath all of the blood and bruises, it is a standard fighter at
heart. You’re not going to care about M. Bison’s plans for world
domination while you’re trapping your little brother in a corner in
versus mode and holding down Blanka’s electric shock attack until he
runs off and cries to mum. Your brother that is. We’re not even sure if
Blanka has a mum.


While Super Street Fighter II has been upscaled, developed and
added to, it is fundamentally still the same game as it always has
been, but with a few more bells and whistles on it. If you’re already a
fan you’ll love it, and it remains accessible to new players as well. A fun
and solid fighter, but the boat hasn’t been pushed out much further
than its previous mooring.
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Explain this one to the urologist Ken.


Dhalsim likes to eat spicy curry prior to his bouts.







Multiple-time snooker champion Jimmy White's career highlight
came back in 1991, when he appeared on BBC game show Big Break
dressed as children's literature and television mainstay Noddy.
However, JimmyWhite's Whirlwind Snooker for the Mega Drive has to
be a close second, as the Tooting-born billiards ace finally gets to join
the pantheon of console game stars, along with the likes of Mr Nutz,
Greendog and Bubsy the Bobcat.


Upon sticking the cartridge into your Mega Drive, you're treated to a
short introduction with some toe-tapping music and a formation of
impressively 3D-looking balls zipping around a black void. Don't get
used to such over-the-top extravagances, though. From this point on,
everything is serious snooker. No music, no frivolity, just a table and
some balls. Well, occasionally the balls grow eyes and look at you, but
I'm loathe to comment on that too much because I was tired when I
was playing and I can't be 100% certain they weren't hallucinations.
Either way, snooker is the order of the day, here. It's a game about
snooker, and snooker is what you're going to get.


The graphics are initially very impressive. The faux-3D of the table is
bold and clear, and visual integrity is maintained as the viewpoint
swoops around from cushion to cushion. However, it won't be long
before you realise this is all you're ever going to see. The


aforementioned blackvoid is present throughout the entire game. No
smokey snooker halls here, no man caves, no converted garages, not
even a village pub side-room. The snooker table is suspended in a
lightless vacuum, and only oblivion awaits beyond its fuzzy green
surfaces.


In the PGA Tour Golf games, there are some charmingly pixelated
renditions of famous players to give things a little more legitimacy
and make you feel like you're playing amongst the pros. There's
nothing like that here. Even Jimmy himself is barely represented in
game. His name is on the title screen and his forename represents the
expert level AI player, but that's it for Jimmy fans. The easy, medium
and hard AI players are called Tom, Dick, and Harry respectively,
indicating the levels of flair and effort the developers have put in to
make this game feel like any more than just a technical snooker
simulation.


The gameplay and controls work fairly well, and are easy to figure out
after some early fiddling. Players use the start button to switch
between interacting with the table and selecting options from a
menu. Use the table controls to find the shot you want, switch to the
menu to adjust things like power, spin and angle, then take your shot
and watch as the balls fly off in directions you did not anticipate. The
physics of the game are not immediately intuitive, and if you're a pro
snooker or pool player in real life, don't expect to come into the game
and clear the table instantly using your petty real-world logic. Void-
snooker has physics all of its own, it seems.


Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker is an impressive simulation of the
game of snooker, but themedium's difficulty in representing accurate
collisions and angles and a severe lack of content let it down. There is
occasional satisfaction to be found once you start to get your head
around the physics and controls and start sinking those balls in
sequence, but there's a tough hill of trial and error and confusion to
climb before things start to click. Even then, it would take a savant-
level player to do anything except make pots, as the limited view of
the table when you're taking your shot, and other factors already
discussed, make things like positioning the white ball a mere billiard-
based pipe dream.


JimmyWhite's Whirlwind Snooker is a valiant effort at bringing the big
table full of colourful resin spheres to the Mega Drive, but that's all
they really did with it. No flair, no fun, no bells and whistles. There's just
not much of a game here, and I can think of loads of better things to
do with a set of balls and a stiff stick.
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I thinkmy favourite ball is the pink ball.


I like it when theman with white gloves cleans
the balls. In real snooker that is, nothing like that
happens here.


Hit the balls hard, and the Mega Drive can’t really
render them rolling, resulting in the
phenomenon of teleporting balls.







Kick Off 3: European Challenge was released in late November into a
Mega Drive market with no fewer than five other football titles
released onto the console across the year (Pele II: World Tournament
Soccer, World Championship Soccer 2, World Cup USA ’94, Dino Dini’s
Soccer, and FIFA Soccer 95). Kick Off 3 was going to have to do
something pretty special to make it onto Christmas lists to Santa over
any of these other footy games, or indeed any of the huge titles
released in 1994, so let’s take a look at whether it was any good.


Kick Off 3: European Challenge was developed, for Anco, by Steve
Screech and is an updated version of Kick Off, which had been
released for the Amiga and DOS, with the only real change being the
addition of European club teams, and ‘European Challenge’ tagged
onto the title. The third iteration in the series also sees the end of the
overhead perspective, used in the first two entries, replaced by an
isometric view, and graphically the game is all the better for it. Upon
loading up the game you’re presented with more menu options than
an all-you-can-eat Chinese buffet. As well as being able to change
the language, you can change all manner of in-game aspects such as
the leniency of the referee, the state of the pitch (normal, wet,muddy,
or hard), and you can even turn fouls on or off.


Once you’ve set the options as you wish, you get to the main menu
and you can choose to play a friendly game, enter a league, or
partake in a cup competition. There are 24 international sides to play
as, or a whopping 92 club teams to choose from, with 16 clubs from
each of the English, French, German, Spanish, or Italian leagues. There
are 12 of the best teams from across the rest of Europe listed under


‘others’, which also confusingly offers the choice of Roma, Barcelona,
Koln, and PSG repeated from their respective leagues.


The names of the teams and players aren’t licensed, meaning that
they’re all amended ever so slightly, but you can easily work out who
is who providing you know your ‘94 footy. For example, Eric Cantona is
F. Cantonar, Roberto Baggio is J. Bagio, Alan Shearer is W. Shearor, and
Dennis Bergkamp is J. Bergkampe.


Once you’ve picked your team, you’re finally into a match, and, well,
you’ll soon wish you weren’t.


Kick Off 3: European Challenge has a number of issues, but the biggest
one by far is just how hard it is to control your players. You know that
episode of Father Tedwhere he’s managing the Craggy Island team in
the annual ‘All-priests over-75s 5-a-side match’, and his star player
dies, so he puts him in a radio-controlled wheelchair? Everyone
controls like that. If Father Ted was blind.


Not long into my first match, I paused the game to double check the
controls to ensure I wasn’t doing something wrong (I wasn’t), and was
greeted with yet more options. One of them immediately caught my
eye as it said ‘CROWD SEX’. It was a good 30 seconds before I realised
it actually said, disappointingly, ‘CROWD SFX’.


I returned to my match, and figured “practise makes perfect” right? I
played match after match after match. After an hour or so, and still
struggling to put the ball in the back of the net, I figured the game,
and my morale, would benefit greatly from some crowd sex (hey,
what game wouldn’t?).


It wasn’t long before the sound of Kick Off 3 became as irritating as
the controls. The menu music is inoffensive enough, but the in-game
sound effects are horrendous. The crowd noises sound like everyone
going into the stadium was handed a Kazoo, and it’s via these cheap
plastic ‘instruments’ that we’re treated to some classic football chants
such as Olé, Olé, Olé, Auld Lang Syne, We love <insert the name of
your team here> we do, and one that just sounds like a police siren.
Aside from these sporadic Kazoo-chants, the crowd is as silent as the
home fans at a Tottenham Hotspur match.


After some considerable practise I started to string some nice passes
together, and then eventually I was able to score some goals, however
this is where the biggest problem with playing Kick Off 3 in the year
2022 rears its head. Who would choose to commit time to get good
at this game, when football simulations have progressed so much in
the near-three decades since this game was released? Literally the
day before I sat down to play Kick Off 3, I had been playing FIFA 22 on
my PlayStation 5. I believe that sports simulations suffer most from
the passage of time, when compared to modern games, not only are
the players you play as out of date, but the game itself offers
absolutely nothing to the gamer.


If I had played this when it was released in 1994 it may well have blown
me away – indeed CVGmagazine gave it 90% when they reviewed it
– but today show it the red card, and play something else instead.


I wonder if it’s called Kick Off, as that’s exactly what any kid receiving
this for Christmas in 1994 would do if they found this in their stocking
instead of Sonic & Knuckles orMortal Kombat II.
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Crowd sex: on or off, the choice is yours. Oh, wait.


Two of the biggest teams in world football clash. Howay the lads!







“It’s the hope that kills you,” is a saying burned into the psyche of
every Scottish sports fan. It’s watching the Scotland national team
fail to qualify for yet another football tournament. It’s the Scottish
Rugby team coming into the Six Nations filled with promise that this
might be their year, only to suffer another set of disappointing
defeats against an opposition they really should be winning against.
It’s watching Colin Montgomery become known as the best player
never to have won a golfing major after falling at the last hurdle
more times than our poor battered and fragile emotional states can
even remember. It seems that being perpetual almost-beens is at
the very heart of what it means to be a fan of Scottish sports. Yet for
some reason, time after time, year after year, back we all trot for
more pain and frustration – chasing the faint glimmer of hope that,
just for once, Scotland will come out on top. We know we are
destined for failure, yet our hearts simply can’t help but dream.


It’s this seemingly insatiable appetite to make ourselves miserable
that I often think of as the reason Scotland likes golf as much as it
does, particularly in the North East where I live. Not being one
myself, I’ve grown to love Aberdonians, but my god, I think you’d be
hard pushed to find a more miserable group of individuals on the
face of this earth. Being miserable appears to be the baseline
response to anything at any time, so why should that be any
different when it comes to sport?


Us golfing fans spend our weeks whiling away the hours thinking
about the weekend when on Saturdaymorning we will get out onto
the course and everything will come together to allow us to, just for


once, shoot that score we know we are capable of. As is the norm,
however, we invariably to stand on the first tee and hit our ball
straight into the water. A week of hoping and dreaming snuffed out
in an instant to be replaced by that familiar sense of dejection and
uncontrollable rage. And standing on the fourth tee of TPC at
Sawgrass controlling ‘ma boi’ Fuzzy Zoeller having just shot three
double bogeys, I’m left thinking that PGA Tour Golf 3 might just be
the most realistic game I’ve ever played.


PGA Tour Golf 3 isn’t a bad game. In fact – given how technical golf
can be and how simple from a modern eye the hardware is that it’s
running on – this is a remarkably fun experience. Visually, there’s a
quaint, serene beauty to it. Sure, the ball might be square, but it
somehow feels like a golf course, and for a game that is essentially
shades of green surrounded by trees, the developers have done a
fantastic job in giving each course and hole a distinct flavour.


From a control perspective, the game is also simple, yet engaging.
Using the classic three button inputmethod – press once to pull the
club back, press again to gauge the power and then a final time to
dictate how cleanly the ball is struck – players also have the option
to select various shot types, and variables such as wind and ball
position on the course will have a huge say in how easy the shot is.
Another interesting feature of PGA Tour Golf 3 is around the green.
Players have the ability to pull up a menu that highlights the
contours of the green to add a layer of complexity to putting you
might not expect. This is a fairly easy game to pick up and get going
with, but as I found out to my detriment, it will take a lot of work to
master.


The atmosphere is something I foundmyself enthralled by. Golfmay
have an image problem today, but that’s nothing compared to what
it had in 1994. This was a sport for middle-aged white men, and a
strange upper-class sterility shines though in a fascinating way in
PGA Tour Golf 3. This is an old representation of golf and it’s
interesting to see the sport from a perspective only two years
beforeTigerWoodswas tomake his debut on the PGATour, blow the
doors off, and reinvigorate what had become an old and tired
pastime. Knowing what was on the horizon makes this all the more
intriguing.


A golf game with the total package is, sadly, sorely lacking in today’s
gaming landscape, which is a shame because there’s a lot to offer,
even for those that don’t like golf. Golf is at its best when you are on
the course with friends, enjoying the weather, and catching up. I
often think there’s no reason a good golf game can’t be that on a
Friday evening in front of the TV as well. PGA Tour Golf 3 isn’t quite
that, but it’s a good attempt. The best golf games on Sega platforms
are yet to come, but this is still worth your time.
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Spider-ManVs the Kingpinwas not only one ofmy first reviews for
SegaManiawayback in issue 2, but itwas also one of thefirstMega
Drive games I played in my youth. I loved that game as a kid, and
even now I go back to it from time to time, for a hit of nostalgia.
However, a Spider-Man game that I have absolutely no connection
to, having never played it previously, is Spider-Man and Venom:
MaximumCarnage.


Let’s start off by talking about that absolutely glorious box-art,
when combined with the striking red cartridge, made me very
excited to play this game and find out just what I’ve been missing
for the last 28 years. But then my eye is drawn to that
unmistakable rainbow logo of LJN, the guaranteed mark of video
gamemediocrity.


My expectations suitably lowered; let’s see what Spider-Man and
Venom: MaximumCarnage is all about. Upon the game loading the
music begins, and it’s really impressive. Spider-Man and Venom
appear, along with Carnage (basically Venom, but in red), then
“featuring”, and there’s a hell of a supporting cast, with Black Cat,
Cloak, Dagger, Morbius, Firestar, Captain America. Iron Fist – then
the baddies - Deathlok, Shreik, Doppleganger, Demogoblin, and
Carrion.


Starting the game gives you a fantastic comic book-style opening,
showing Cletus Kasady (played really, really badly by Woody
Harrelson in the recent Marvel movie Venom: Let There Be
Carnage) being detained in Ravencroft maximum security
institution for the criminally insane. What the guards don’t know
though is that Carnage is inside him, and as Carnage takes over he
transforms into an angry red alien monster, and tears the guards
apart before escaping, recruiting some evil super-villains along
the way.


The story is one of the first in video games to be based on an
existing comic book story, than a storymadeup specifically for the
game. The fourteen part story arc that this game is based on
started in 1993, and was very popular with fans of Spidey.


The game is a side-scrolling beat-em-up, in the vein of Streets of
Rage or Final Fight. Well, mostly. There is a bit of wall-crawling
involved, butmostly it’s walking from left to right pummelling and
webbing generic bad guy after bad guy. You start the first level as
Spider-Man, but then you get to choose between Spidey orVenom
at the beginning ofeach level.Aswell as standard punch and jump,
you can create a shield made of web, you can also fire webs at
enemies to slow them down, and if you’re surrounded you can
perform aweb-smashmovewhere youweb enemies either side of
you, simultaneously, and then smash them together.You also have
super powerful moves you can use, and Venom’s spinning
clothesline is identical to Haggar in Final Fight.


Even better than all of these though, you can find icons of Marvel
superheroes to pick up, such as Captain America, which allow you
to summon them to come and help you in battle. This is fantastic,
and even better the support they give, and damage they do,
differs depending if you’re playing as Spider-Man orVenom.


As you fight, web, and swing your way through New York, you can
climb the buildings and if you’re lucky youmight find a secret area
loaded with health items.


Spider-Man andVenom: MaximumCarnage looks like a comic book
brought to life on television, the character sprites are large and
colourful, the backgrounds are detailed and the parallax scrolling
is very striking. The soundtrack in the game is so, so good, and
fascinatingly was written and produced by American rock band
GreenJellÿ.


When added together, it sounds like this should be an incredible
game, and it’s not a bad game, but just has too many issues to
quite get there. Firstly, why, oh why, is Spider-Man and Venom:
Maximum Carnage only a one-player game? It seems so obvious
that this would be a perfect fit for a co-op two-player game, but
inexplicably not.


It’svery repetitive,with the sameenemies over, andover, andover,
just with different names and a different colour palette, and the
levels aren’t anywhere near as interesting or varied as the
aforementioned Streets of Rage.


However, the biggest problem, by far, is just howbloodydifficult it
is. Forget your Elden Ring, this game is where the real challenge is
at. There’s no difficulty setting, no password or save function, and
you only get one continue. That wouldn’t be too bad if health
pickups weren’t as rare as 10” dildos in a convent. Unless you know
where the secret areas are to collect thatmuchneededhealth, you
have no absolutely no chance of getting to the end of Spider-Man
andVenom: MaximumCarnage.
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Comic book panels tell the story,
brilliantly, throughout.


Nothing like a bit of two on one
action.


Oh noAlex, don’t tell me you’ve
turned to a life of crime!







I used to watch the grand prix every Sundaywithmy grandad. After suffering a stroke, his ability to talk was stolen from him, but
thankfully not a fragment of his wit was taken with it. Getting into season after season for the last few years he could share with us, was at
the heart of howwe connected. Me, offeringmy stupid kid opinions that he somehow never seemed to tire of, and him responding in the
only way he could, with a small range of plosive “Ba” sounds, that I still believe I understood everyword of. I never got back into a single
season of F1 after he died. It’s quite possible I neverwatched an entire race again. So, in my grandad’s memory, the pressure is really on


for Sega to deliver here. Did they do him proud or did they do a fat oldmeaty piss on his grave?


Mercifully, the answer is closer to the formerwith just a hint of the latter. Kinda like giving a rousing eulogy in front of a weeping
congregation, whilst a small trickle of wee steadily and noticeably slides down your trousers. Not enough for anyone to think it’s
misunderstood subtext or some kind of dirty protest. More like the onlooking crowd just feels a shared hollow pity, have decided


independently of each other not tomention it to you, and rather just talk about behind your back once you were out of earshot. “Did you
see the wee? Poor bastard. Must have been the emotion…”


Formula OneWorld Championship: Beyond the Limit for the Mega-CD is about as close to the real thing as you could hope for in 16 bits. It’s
a gamewhere you can feel exactly like the f1 driver you would be in real life – a crap one. Have you everwondered how good a Formula 1
driver you’d be? The answer is “atrocious”. As well as being flying death bombs, the cars are incredibly complex with 37,000 different
things that can go wrong. If you could get the bastard going, you’d be lucky to complete a lap. And therein lies the initial problemwith
any game that tries to emulate it. The closer to real thing it is, themore unplayable it is going to be. It’s a hard balance to strike, weighing


the realismwith the fun, and almost all of them are borderline unplayable to a fat-handed twat likeme.


With patience and practice you will grow into the experience, but you have to put the time in to appreciate it. Those wanting a casual
racer to pick up and play could well rage quit before their arse has had a chance to warm the chair. The longer you stick with it, themore
you will enjoy it. It’s complex in its execution, offers real challenge, and a surprising amount of depth for a racer of this generation. The
careermode is well executed, and each course comes with a detailed breakdown on how it should be approached. Every race from the
1994 season is present, including Donington Park, complete with Sega logos, as it was at the time. Every racer apart fromAryton Senna,
who died the same year after a high-speed collusion with a concrete barrier, is also accounted for. The reason for his omission was


licencing issues, rather than being an awful premonition or dark snub from Sega.


This is one of the rare Mega-CD games that makes proper use of the hardware, rather than another FMVatrocity or slightly enhanced
Mega Drive port with a potato cam intro slapped up top. The gameplay is built on rotation of the background tiles to simulate the 3D


environment in the sameway as the SNES’s fabled Mode 7 operates. And its sprite scaling capabilities clearly outstrip anything that you’ll
find on enemy consoles, offering impressively smooth graphics. The console does a fantastic job with the tools available. The problem is
the ambition of bringing an authentic experience to life outstrips the capabilities of even the premier consoles of this generation. Maybe


whispers of Project Mars will change this.
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When Hudson Soft first lit the fuse on the Bomberman franchise back
in 1983, they were on to a winner, crafting explosive multiplayer
gameplay that struck a perfect balance between arcade thrills and
strategic action. This first Sega iteration looks to expand on what is
already a classic series,mainly by stuffing in asmany ideas as possible.
A single player story mode, new items and characters, interesting
arena gimmicks and gaudy kangaroomounts (yes, you read that right)
have all been mixed in with the classic arena-based gameplay. Has
the developer over-diluted that sweet, blocky, bomb-based
gameplay, or is Mega Bomberman a welcome evolution for the
franchise? Let's get our bomb disposal kit on and have a look...


If you're not yet familiar with the way of the bomber, the aim of the
Bomberman games is to be the last man standing in a deadly battle
of wits and big cartoon bombs. Arenas are arranged into a grid
pattern, with alternate squares blocked off by indestructible blocks.
Plant bombs while avoiding those planted by your opponent, and use
the layout of the arenas to stay out of trouble. If you’re quick you can
block your competitors into a corner, giving them nowhere to run as
the timer fuse burns inexorably down. It’s best-in-class gameplay, and
absolutely fantastic fun with a few pals.


Mega Bomberman's most striking new editions are the Louies (the
aforementioned gaudy kangaroos). These friendly marsupials come
complete with special powers, and if you get caught in a blast while
riding one, the hapless macropod will take the hit for you. The Louies


vary wildly in usefulness, and they hatch from eggs so you won't know
which one you're going to get until you pick it up. The speedy green
Louie, for example, is just as likely to speed you into trouble as it is to
get you out of it, whereas if you find the purple jumping Louie you've
prettymuch won the match (although the AI will abuse the hell out of
this Louie, too).


Other power-ups include bomb triggers, the ability to kick bombs,
and the ability to drop additional bombs and increase their explosion
range. During the arena battles, negative pick-ups called viruses can
appear. Effects include reversing your controls, or forcing you to shed
bombs uncontrollably, giving a whole new meaning to the term
explosive diarrhoea. These contagions can be spread to other players
by touching them, which can make for some hilariously chaotic
situations. There are some fun arenas on offer for the battle mode,
too, with features such as mine cart tracks, conveyor belts and
trapdoors. All of these gimmicks have the potential to be used to your
advantage or completely screw you over, but purists can stick to the
basic arena if preferred.


The story mode uses the same basic Bomberman gameplay, but pits
the player against various cutesy, AI-controlled enemies. The scrolling
levels are still grid-based, but are more like mazes with enclosed
areas and bottlenecks to contend with. The aim of the game is to
avoid or bomb enemies and destroy pylons that unlock the way to the
next area.At the end of each stage a boss fight takes place in a single-
screen arena. As you progress, stage layouts get more complicated
and enemies get faster and more deadly, ramping up the difficulty.


The Bomberman gameplay translates surprisingly well to a stage-
based story mode, resulting in a game that you can take at your own
pace, bombing your way through destructible blocks and taking on
the enemies on your own terms. That’s not to say it’s easy, there will
definitely be times when you get caught out, but most gamers should
be able to reach the end with perseverance. The aesthetic is nice too,
with the enclosed areas giving off the impression of small, cute,
contained worlds. The water-themed level especially really feels like
you’re looking down into a rock pool at the aquatic action.


The real highlights of the game are the multiplayer arena battles,
though. Get some friends round with amultitap and have an absolute
blast (pun intended). The plethora of additions do nothing to muddy
the pure, refined and addictive gameplay, and the story mode is a
fantastic bonus for those times when your pals can’t come over
because they haven’t done their homework. This is a great Sega
debut for the helmet-wearing incendiary device-enthusiast, and we
hope for even more detonations in the future. Straddle your Louie
and join the party,Mega Bomberman is the bomb.
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Kill that monkey, it’s up to no good!


So, how do the bombs work underwater?


Alright, mate, don’t rub it in.


The early enemies are cute
enough that you’ll feel guilty
for exploding them.







slopes and jumps, and can contain hazards like slime pools and lava.
If you take a jump a bit too wildly it's possible to go flying off the side
of the track. You'll respawn soon afterwards but you'll lose precious
time as you get back up to speed.There are always four cars on track,
including the player, the main "villain" of the planet you're currently
racing on, and twomiscellaneous characters called Rip and Shred. If
you're playing in the awesome two-player mode, the second player
will replace Shred. Prepare to be under near-constant attack as
you're negotiating the courses as the AI will absolutely hammer you
with lasers, mines and missiles at every opportunity. Again, if you
lose all your armour and explode, you'll quickly respawn, but in the
relatively short races it can be near-impossible to recover from
more than a few nasty accidents. The best way to defend yourself is
definitely to take the other guy out first.


Rock n’ Roll Racing is an awesome, intergalactic, heavy metal racing
experience. Once you get to grips with the isometric view and the
top-down handling (and once you upgrade your starter vehicle to
pack a fewmore laser blasters), you’ll be owning the track and ready
to advance. The new planets keep up a steady difficulty curve as
opponents become trickier, hazards become deadlier and course
layouts become more complex, but the act of purchasing new
vehicles and upgrading them to keep ahead of this curve is
immensely satisfying. Rock n’ Roll Racing totally lives up to the best
song on its dynamite soundtrack. It really is a “Highway Star.”


"Let the carnage begin!" yells digitised commentator Loudmouth
Larry as an assortment of souped-up death machines wait for the
flag to drop. It's an appropriate line, because Rock n' Roll Racing is as
much about chaos and destruction as it is about skilful handling and
high speeds. The game puts players in an interplanetary racing
league in a galaxy full of dangerous characters. Expect to race
against merciless cyborgs, disgusting toad-creatures and various
other space-psychos as you rise through the ranks. The tracks are
located on a selection of inhospitable planets, including the
poisoned wasteland of Chem VI, the dark and sinister environs of
Drakonis, and the scorched deserts of New Mojave.


It's a great idea, like Mad Max with aliens and lasers, and the whole
thing has a rock and heavy metal theme that enhances the
atmosphere perfectly. Licensedmusic from the likes of Deep Purple,
Black Sabbath, Golden Earring and Steppenwolf are a hugely
welcome addition. The tracks are instrumental, of course, but the
Mega Drive's sound chip does an admirable job of rendering those
familiar tunes. The commentator is fun, too, and although his lines
do tend to repeat a lot, he's actually pretty helpful for letting you
know what's going on off-screen.


The aim of the game is to progress through the leagues by earning
enough points to blast off to the next planet at the end of the
season. As you progress, your opponents get more difficult, with
more dangerous weapons and tougher armour. Finishing races will
earn you money which you can then spend on new vehicles and
upgrades. It's a great feeling to finally get on a level playing fieldwith
that jerk who's been leaving you in his dust with his superior ride for
the last twelve races. If you don't earn enough points to advance,
you'll stay in your current league but keep yourmoney and upgrades,
meaning that you'll always be able to eventually progress if you're
willing to keep plugging away. A password system enables you to
keep your progress between sessions, too.


The action is presented from an isometric viewpoint, with each track
suspended over some form of hostile hellscape. The tracks feature


At the start of your racing career, you’ll need to
choose your driver. There are six characters
initially available, each of which has two skills
that enhance their racing ability. The colourful
cast includes Snake Sanders, a blonde-haired,
rock-star hero, Tarquin, who appears to be
some kind of space-elf, and Ivan who is … well,
he’s a dog. There’s also a secret character to be
unlocked by inputting the correct button
sequence on the character select screen.
Eagle-eyed players might recognise him from
a game that we reviewed in Issue 5. That’s right;
it’s Olaf from previous Interplay offering The
Lost Vikings. Billed as hailing from the planet
Valhalla, this bearded competitor has three
special skills instead of the usual two. Ivan’s still
my favourite, though.


THAT’S ONE
LOSTVIKING!
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The tracks with the jumps or
cross-sections are the best.


The earliervehicles are cooler looking than the later ones. Even fully
upgraded, though, they just can’t hang in advanced races.


Leave your pals in the dust with split-screenmultiplayer.







If you want to know what kind of game High Seas Havoc is then put
this magazine down for amoment. That’s right, you read correctly. Put
the magazine down and walk to the nearest mirror. Are you there?
Right, now pull the most over-the-top, confused expression you can
muster with just a hint of disgust – like you’ve just walked in on your
granny in a passionate embrace with Brad Pitt. You are simultaneously
horrified and confused at the events unfolding in front of your eyes,
but at the same time there’s just a tiny hint of admiration that she’s
managed to pull off such a feat. Now hold that gaze for just a second
and commit it to memory. That, my friends, in a nutshell is how you
will feel should you decide to play through High Seas Havoc.


It’s clear that the developers behind this confused mess of a game
had a lot of reverence for the Sonic series but, sadly, what is also
blatantly obvious is that they also had absolutely no idea why they
liked Sonic, or what it is about the games that make them so fun and
engaging. From start to finish, this is a clear and unabashed rip-off of
the Sonic series; attempting to apemuch ofwhatmakes those games
feel so shiny and polished. Instead of polishing an already shiny
formula they’ve taken an angle grinder and welding torch to it,
shaving off much of what makes the Sonic games great, before
welding on a bunch of crude and confused alternatives in an attempt
to create some variety.


High Seas Havoc puts players in charge of a pirate seal named Havoc
after his sidekick Tide, and some other seal he recently met named
Bridget, are abducted by another pirate called Bernardo who’s hell
bent on procuring an emerald with powers that will help him take
over the world. It’s unclear how, but Bridget has come into possession
of a map containing the location of said emerald, kickstarting an
adventure across many environments as Havoc sets out to rescue his
intrepid friends from the clutches of this evil pirate. It’s interesting to
see that the game sets itself up as a pirate adventure, because as far
as I could tell, no actual pirating is done at any point. In fact, much of


the adventure takes place on dry land – the exact opposite place you
would expect to encounter a pirate.


This confusion ofwhat a pirate actually is appears to have seeped into
every aspect of the game. As I’ve already mentioned, this is a Sonic
rip-off, but one that has no idea what makes Sonic good in the first
place. The most fun I’ve had with Sonic is when I’m traversing across
levels, jumping from section to section, flinging myself in the air and
generally in a state of flow that seamlessly links itself from section to
section. High Seas Havoc, unfortunately, is the complete opposite of
this.


Players will move slowly through the levels, very often being forced to
memorise the appearance of enemies and obstacles through trial
and error in order to progress. The worst of this being a section of the
game where players are forced to stand on a block that will move in
the direction of an arrow stuck to the side before plummeting to the
ground. This often asks players to anticipate ledges that they would
have no way of knowing were there had they not already been
through this section and failed to pass it again and again and again.
Boss sections follow a similar theme of trial and error to figure out
their, at times excruciating, patterns in order that you can progress to
the next stage.


There’s a common saying, “If you come at the King, you’d best not
miss,” and unfortunately forHigh Seas Havoc, not only does it miss, but
it doesn’t even land a punch in the same postcode. Its attempt at the
famed Sonic “attitude” comes off as hokey; the flow of the Sonic
games is replaced by a slow plod, the difficulty spikes are less spikes
andmore exercises inmemorising patterns, and the art style is at best
a mediocre tip of the hat in the direction of our blue spikey friend. If
you want a lesson in what lessons not to take from a series you love,
then maybe give this game five minutes. If not, then you are best
served to leave this one be and just get back to watching your Gran.
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When I was asked to write a review on a pinball game, I wondered what I had done wrong in a past life to deserve such treatment. And then I
remembered the murders. So many lovely, lovely murders. It’d be hard to pick a favourite murder. Your first is obviously very special, but a
typically messy affair. Latter ones are a much more streamlined experience, but not as a joyful as those in the early days. If you were to push
onmy favouritemurder (and I feel you are), I would say there was a Goldilocks zone about the 20th, when you were starting to get good at it, but
hadn’t become jaded by all the pleas from wet-eyed homo sapiens. Eventually, like all good things in life, killing will wear you down; what at


first is fun, soon becomes a fat old slog. Much like pinball.


I always assumed there would never be a pinball game aimed at me, until I found out about Psycho Pinball. Now I don’t identify as a psycho per
se. All those killings were entirely reasonable and eco-friendly. But themanner of themwas truly horrifying. So Psycho Pinball, I reasoned, was
likely to be the closest I’ll ever get to a pinball game that might interest me. And boywas I wrong. Not nearly enough killing, and way toomuch
pinball. Codemasters should just have named this game Pinball, cos that’s what it is. Pinball. Nowt psychopathic about it. No collection of
stolen feet, no carrying a cat turd around in your pocket all day and shouting “who smells like cat turds?”, no being voted in by the electorate,


nothing. Just pinball.


If you’re one of the 32 anthropoids still alive that likes pinball games, this is the strongest offering the platform has to offer. You have three
standard themed tables to pick from (WildWest, The Abyss, and Trick or Treat), and the additional “Psycho” table, which incorporates the other
three by hitting certain parts of the table in sequence. This is a nice little touch that adds some variety to what could otherwise become a
quickly tiresome affair. Like pulling leg bones out of your wheat thresher. The graphical style wouldn’t have been for everyone upon release,
but games like these, that incorporate more cartoony elements, have typically aged better than those who favoured what passed for realism


in the fourth generation.


Themusic is veryMicro Machines b-roll at times. Typically,Codemasters: almost charming, formulaic, yet inoffensive. However, what the game
lacks in flair, it makes up for in grace. The developers have done a flawless job on replicating the mechanisms and physics of real-life pinball in
the 16-bit world. But, at the end of the day, it’s still, you know… pinball. In the 16-bit world. TheVenn overlay for those two demographics must
be so infinitesimally small, the oddsmust be Graham’s Number to 1 that one of our readers falls within it. We knowyou sick bastards. You didn’t
read this far because you like pinball, you’re either some demented completionist that’s forced him/herself this far to the detriment of their


wider life, or you’re still here because you’re a poor young hopeful psychopath, looking for that game that finally speaks to you.


You’ll find no such joy here young Padawans. For you, I suggest starting small in real life. Do a big poo on a loved one’s forehead whilst
screaming “Why?!”, make a feeble attempt at de-stimulating yourself with a dog carcass, whilst you rub pot roast over your tits in the parking
lot of your favourite Toby Carvery, ask mother if a return ticket is out of the question, vote Tory. Whatever it takes to satiate your horrid lusts.
Just don’t pall Psycho Pinball because it’s just a freakin’ pinball game. Satisfy your callous,morally depraved urges here at SegaMania Magazine


instead. We get you. And it’s better here because we don’t have pinball.
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What a tragedy The Simpsons video game repertoire is. The 1992
Mega Drive port of the NES game Bart vs. The Space Mutants stands
as the undisputed blurst thing bearing the Simpsons name bar
absolutely everything post-1997, and even that has some pretty
serious competition. What’s most galling is that The Simpsons
Arcade is a fantastic beat-‘em-up, but Konami simply couldn’t get
the rights to port it to console.


The home console Simpsons games were largely published by
Acclaim, with development duties the responsibility of Sculptured
Software – a Utah-based studio known for the perfectly cromulent
Super Star Wars series on the Super Nintendo Chalmers and, most
recently, the crap-tacular Bart’s Nightmare. They return to attempt
an apology with Virtual Bart. Don’t expect them to improve things
here, but if it’ll make you feel any better, I’ve learned that each
Simpsons game is just one crushing defeat after another until you
just wish Flanders was dead.


Virtual Bart plays much like its predecessor. The crux of the ‘story’
sees Bart accidentally get himself trapped inMartin Prince’s science
fair exhibition – aVR machine in the form of a giant spinning wheel
that the user is required to strap themselves to. You hit a button to
make the wheel stop on one of sixmini games, and nomatterwhich
one you pick, you get the dud.


‘Pig Bart’ sees you controlling an annoyingly slow porcine version of
Mrs. Simpson’s baby boy running about a factory trying to avoid
becoming a steamed ham. And I call them steamed hams despite
the fact that theyare obviously canned. Pig Bart’smovement is slow
and cumbersome, which doesn’t help when you have to rescue
other pigs using levers and jump over evil clowns. Bart says to not
have a cow, but this pig suremoves like one.No ideawhere to go and
no speed with which to get there make Homer something-
something.


The next mini game, ‘Dino Bart’, sees the spikey-haired hellraiser
take the form of the one thing money can’t buy: a dinosaur. Anyone
disappointed with how slowly Pig Bart moved will have no such
issues here. Just the complete opposite issue. This is perhaps the
fastest, slipperiest, most inaccurate platforming you’ll ever
experience. It comes complete with a host of buggering little
buggers throwing assorted shit at you as you climb up a seemingly
endless numberof rocks. Dino Bart is not a badmini game. Itmaybe


frustrating, repetitive, clunky, a badmini game – but it is not a porn
star!


‘Baby Bart’ is perhaps the least fun thing in the entire game. Bart
wants to escape his bedroom and chase an ice cream van by
swinging on tree branches in what can very loosely be called
platforming, and very accurately be called accidentally dropping a
babyout of a tree to his death. I barely got past the first few trees as
it’s so finicky to get right, so I hope when the little bastard
eventually gets to the ice cream van that it’s actually selling chilli.
Red hot, Texas-style chilli.


‘Class Picture’ sees Bart trying to lob tomatoes at his classmates,
and at least provides the closest alternative to being able to eat up
Martha beat up Martin. I actually did the best at this one, despite it
being almost impossible to accurately calculate how farBart’s going
to throw his tomatoes. Even when it looks like you’ve stopped the
power meter right on the intended target, it’ll go flying past them.
Making a mini game that requires gauging of depth on a 2D plane?
Oh, you better believe that’s a paddlin’.


‘Mount Splashmore’ has a pretty funky visual effect that gives the
impression of hurtling down a water slide, as you try to avoid a
variety of Springfieldians and Homer’s hairy, yellow, lodged butt.
You’re frequently given a choice of left or right tunnels on your way
to the bottom, but there will be a direction that ends in unavoidably
flying out of the slide with no conceivable way to have predicted if
you were going to plummet to your death or not. Boy, I really hope
somebody got fired for that blunder.


It’s just a five out of six badmini games, it’s still good, it’s still good.
Oh wait, no it’s not. ‘Doomsday Bart’ is a Road Rash rip-off without
any of that game’s already limited fun. The scrolling, pseudo-3D
background is relatively impressive, but there are so many
obstacles on the track that they become impossible to avoid, which
is coincidentally what I wish I did with this video game. I wanted to
try to get good at this one, I really did. I tried my best, and I failed
miserably. The lesson is never try.


Well, it seems a bad Simpsons game has been made by the very
people who make bad Simpsons games. How ironic. I don’t
apologise for hating this game. I’m sorry, that’s just the way I am.
Despite the arcade game being an absolute classic, I don’t believe
there are any good Simpsons games on console. Am I so out of
touch? No, it’s the games that are wrong.
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Nobodymake a Spider-pig reference please. Let’s all try to
forget it ever happened.


That’s a very nice chain, Kearney. Isn’t death
racing somuchmore fun than bullying?


“Send down a few kids, that should dislodge it…”


I’d rather play YardWork Simulator than any of these…







In the year 2022 we’re all total wusses. If someone says to you, “Have
you played that there Elden Ring? It’s like the hardest game ever,”
tell them to put their knickers on, make you a cup of tea, and then
piss off and play Probotector. That’ll learn ‘em about what a hard
video game is. As is the tradition, Probotector (known as Contra:
Hard Corps in the US) will chew you up and spit you out quicker than
you can blink.Make nomistake, this is a rip-rollicking, big-bollocked,
bastard-blasting, badass shooter for burly boys.


You shouldn’t let its difficulty put you off (much like Elden Ring, to be
fair), because Probotector is an absolutely amazing video game. I’m
getting pretty sick of saying nice things about Konami every issue,
but they once again crafted a masterpiece on the Mega Drive; one
that is quite likely to have been overlooked despite being probably
the best game in the whole Contra canon. There’s a pervading
inventiveness throughout Konami’s games of this era, where you’re
relentlessly pelted with crazy new ideas at every turn, and
Probotector is perhaps the zenith of that notion.


At its heart, Probotector is a run and gun shooter, but if you’re a fan
of descriptive technicalities (and who isn’t?) it could quite easily be
labelled as a boss rush game. There are so many insane, screen-
filling bosses in this game that you’ll need to change underwear
every five minutes or so, such is the amount of seat of pants-based


flying you’ll be doing, and how often you’ll be clenching your anus
with adrenaline-fueled excitement. Don’t have a spicy curry
before you sit down and play this – it’ll blow your arsehole out
faster than a petrol enema.


You can pick one of four characters to tackle the relentless
challenge of the game, either alone or with a friend as Player 2. In
our censored European version (more on that later), the
characters are simply labelled as CX-1, CX-2, CX-3 and CX-4. The
first two robots take the place of Ray and Sheena from the US
version and both play pretty similarly to each other. CX-3
maintains a canine configuration in its transformation from
Contra’s Fang, and CX-4 is the same little robot from Hard Corps
with a more boring name.


Each character has four weapon slots, A-D, and starts with the
same basic weapon. Levels will feature pickups labelled with
letters that drop the associated weapon into its respective slot in
your inventory. While the starting gun is always the same, every
pickup is bespoke to each individual character. Some you’ll like
better than others, and typically they get harder to master as you
go up the CX numbers from 1 to 4. The range of guns is very
impressive, from lasers to flamethrowers to shotgun punches, but
basically, I’m taking anyone who has a homing weapon so I can
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I think it’s safe to say that, at some point in the past, we’ve probably all had a snigger at the fact that it was Germany who were the
squeamish crusaders against violence in video games in the ‘90s. There’s history-led humility, and then there’s needless hysteria.
We’re heavily towards the latter, with a healthy dose of good ol’ Konami greed, when it comes to Contra: Hard Corps. This game, and


the series in general, is one of themost extreme cases of censorship in gaming history.


The specific hive of Helen Lovejoys we have to blame here are Germany’s Federal Review Board for Media Harmful to Minors, or
Bundesprüfstelle für jugendgefährdende Medien (BPjM) if you want to scheisse on them in their native tongue. A review board for
censoring media works suspected to be harmful to young people, these wieners were the ones making games less badass. Their
refusal to permit selling games like Contra to kids would obviously put a pretty big hole in Konami’s profits, especially considering
how integral children were to the video gamemarket in 1994. I guess German kids couldn’t just ask their dad to buy it for them over


the phone from Special Reserve like we could.


As a result, Konami agreed to absolutelydecimate one of its biggest franchises to appease the BPjM and rake in that precious pocket
money they crave oh so much. As Brits, we were stuck playing PAL – an encoding system developed in, you guessed it, Germany –
versions of games, so we got whatever Europe was dealt. First off, humans (both playable and killable) had to go. They have feelings
and can’t be destroyed with paradoxes, so let’s murder some robots instead. Stupid metal pricks with no souls or body hair, am I


right? The name Contrawas gone as a result, and Probotectorwas born.


The censorship doesn’t end there, either. Key human characters are changed to aliens and not referred to by any names. Another
character, Dr. Geo Mandrake, doesn’t turn traitor in the European release and is therefore cut frommost of the end of the game. An
offer for the player to defect to the evil side near the climax has been removed, and all instances of ‘vulgar’ language have been


replaced bymilderwords, sometimes cutting out large swathes of dialogue and entire story beats.


Playing the USversion todaywill obviouslymake all this seem totally harmless, but clearly that wasn’t the case back in ‘94. There is a
smattering of support inmodern circles thatProbotector, fromadesign standpoint at least, is actuallypreferable toContra. Perhaps
reverence for ‘90s-era machismo is waning in favour of the more anime-style mecha characters of Probotector. What’s funny,
however, is that the sound effects were never changed, so you still get a big red robot bastard who emits a high-pitched female


screech when shot. Konami – empowering killer robot soldiers to show their feminine side since 1994.


PROBOTECTORS : HUMANS IN A MORALLY PALATABLE DISGUISE


hold shoot while focusing on not getting shot back (or walked into, and you know how I feel about dying because an enemy brushed shoulders
with my robot super soldier).


The varied characters and weapons provide serious replayability, as do the multiple endings and paths to take, but that’s assuming you can
actually make it through to the end of this sensory-overloading rollercoaster. Crazy setpieces fly by at breakthumb speed, with lights flashing,
guns blasting, explosions exploding, music shredding, and you dying. You’ll be hanging off helicopters, tearing up the highway on hover bikes,
and sliding down a dinosaur’s face. Bosses dominate the screen real estate thanks to impressive sprite scaling, backgrounds whizz by with
parallax scrolling and Konami’s artists have cooked up some outstanding scenery and enemy designs. It’s as much an aesthetic tour-de-force


as it is a gameplay one. I genuinely could stick a screenshot here of every single boss fight and they’d all impress you.


Yes, Probotector is really, really hard. It requires a lot of twitch reactions, concentration and pattern memorisation to simply make it through a
single boss fight, let alone the entire game. It’s never unfair, and mechanically the game is more than tight enough to encourage mastery. This
could easily put people off wanting to take on its challenge, but it’s absolutely worth the effort. It holds up brilliantly in 2022, and not only does
it feel immensely satisfying to beat, the sheer quality of what’s on offermakes pushing on through to the next incredible set piece all themore


worth it. For fans of shooters, this is essential.







As a kid I loved Disney, I mean who didn’t?Well, other than probably
like Adolf Hitler, Boris Johnson, Osama Bin Laden, and other evil
figures in recent history.When I was about 12 I went to DisneyWorld
in Florida on the holiday of a lifetime with my mam, dad, and my
younger brother, and I actually met the real Mickey Mouse. He was
about 8 feet tall, which is far bigger than he looks on telly, but hewas
great (if a little ‘handsy’), and so was his missus. Although seeing
them in the flesh did really hit home that they both look exactly the
same, literally identical, except one of them wears a bow. Are they
brother and sister and it’s just never spoken about?


So, having grown up with Disney so prominently in my childhood,
I’ve always had a soft spot for Disney releases. That was very much
helped, from a gaming point of view, with Disney and Sega in the
‘90s being a match made in heaven.Well mostly, the less said about
the likes of Talespin, and Ariel the Little Mermaid the better. With
quality titles such asAladdin, Quackshot, Castle of Illusion, andWorld
of Illusion, those Disney folk sure knew how to do a platformer well,
but on a system with countless other top tier platform games, how
wouldMickey Mania: The Timeless Adventures of Mickey Mouse fare?


British developer Traveller’s Tales started work on Mickey Mania in
1992 with the aim being that it would be released the following year
to tie in with the 65th birthday of Mickey Mouse. However, this would
only allow about six months of development time. So those plans
were shelved to allow sufficent time to ensure a quality product, and


implement a concept which would see the world’s most famous
mouse revisit some of most iconic cartoons. Starting with his first
ever appearance in Steamboat Willie in 1928, through to the Prince
and the Pauper,which was released in 1990 and was his most recent
big screen outing at the time.


The first level is incredibly striking, as you are ’94 model Mickey
Mouse’s design in full colour, playing through the Steamboat Willie
level entirely in black and white, complete with Mickey Mouse as he
appeared in his 1928 debut. It looks beautiful, it really does. As does
the whole game for that matter, it’s such a well put together, and
well presented package, it absolutely oozes quality. One of the two
designers who worked on the game was David Jaffe. This was the
first gameJaffe would work on before going on to write his name in
video game history as the designer and director of the TwistedMetal
series on PlayStation, and then the original God ofWar.


The platform action isn’t dissimilar to Castle of Illusion in terms of
the gameplay; you make your way through each level and your
attacks are that you can throw marbles, although you need to
collect these as you go, and you can perform a bottom bounce. On
the subject of Mickey’s arse, where is his tail in this game? He
definitely has a tail, it’s in both of the Illusion games, but no sign of it
here. The fingers ofMickey’s gloved hand in the top left corner of the
screen showyou howmanymore hits you can take, and the lives you
have left. Collecting stars replenishes your health, and collecting
Mickey ears grants you much-needed extra lives.


The other levels are as equally glorious as the first, and are set
around Mad Doctor (1933), Moose Hunters (1937), Lonesome Ghosts
(1937), Mickey and the Beanstalk (1947), and Band Concert (1935),
which is a bonus level.


Mickey Mania is wonderful fun. It looks amazing, it sounds fantastic,
and the controls are perfectly responsive. It is sometimes just
teetering on being frustratingly difficult, but never quite goes there.


I heartily recommend Mickey Mania and a used copy can be had for
less than twenty quid. It’s just such a shame that the planned sequel
was cancelled as Traveller’s Tales focussed their attention on the Toy
Story game. There seems to be no sign of intelligent life anywhere.


The level design throughout is superb.


Spot the Difference


As well as the reviewed Mega Drive version,


Mickey Mania also came to the Mega-CD.


However, there is very little difference between


the two versions, certainly not enough to make


it worth picking it up on more than one of the


two systems. The main difference is that the


Mega-CD version has much improved audio,


with more speech fromMickey, and an


improved soundtrack. Other than that theMad


Doctor level is a little longer on the Mega-CD,


and there’s a secret area at the end of the


SteamboatWillie level.


Themoose chase section is fantastic.


He looks awfully happy for someone about
to be killed by fire, or a spiky death ball!
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Keio Flying Squadron is set during the Keio Era of Japan against a
backdrop of an anti-government movement, but apparently that
doesn’t matter. The game’s opening FMV cutscene (animated by Pierrot,
who are known for huge anime titles likeNaruto, Bleach and TokyoGhoul)
reveals a tense political setup to proceedings; one I absolutely was not
expecting in a ‘90s cute-‘em-up.


The Shogunate seeks help from America, who have harnessed
shamanism and alchemy to become a military superpower. The
Americans crush the anti-government forces in a couple of weeks and
then sign a peace treaty with Japan, moving towards Japan becoming
America’s protectorate. Then, the voiceover says “unrelated to these
historical proceedings…” before switching to a campy anime narrative
about three descendants of the ancient gods who have a giant golden
key stolen off them by a raccoon in an airship. Our hero Rami is then
tasked with retrieving the key or her grandma won’t give her any dinner.


In order to get the key back, Rami hops on her pet dragon Spot and
undergoes her Rami Hyper Cutie Bunny Change to transition into her
skimpybunny costume, ready forwar. This is like those sceneswhere Bart
Simpson would hide a nudey mag in his history book at school – these
dirty developers snuck softcore hentai into our history lesson! I’m not
going to go into a kink-shaming rant – and it’s not like there aren’t many
thirstier examples than this all over the Switch eShop and Steam in 2022
– but is the standard level of shame from filling your best sock with
ectoplasm to regular smut not enough?


The voice acting is quintessential 90s anime, and to even call it voice
acting is an insult to voices. The developers must have gone to Tokyo
Narita, held up a sign that said ‘Gaijin with functional vocal chords’ and
hired the first blonde people that came through arrivals. It’s a good thing
that the sound mixer was too preoccupied with his latest crank to the


Hyper Cutie Bunny Change scene to actually do his job, so the music
almost always drowns out the dialogue. Perhaps he was just feeling
merciful; martyring himself and his own career to save us from properly
hearing that bloody raccoon talk. Bless you, sir.


It’s a shame because the game is pretty gorgeous to look at. The anime
scenes are decent (though absolutely decimated by the Mega-CD’s
terrible video quality) and the in-game sprites are stunning. Some of the
enemy designs – especially the ones rooted inJapanese folklore – are so
creatively bonkers it’s hard not to be impressed.


The gameplay is exactly as you’d expect from a cute-‘em-up. A plethora
of brightly coloured enemy sprites and bullets fill the screen as you
weave your way through, holding down the shoot button to unleash an
evenmore brightly coloured wave of return fire. There’s a torrent of large
bosses – fromUS Navy ships captained byAbraham Lincoln lookalikes to
giant cat heads that spit fireballs – and you’ll need a strong mixture of
skill and weapon power-ups to succeed.


Unfortunately, Keio Flying Squadron is pretty stingy on the weapons
front. Your standard fire can be upgraded a few times to grow larger, and
there are only three additional sub weapons to alternate between – two
useless ones and some mini dragons that will home in on enemies. The
key to victory is consistent management of the kamikaze mechanic. If
you let go of the shoot button, two extra dragons will materialise by
Rami’s side and provide backup fire. However, if you press the C button,
they will divebomb into enemies for massive damage. Keeping your
thumb on shoot is such an instinctive way to play these games, but I
really like how you’re rewarded for fighting that urge here.


Keio Flying Squadronmaynot be a true bullet hell, but it’s certainly not an
easy game. Except on easy mode. This may seem like the most obvious
statement since Dominik Diamond told Eurogamer that, “No one was a
bigger dick during the ‘90s than me,” but it genuinely threw me into an
existential ‘easy mode’ crisis. There are certain game genres where easy
mode should be easy, but in a shmup? I’m not so sure. If you put Hellfire
or Air Buster on easy, that shit ain’t easy. Keio on easy is very easy. Maybe
I’m wrong for expecting a challenge when I’ve literally turned the
challenge down, but there’s a noticeable discrepancy here between how
the game smashes you onmediumvs how it lays down and lets you tickle
its belly on easy.


Still, with the game on easy (hey, I’m a busyman) I managed to get to the
end and witness the shockingly dark ending with its ludicrous caveat.
Having infiltrated Pon Eho’s airship and triggered its self-destruct
mechanism, thevessel hurtles towards Edo City and lights that sucker up
in a nuclear-sized explosion. What price for victory, eh? Except,
apparently, there is no real price. A single screen of text after the finale
reveals that, despite all homes being destroyed and 200,000 injuries
sustained, no-one died. Well, maybe just the raccoon died, but that’s
what we wanted.
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You can see in the top right themechanic to
change speed. I typically went slow to help
with the accuracywhen firing.


Somany great sprites in this game. Yadda
yadda yadda the power of the Mega-CD’s
hardware.


Nah, the flag’s purple mate. Not anti-
American innit.


Well, if you would insist on wearing that
bunny suit outside.


Yeah this all totallymakes sense and shouldn’t be questioned at all.







Sparkster is a direct follow on from the Rocket Knight Adventures
(RKA) – bearing the subtitle of Rocket Knight Adventures 2 in Japan
only, for some reason – but it’s quite different to play compared to its
predecessor for better and for worse. The story, however, is barely
different at all. I’ll do it some due diligence and go through the
bewildering process of listing all the nonsense names Konami pulled
out of its arse (ignoring all the squiggly red spellchecker lines in the
process) but be prepared to skip the next paragraph and proclaim,
“Rescue the cousin of the last princess he rescued, who is also a
princess. Gotcha.”


It seems the Kingdom of Zebulos can’t catch a break. Especially if
you’re a noblewoman living there, anyway. Having laid the smack
down on Emperor Devilgus Devotindos last time around, Sparkster is
now tasked with rescuing Princess Cherry from King Gedol and his
Gedol Empire. Of course, resident shit heel Axel Gear has whored
himself out for the latest evil kidnapper in town, so ol’ Sparky’s got his
arse to smack as well.


The game hasmultiple endings that follow avery Sonic the Hedgehog
formula. There are seven secret keys to collect throughout the
adventure, with Axel holding the final one. If you’ve collected them all
at the point of defeating him for the final time, Sparkster will
transform into Super Son… I mean, Gold Sparkster. Playing the game
on hard will also add an extra cutscene to the end of the game with
Sparkster returning the princess to the king. Any lower difficulty and
you’re left watching our heroic opossum jet off home alone – one less
princess besmirched, one more lonely night crying into a picture of
him and Axel Gear together at the Rocket Knight Academy.


The game is in a weird place aesthetically. It’s definitely sharper and
more colourful than RKA, but a lot of the visual trickery used in that
game is gone. I praised its clever use of reflections and perspective in
Issue 4, but there’s really not a lot of that utilised in Sparkster. Even the
medieval steam punk theme has been shunned this time around, and
that was one of my favourite elements previously. The soundtrack is
undeniably better, though. This game absolutely slaps the way an
action-platformer should – further testament to the growing ability of
composer Michiru Yamane, after her breakthrough in last issue’s
Castlevania: The New Generation.


A lot of the level design feels different this time around as well, and
this has to be due to the changes to Sparkster’s rocket pack. No
longer do you need to manually charge it up by holding the attack
button, as it will automatically and continuously charge itself now. This
allows almost constant flight, and subsequent accommodation for
that through greater emphasis on verticality. Levels aren’t as tight as
they once were and you’re fully expected to zoom about searching
for secrets. It’s a double-edged sword, as the rocket pack is way better
to use now, but it’s at the expense of the more intricate level design.


A lack of variety across the entire game is another pervading nag I
couldn’t shake off. Gone are the shooter sections, replaced with more
of the giant mech boxing we had in RKA. With the added exploration
expected as a result of the new rocket pack, some levels end up being
dull mazes – most egregious when trying to take down a massive
airship by jetting through its numerous tubes. I got lost for way too
long here.


It feels like I’ve been hard on Sparkster, and that’s largely because of
the fantastic impression its older brother left on me. I love Rocket
Knight Adventures – it’s one of the best games of the 16-bit era – and
Sparkster is just not quite as good. The controls have been tweaked
for a better playing experience, but it’s lacking in the wow factor of
the previous game and also has noticeable slowdown far too often.
Definitely play it if you like RKA, just temper expectations.
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If you squint reeeeeeeally hard, this looks like a Sonic screenshot.


Definite vindaloo regret.


“Oh no you don’t, that
trampoline is mine!”


Themech stuff is still cool, but I
reallymiss the shooter sections.







Try as I might, I can’t figure out why it happened, but Sparkster for
Super Nintendo is completely different to the Mega Drive version,
even thought it was still developed by Konami and released at
basically the same time. Instead of being a sequel, it’s more of a
spinoff ofRocket Knight Adventures, and plays a lot more similarly
to that as a result. The rocket pack needs to be manually charged
once again, but the SNES controller’s shoulder buttons add a nifty
roll attack. It’s therefore in-between the first and second Mega
Drive games in terms of how it plays – better than RKA, but not
quite as good as Sparksterwith its better rocket pack.


Annoyingly, the SNES game looks better than the Mega Drive one.
There are some really neat effects in there, like enemiesmorphing
out of being disguised as rocks, water reflections, and plenty of 3D
models. It has more variety, too, with shooter sections, a way
better mech fight, and some cool on-rails levels. The soundtrack,
however, is almost exactly the same, having also been composed
by Yamane. We all know that the SNES sound chip sucks the big
one compared to the Yamaha YM2612, so it sounds like your
grandad’s farts compared to the basstacular shred-fest of the
Mega Drive game.


Differences aside, it’s another excellent action-platformer from
Konami. If you can stomach jumping to the other side, you can
pretend there’s a trilogyofRocket Knight games to play, and that’s
a very good thing.
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After the massive success ofMortal Kombat, it was inevitable there
would be a sequel. Sure enough, Mortal Kombat II appeared in the
arcades in the summer of 1993, before the first game had even been
released for the home gaming market, and it proved to be even
more popular than its predecessor.


The home conversions of the original game flew off the shelves
faster than Scorpion can throw that spear-thing and yell “GETOVER
HERE!”, so as certain as night follows day, Mortal Kombat II was
announced for a home release much to the delight of everyone.
Well, everyone other than parents, and those nutterswho think that
kids playing a game where a ninja rips their face off and breathes
fire on their enemies so they go up in flames before exploding to
death, will make anyone who plays it then rip their own face off and
blow up their enemies, or even friends, with their new-found fire
breath.


Mortal Kombat II took everything that made the first game a bona-
fide phenomenon and improved and added to it. The much-
improved quality of the digitised character sprites based on real
actors was immediately noticeable by those in the arcades who had
played the first game to death. The backgrounds now had really
effective parallax scrolling, and there was even more blood and
gore than ever before.


There were seven fighters available to play as in the first game, but
Mortal Kombat II had twelve, with only five of the original cast
remaining. Sonya and Kano were both dropped, after proving to be
the least popular of the characters. However, both still made an
appearance in the game, chained up and on display in Outworld
Emperor Shao Kahn’s arena. As well as the returning Johnny Cage,
Liu Kang, Sub-Zero (although technically this is actually the younger
brother of the original Sub-Zero), Scorpion, and Raiden, Shang
Tsung – the main villain of the first MK, and Reptile – who was a
secret opponent, are now both selectable. They are joined by five
brand new characters: Baraka, Mileena, Jax, Kung Lao, and Kitana.
An odd omission from the player select screenwas the names of the
characters. As you select from the profile pictures of the 12
combatants, you will see their in-game sprite at the side of the
screen, but no mention of their name at all. This will have added an
extra layer of intrigue around the new characters as arcade gamers
first got sight of the hotly anticipated game.


Shang Tsung nowbeing selectable was a big deal, and the reason he
can be chosen is explained in the story of Mortal Kombat II. Shang


Tsung and Goro - the four-armed sub-boss in Mortal Kombat, who
got punched in the knackers byJohnny Cage (you don’t need me to
tell you this, we all know Goro) - were banished to earth in order to
doom the planet to a chaotic existence. Tsung seized control of the
Shaolin tournament in order to try and tip the scales towards chaos,
however,what hedidn’t count onwas sevenwarriors surviving,Goro
getting killed, and Liu Kang kicking his teeth in.


Shang Tsung’s boss, the emperor of the Outworld, Shao Kahn,
sentenced Tsung to be executed for his failure. However, Tsung
suggested that there should be another contest, this time in the
Outworld, where the warriors who ruined the initial plan could be
lured, and would face certain death at the hands of Shao Kahn
himself. Shao Kahn agrees, and to ensure this goes to plan he
restores Tsung’s youth so that he too can compete in the
tournament.


Joining these playable characters are the two unplayable bosses:
the aforementioned Shao Kahn, and the sub-boss Kintaro. If you
imagine Goro and Cheetarah from the Thundercats got it on and
were too carried away in the throes of four-armed monster on
cheetah-woman passion to rubber up, or even just pull out and do it
over her stripy back, Kintaro would be the result.
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Toasty!


One of the three stage fatalities involves
uppercutting your opponent into a river of acid.







For many, the main draw of Mortal Kombat is the Fatalities, and
Midway did not disappoint with the sequel giving each character
two Fatalities, three stage Fatalities, as well as introducing
Friendships and Babalities.


The Mega Drive port, along with a version for pretty much every
other system on the market at the time, was released on Friday 9th
September 1994, on a day dubbedMortal Friday in a hugemarketing
campaign. A campaign which clearly worked, as Mortal Kombat II
became the best-selling video game at that point in time, a record
that wouldn’t last long as it would be overtaken by Donkey Kong


Country on Super Nintendo two months later. Magazine reviews of
theMegaDrive gamewere universally fantastic, with CVG giving it a
whopping 97%, andGamesMaster 94%.


I personally couldn’t have beenmore excited to playMortal Kombat
II. I remember an issue ofMean Machines Sega in the summer of ’94,
which came with a booklet all about the Mega Drive version, and I
read that thing front to back, back to front, somany times it literally
fell apart. I had planned to ask Santa if I could get it that Christmas,
however I didn’t have to wait that long to get hands on with it, as a
lad in my street got it on release day. We were already pretty good
friends, but he was suddenly elevated to best friend status as I was
knocking on his door every day after school, as well as every
weekend, to see if “Grant was playing out”. We’d play fight after
fight on his little 14” TV. He had one six-button controller, but I had
my own from Christmas the year before when I got Street Fighter II
and Mortal Kombat. Mortal Kombat II is compatible with the three-
button controller – as well as the ill-fated Sega Activator – but the
onlyway to play the game theway it was intendedwas byupgrading
to six buttons.


I have such fond memories of those few months, and I remember
the Mega Drive version ofMortal Kombat II being as close to arcade
perfect as you were going to get in the 16-bit era. However, I’ve not
played it at all in probably twenty years, so am I looking back with
rose tinted glasses, or was it truly the bloody masterpiece that 15-
year-old Robert believed it to be? There’s only one way to find out,
it’s time to once again compete inMortal Kombat.


So, after days and days of playing Mortal Kombat II, it is still
fantastic, especially in two-player. The increased number of moves
each character has when compared to the first game, and the
variety of the characters, makes for some truly tense battles. The
Fatalities add to the experience, but the game is much deeper than
just blood and gore.


That said, this conversion isn’t quite as I remember. Graphically, it’s
not quite right. There are frames of animation missing, which
negatively impacts the gameplay ever-so-slightly, and the
backgrounds look dull and messy. The music is prettymuch faithful
to the arcade, but the sound effects are awful, and the character
voice effects from the arcade are mostly missing. I know that there
will have to have been sacrifices made to fit such a huge game onto
a cartridgewith the storage limitations that existed at the time, but
if you check out the Super Nintendo port, and I hate myself for
saying this, that version looks and sounds far better.


Let’s be clear though,Mortal Kombat II plays superbly well, and with
a few friends over, is asmuch fun to play now as it everwas. Aboxed
copywill cost you less than £20, and it’s worth every penny.


Mortal Kombat II is chock full of
secrets just waiting to be
discovered, including three new
characters that you can fight
against at the Goro’s lair stage from
the first game. These are:


Smoke, who is a grey version of the
ninja model used for Scorpion,


Sub-Zero, and Reptile, and who you can
fight by pressing Down and Start when the ‘toasty’ guy (Sound
designer Dan Forden) pops up in the bottom corner of the screen
when fighting on the Portal stage.


Jade, a green version of Mileena, is unlocked by waiting until just
before the "?" match in a one-player game. During this match, you
must win one round using ONLY low kick and the direction pad.


Noob Saibot is a pitch black shadow version of the ninja model,
discovered by winning 25 matches in a row in two-player mode. His
name comes from the backwards surnames of Mortal Kombat
creators Ed Boon andJohn Tobias.


There were versions ofMortal Kombat II released for other Sega
systems in 1994. The Master System version had a cut down
roster, looked and sounded bad, and played even worse with
slowed down gameplay, hindered further by the system’s
controller only having two buttons. The Game Gear version was
almost identical to theMaster System, the only difference being


amore zoomed in view.


The 32X launched late in ’94 and a port was released, and had the
frames of animation missing from the Mega Drive version re-
added. The sounds and graphics were also improved greatly, and


all of the voice effects from the arcade were present.
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Mums and dads are definitely not
going to approve ofMortal Kombat II


Awww. He pulled a bunny out of his
hat. That’s somuch nicer than the
fatalities.







Hand on heart, I’d never really heard of this game until it appeared
in a recent YouTubevideo by Segavlogger Sega Lord X. I’d heard the
namebefore, but it just sounded like one ofmanySonic-a-likes that
could be safely ignored.


Big mistake. Flink is something quite special, but it takes a bit of
digging beneath its beautiful surface and unforgiving difficulty to
find gold.


The first thing you can say with confidence about the game is that
it’s a looker. The sprite work is sublime, as is the animation. You can
play this game onMega-CD orMega Drive but there is no difference
(the CD version just has a better soundtrack) and the level of detail
on display doesn’t seem like it should be possible. It’s alsovery fluid,
all this fancy pixel art isn’t done at the expense of performance, it is
super smooth.


Defining exactly what Flink is, however, is tricky. It’s a platformer,
but there are also elements of strategy based on title character
Flink’s ability to cast spells. There are ten spells in total which range
from demons who can attack your enemies to shield spells, and
even spells that make plants grow quicker so you can access new
areas. You create new spells by collecting ingredients and
combining up to three of them.You start with none at all, but as you
move through the game’s 52 areas you will find scrolls which guide
you towards being a powerful spellcaster.


It all sounds great fun, but there is a bit of a problem that plagues
this game from beginning to end. It is busy, very busy. There are an
enormous variety of enemies to contend with as well as complex
platforming challenges and environmental hazards. There’s so
much going on in fact, that even though Flink moves at a leisurely
pace, it can become a bit of a nightmare react to it all in time.
Enemies are usually despatched with a few bumps on the head, but
their patterns differ wildly, and they take some getting used to.
When two different enemies are on screen at once, it requires some
extremely quick thinking to clear them without taking damage or
getting knocked off-screen. Some foes can only be killed by
throwing objects at them. Thankfully, nearly everything you can
interact with can be picked up and thrown, including chests and
random stones littered around.


It feels like that for every positive in Flink there is an equal negative.
Somany creative ways to do things, but seldom time to experiment
with them and git gud. You need to learn the controls and systems
very, very quickly to stand any chance of succeeding and that skill
needs to be efficiently maintained almost immediately, as a new
skill to learn and enemies to match will be coming your way within
moments. Long story short, it is a hard game and a sight to behold
when watching someone who knows what they’re doing with it.
There’s nothing to stop anyone from becoming proficient in the
game either, the controls are tight, it's fair, and any mistakes you
make are entirely your own, it just takes a bit of dedication to get
through those first few levels. You would be forgiven by the Sega
Mania gods formoving on to something else if it’s not your jam.


It probably makes sense to talk a little bit about the premise. It’s
fairly uninspiring; some nutter has gone power crazy, kidnapped
some people, and rather than themain powerful wizard dude going
to sort it out in a few seconds, he sends his apprentice (you) to do it
instead. It’s “why didn’t Frodo use the eagles?” all over again really,
and feels like somethingwe’ve heard a thousand times before in the
16-Bit era. There’s somenicelydrawn cutscenes however, and a nifty
isometric overworld to give a good sense of progression. You are
free to move between unlocked areas, but, without wanting to
sound like a broken record, this just feels like another feature on the
game to add to the number of things to think about. Back-tracking
to unlock more spells and abilities seems like a chore when there’s
now tenmillion enemies on screen trying to fuck you up.


My recommendationwould be to just give it a try, at least just to see
the beautiful graphics and listen to the awesomemusic. They alone
might be enough to draw you in.


As you can probably tell, I’m torn as to whether I like or dislike Flink.
I certainly don’t love it, but it does make me sad that not enough
people have heard of the game. Developed by Psygnosis, it’s no
surprise it’s a technical marvel, and considering their pedigree, you
would have thought it would be more well known. Still, it’s not as if
it’s lack of notoriety tanked the company and scuppered their
“happily ever after”.
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It’s very easy to default to the standard response whenever someone
mentions an FMVgame for theMega-CD: “Oh thevideos were terrible
quality, oh the gameplay is so limited”. However, it’s also very easy to
forget the historical context in which these games first appeared.


Sure enough, today we balk at titles such as Dragon’s Lair,Microcosm
and Road Avenger for their style over substance approach, and being
nothing more than interactive movies, but think about that for a
minute. Interactive movies…in 1994. Sure, they look like shit now, but
at the time they were something pretty special, and Rebel Assault is
no exception. It’s also arguably one of the better ones. Games like
these might seem like cheap and lazy cash-ins from today’s
perspective, but this technology was something else at the time,
especially seeing as PC CD-ROM technology was still prohibitively
expensive formost.


Myfirst experiencewith RebelAssault back in the day,was on the Sony
PlayStation, a slightly superior version in the sense that it had higher
quality video, but the game remained exactly the same as it was on
every other platform. Despitemy defence of the Mega-CD’s shocking
video quality above, I must admit that it was quite a jolt to the system
experiencing the game again on Sega’s disc spinning wonder box,
having been so used to the better version.


What I immediately like about Rebel Assault over many of the other
FMV games of the time is the Lucas Arts’ attempt to raise the level of
interactivity. Whereas a game like Road Avenger only has flashing
directional arrows as the only non-video based UI elements, Rebel
Assaultmakes use of sprites, overlays and animations in an attempt to
blend what you can control in with the rolling, unchangeable
background.


Take the very first level. A trainingmission where you command a T-16
Skyhopper and are tasked with navigating Beggar’s Canyon without
taking too much damage. Of course you are just moving a sprint in
four axis across a video that never changes, but they do so well to not
make it feel like that. Good use of sounds, and a neat little sparks and
explosion effects when your wing clips the canyon wall may be small
things, but they are effective at creating a sense of immersion.


As you move throughout the game, it does its best to keep up the
variety. You play as Rookie One, an unknown pilot trying to work his or
herway up the ranks in the Rebel Alliance. The story follows alongside
Episode IV: A New Hope (with the occasional nod to the later films
such as a level set on Hoth) and this journey puts you in the cockpit of
X-Wings, A-Wings and you even occasionally fight on foot.


The on foot sections are always third person perspective and are
arguably the weakest sections of the game. The Stormtroopers
popping out to shoot you feel a little like one of those spaghetti
western carnival games and a little stunted and static. The third-
person ship flying sections are also lacking, but this is mainly because
the limited colour palette results in everything blurring together, and
it looks a bit of a mess and increases the difficulty as a result.


It is the first-person sections that really shine, and the context of
when this game came out is important to consider. Prior to Rebel
Assault, the arcade version of Star Wars was the closest anyone had
been to the seat of an X-Wing and a good degree of imagination was
required to make the most of that. Although the limited technology
of the timemakes the gameplay in RebelAssault rather humdrum, the
visuals and the sense of awe this game creates, especially if you’re a
Star Wars fan, is pretty spectacular. For the first time ever, a nerd like
me could sit down in their living room and pretend to be Luke
Skywalker. Without having to spend a fortune for a multimedia
capable PC orgo to the land ofmake believe to fill in the blanks. That’s
pretty bloody special. Having the soundtrack screaming alongside
you in CD quality too is just the icing on the cake and is something
Rebel Assault can also boast about, as although some later 16-bit Star
Wars titles did their best to squawk out John Williams’ masterpieces,
it’s nothing compared to the real thing.


As for playing RebelAssault today.Well, it makesmore sense of course
to pick up any of the superior versions on any system, but if you have
a Mega-CD and a CRT to play it on (because it helps with the colour
ditheringvs emulationwhere it looks awful), then I highly recommend
you boot it up and give it a go. Just keep your mind firmly locked into
1994 and think about how this would have been back then, and you’ll
hopefully appreciate it for what it is as much as I do.
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If you’ve not played Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, chances are that
it’s a much better game than you think it is. Sure, it’s short, easy and
lacking when it comes to complexity, but much like the 90’s show, it
amounts to a sum much greater than its parts. Admittedly, this is
ultimately a shallow offering, save for a smattering of great ideas, but
it implements these ideas and wraps them up in such a package that
players will either not notice, or simply forgive, its shortcomings and
opt to climb aboard and take part in a fun, beautiful-looking whistle
stop tour through the Power Rangers universe.


I’ve no doubt in my mind that this game attracted many young,
burgeoning nerds and exposed them to a genre that may have
passed them by otherwise. This is a game that will scratch you right in
the nostalgia zone, but also one that was and is a great starting point
for anyone interested in fighting games, but is too daunted by them
to know how to dig deeper.


First up, it’s worth mentioning the visuals. This is an absolutely
gorgeous experience. As soon as players boot the game up, they will
be transported back in time to being cross-legged on the sitting
room floor, ready to watch Jason and Tommy smash up some Putty
Patrollers before climbing into the Megazord to unleash an almighty
ass whuppin’ on Goldar. From the surprisingly detailed pixelated
Power Rangers models, to the recreation of the Zords and enemies,
it’s clear that a lot of artistic talent worked on this game. Even the
backgrounds are detailed enough to create a sense of place,
but simple enough to ensure the focus of the player will
always be on the action unfolding in front of them.


Gameplay-wise,Mighty Morphin Power Rangers is also
a pleasant experience. Clearly designed for a
younger audience, players will feel like they can
immediately pick up the controller and get involved
in the action. Basic jump, punch and kick
mechanics are easy to master and can be
augmented by the ability to use character-


specific swords and guns that fans will have seen in the show. Most of
the best-playing games we have ever seen operate under the
moniker of ‘easy to play, difficult to master’ and while not wholly true
here, there’s certainly an element of that ethos going on under the
hood.


What I particularly like about the gameplay, however, is how
successfully it riffs on the show itself. For the most part, the Power
Rangers TV show operated on a ‘Monster of the week’ format in which
the Rangers would fight a different monster each week before the
monster grew into a giant version of themselves, forcing the Rangers
to climb into their ‘Zords to take the monster down once and for all.
How the game seeks to emulate this, then, is to have two rounds that
the player must battle through against each enemy. Once as a
Ranger, then if they win, in the Megazord against a giant version of
their foe. Brilliantly, the game also seeks to continue this emulation by
unlocking characters and ‘Zords in a similar vein to the show.


At about the halfway point in the game, much like the show's first
season, players will find themselves up against the Green Rangerwho,
once defeated, becomes a playable character. As the game
progresses further, players will also unlock Megazords in the same
order that they appear in season one, which is a lovely touch and clear
nod towards the source material.


While playing Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, I was further struck by
the parallels between the game and the show. Many of you will
already know that the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers TV show is a
weird mashup of TV programming. Half of it is filmed and recorded in
the USA, with the actual Power Rangers sections being footage
directly lifted from the Japanese show Super Sentai – a show that has
been running inJapan since the 1970s.With that inmind, it’s not a leap
to say Mighty Morphin Power Rangers is a veritable copy of a much
more established TV show, adapted for a different demographic. The
game in many ways also echoes this sentiment with games like


Street Fighter, Mortal Kombat or any of the othermore prominent
games in the genre. It’s a game that emulates what more


established series in the genre do but reworked slightly for
a different audience.


Despite the fact that for many, this will be a short-
lived experience, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers
is still very much worth your time. Simple, easy
to understand mechanics, wrapped up in a
stunning art style that lovingly adheres to the
subject matter. Do yourself a favour and sit


back, turn on that TV, crank up the volume
and bask in the awesome Mega Drive-
ified intro music.
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Rugby World Cup ‘95, although released in 1994, represents a momentous year for fans of the ol’ egg
chasing. The game marked EA’s first foray into Rugby games and would predicate a sport that was on the
precipice of changing forever by shedding its amateur status and turning professional for the first time. The
upcoming tournament was also to be only the third everWorld Cup the sport had seen, and the first to be
held in a single country – South Africa. South Africa would eventually go on to lift the trophy, having only
returned to the international stage in 1992 after successful apartheid negotiations in 1991 (yes, Matt Damon’s
Invictus is about this tournament) unified the country and left an indelible rugby ball-shaped mark on the
psyche of the South African nation. With all that said, I don’t think any of what’s been mentioned is the
craziest thing to happen in the 12-month window around the release of this game and, no, it’s not even the
rumoured (but unproven) poisoning of the New Zealand rugby team the night before the final… It's that


RugbyWorld Cup ‘95 isn't terrible.


Like all sports, there are multiple play-styles a team might adopt in order to try and win. Some are fun to
watch, and others effective and impressive in their own way, but less pleasing on the eye. RugbyWorld Cup
‘95 sits in a strange position in that it’s an absolute assault on the eyeballs, but will simultaneously reward
players attempting to play a quicker,more expansive version of the sport. Over the years, rugby games have
tried and largely failed to effectively reconstruct andmaintain player engagement with themore attritional
aspects of the sport. It can be hard to see what’s happening and difficult to create enjoyable game
mechanics around this part of the game. What we normally get then is a slow, plodding experience where
we are asked to button bash and twiddle sticks, for the most part unclear as to whether we are helping or


hindering our virtual teammate on the field.


Interestingly, it appears that a solution to this was found back in 1994 with Rugby World Cup ‘95 simply by
encouraging and rewarding players who want to pick andmove the ball quickly to the wings, giving players
an experience that for the most part is fun and exciting. Picking the ball out of a ruck and moving it quickly
to stretch defences results in a match experience that, although probably quite unrealistic for the sport at
the time, is still very much representative of the sport RugbyWorld Cup ‘95 is trying to emulate. A feat that


rugby games have struggled to achieve since.


It’s a shame that after creating a fun set of mechanics to engage with, it's the rest of the experience that
begins to fall apart. Obviously due to the age of the game, there’s no commentary, but less forgivable is a
crowd noise that never seems to react to the events on field, creating the feeling of a hollow match
experience without life or soul. This, combined with a lack of variety in game modes means that what we
are left with is a fun and rewarding slice of moment-to-moment gameplay, but a slice completely devoid


of personality. An initially fun game that quickly loses its sheen and begins to feel hollow.


Rugby World Cup ‘95 is a game I dearly want to get my hands on due to the history and foundational shift
that was going on in the sport around it, but sadly not because I have any love for the game itself. This is a
fun, but ultimately short-lived experience which feels limp and lifeless, especially considering what was
happening in the sport at the time of release. Like so many rugby games over the years, there’s something
to RugbyWorld Cup ‘95, but thanks to a combination of budgetary and technological constraints, as well as


a chronic difficulty in representing every aspect of the game, it’s ultimately hard to recommend.
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Soulstar's introduction movie opens up on an ominous space fleet
as it slowly converges on a system of planets. Dramatic music
plays. Massive spacecraft blink out of hyperspace. A train gets
exploded. It's not entirely clear exactlywhat's going on, but all you
really need to know is that there are bad spaceships and you are
the good spaceship.You're not paid to think, pilot.Your job is to zip
around and blast things that aren't you. One thing that is made
abundantly clear from the intro movie, however, is that Soulstar is
quite the visual spectacle. The snazzy FMV amply prepares you for
the fantastical journey that awaits beyond the stars, and you can
be comfortable in the knowledge that the epic sci-fi feel
continues. It's not all smooth cruising, however, so strap in and let
the Sega Mania team prepare you for any space-turbulence you're
likely to encounter.


Onceyou settle into the actual gameplay, the graphical prowess of
Soulstar continues to impress. Sleek-looking craft swoop and
bank in front of spectacular space-scapes. Luminescent galactic
nebula, glowing stars and looming planets decorate the
background, with 2D renditions of heavenly bodies scaling
magnificently as you gradually close in. This is all just in the first
section of the first level, many more visual surprises and
interesting environments await. Developers Core Design have
done what many other Mega-CD developers have honestly failed
to do, and that's actually make full use of the extra power offered
by Sega's nifty add-on, rather than presenting a Mega Drive title
with some neat sound effects and a bit of FMV. Soulstar's visual


and technical artistry would simply not be possible on the Mega
Drive. More of this sort of thing, please.


The music is great, too. An understated but powerful orchestral
score accompanies the action, sublimely supplementing the
interstellar ambience. The sound effects don't live up to the epic
soundtrack, and are more of a mixed bag. The lasers sound cool,
but the explosions are oddlymuffled. The detonation of an enemy
fighter sounds more like a gentle snore or perhaps a huffy sigh.
Not exactly what you'd want accompanying your epic space
battles, but then, isn't space supposed to be silent anyway?


The interstellar combat controls very smoothly, with the craft
swooshing across the screen in a responsive and satisfying
manner.The earlygame is nice and forgiving,meaning that players
can concentrate on looking cool and feeling like an ace space pilot
instead of getting shot down by aliens every five minutes. The
gameplay mostly consists of dodging bullets and various
structures as you hold down thefire button, taking out targets and
collecting power-ups. This can start to feel a little repetitive, but
thevisual spark and thevariety in the environments alleviates this
a little. The various weapon types add some spice as well. Most of
the alternate ammo types have limited uses, so are best saved for
the scattering of intimidating bosses you'll encounter.


Soulstarmakes heavy use of the Mega-CD's scaling technology to
give a sense of 3D space. For the most part, the camera hovers
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The way this bigmothership flies towards you is
nothing short of spectacular.







behind the craft, with the player free to move the ship around the
screen in an otherwise on-rails situation as it closes in on its
destination. Certain levels change the rules, however, and allow
free exploration of a large area in a different craft. While the
switch-up in gameplay is welcome, these sections control
somewhat awkwardly, especially when you're put into the cockpit
of the ground-based vehicle that appears later in the game. The
on-rails sections are definitely the highlight, but the exploration
sections are by nomeans unplayable.


Everything about Soulstar works, and at its best it's pretty
spectacular, but it never particularly excels in the gameplay
department, and can fall into the trap of becoming repetitive.
Niggles like occasional hitbox woes, levels ending suddenly while
there are still baddies to shoot, and a HUD that's not initially very
clear, hold it back, and the less well-implemented 3D exploration
areas are a definite stumbling block. Visually, though, it's a
stunner, and will really show off the power of your Mega-CD. The
game looks and sounds fantastic, and plays well enough that you
should put up with the relatively minor negative points just to
experience the good bits. Aspiring space pilots and appreciators
of admirable astrological artistry should definitely take the
plunge. It's not the all-time star of the space-shooter genre, but
it's definitely got soul.
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It just looks like amassive gun with a cockpit on it. I can respect that.


The surface-based sections feature lots of structures to collide with. Try to avoid them, okay?


There’s loads of cool stuff going in in the background
at all times. Don’t get distracted, though







Shining Force II is the antithesis of the notion that less is more, and
I’m torn as a result of it. On the one hand, fans of the first game
(myself very much included) who just want extra helpings of
everything they loved about it will be sufficiently catered for here –
Shining Force II delivers more than twice the content of its
predecessor. For anyone wanting signs of evolution, aesthetic
improvement, or just some new ideas, then I’m afraid that’s not on
the menu. This is a game developed by people so pleased with their
initial formula that they seemingly eschewed any notion it could be
improved, and I’m not sure I’m on board with that.


Perhaps it’s because actual years haven’t passed since I reviewed
Shining Force like they would have if this magazine was actually
being created in 1994. As a result, the original game is so fresh in my
mind, having only played it a few months ago, that basically the


same game but way bigger and longer feels like a disappointment.
If I’d been salivating to get back into Sonic! Software Planning’s
fantastic turn-based strategic gameplay for years then it’s likely I’d
bemore than satiated by how this one turned out, but instead it just
left me in a weird paradox of simultaneous enjoyment and burnout.


These circumstances are admittedly harsh on a game that is
objectively brilliant. The fact that Shining Force II doesn’t follow the
original from a story standpoint means that I’d have not a single
qualm about recommending any newcomers just skip straight to
this. It’s got a much bigger map, it’s longer, the story is more
interesting, there are more characters to play as, there’s no fucking
hamster… I could go on. The key element for me is that there’s very
little that’s better. Granted, you can’t expect the devs to sit down


and improve every single aspect of the original, but I’d wanted to
see something in the way of tangible progress.


That more interesting story, then. The game begins in Granseal with
a rat thief named Slade stealing some jewels from an ancient shrine,
unknowingly releasing the previously-trapped demon king Zeon. As
a result, the king of Granseal is possessed by a Gizmo until his court
advisor – a kindly old wizard name Astral – exorcises it.
Unfortunately, he exorcises it right into the body of a neighbouring
King Galam, who takes Granseal’s daughter hostage.


Ordered to hunt down the Gizmos who possessed their king, Astral
allows his apprentices – including Bowie, the hero of the game – to
go in his stead. Subsequently captured by Galam forces, Bowie and
his Shining Force are freed from their cell by none other than Slade
the thief. Unfortunately, when Bowie and the Force return to
Granseal, it’s an absolute clusterfuck. Galam forces have invaded,
and the evil released from the shrine begins to swallow Granseal
into a chasm. Forced to relocate to the continent of Parmecia, Bowie
and the Force have to gather allies, regain the stolen jewels, fight
against Zeon’s forces, and seal away the demon king once more.


It’s a much better story than before, and takes place over an
enormous map. The game is also more of an open-world now,
allowing players to freely roam wherever they please without the
restrictions of the chapter system in the original game. This is both
a good thing and a bad thing. When I said “an enormous map” I
unfortunately didn’t mean literally. You see, this game has no map
(apart from in the closed-off battle areas). You will frequently be
told to go somewhere – usually somewhere with a weird name
you’ve never been to before – and will have absolutely no idea how
to get there, and no map to look at to help you either.


The result of this can be an experience that borders on frustration as
you constantly get lost or end up going back to places you’ve been
before by accident. None of the towns you enter will openly tell you
what they’re called, so half the time you’ll have no idea where you’ve
ended up unless something scripted happens. The greater freedom
of exploration is appreciated, but feels a little too archaic in its
presentation to be truly liberating.


When not getting lost and looking up GameFAQs to find where the
hell you’re supposed to be going, you’ll be engaging in the same
battle system from the original game. You move your party across a
grid and kill the bad guys with swords, bows, spears, axes, canons,
spells, andmore. Experience points are gained by killing enemies (or
healing/boosting allies) and your party will level up, gain improved
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stats and abilities, and eventually be eligible for promotion to
advanced classes.


There are far more characters you can recruit to the Shining Force
this time around – 30 in total – and the introduction of special items
grants pathways to unique new classes like the flying Pegasus
Knight, Sorcerers, and the awesome fighting healer class,
Mastermonk. As before, the bulk of the engagement you’ll have in
the game is in the management of your characters’ levels, weapons,
and promotions. You gain themost XP from landing a killing blow on
an enemy, so at times you’ll need to protect lower level party
members whilst keeping foes alive on 1HP so you can level up the
weaker characters faster.


It’s so addictive tomanage your force and pick and choose themost
effective line-up for battle. Do you stick chunky warriors on the
frontline and pepper the enemy with spells and arrows from afar?
Do you attack in pincermovements with flying enemies and centaur
knights from all angles? Have you made sure that you’ve promoted
your party members at the right level? Do they have the most
powerful weapon they can wield? Do you have enough healers, or
healing items in your inventory if not? It can eat up so much of your
headspace, and it’s fantastic.


What’s not fantastic, still, is the game’s presentation. The transition
to the giant world map and more epic story, combined with the
vastly increased time sink that comes along with it, clearly meant
that concessions had to be made somewhere. As a result, it still
looks like a Master System title, and sounds like one too. There are,
again, some nice backgrounds and character sprites to look at when
viewing the actual battle animations, but the majority of your time
in the gamewill be looking at ugly charactermodels on an uglymap,
listening to ugly chiptune.


This is perhaps where my biggest gripe comes, added to the fact
that the gameplay is almost identical to previously, in that I’d rather
the game were shorter but filled with new ideas or better visuals.
Alas, it’s just a lot more of the same brilliant stuff from before, held
back from feeling new and fresh in favour of feeling more
substantial and epic. Fundamentally, if you’ve never played Shining
Force and want an engrossing, finely-balanced and thoroughly
enjoyable turn-based strategy RPG then youwill love this game, and
rightly so. If you’ve played the original recently… maybe do it
properly and give it a year or two first, yeah?


Oh Slade, you rat bastard. The
unwitting fucker upper of
everything in the world, Slade is
arguably the true villain of the
game. I’m sure his greed has never
normally resulted in cataclysmic
destruction and unleashing
demon kings, but there’s a first
time for everything, right? Bowie’s
party later forgive him after he
helps them escape from captivity,
and he then joins your party as a
thief class. To put it bluntly, he’s
totally shite. However, if you can
have him chip away at low HP
enemies enough, he can
eventually be promoted to ninja,
and that’s when he becomes
awesome. Apparently. He kept
dying in my game and doing 1HP
damage to everyone, so as far as
I’m concerned, he can go bollocks.


Slade may be a bit of a tit who
ruined everything for Granseal, but
Kiwi actively ruined everything for
me. He is completely and utterly
useless, and is far and away the
worst character in the game. He’s
not quite as bad as that hamster
idiot from the first game, but he’s
next in the line of worthless
wazzocks. He has 7HP. That’s not a
typo, it’s just seven. In the early
game, each hit will only take off
one point of thatmeasly seven, but
get anywhere into the mid-game
and he’s going to get one-shotted.
Oh, and he does 1HP damage in
return by throwing his little helmet
– I assume made of tin foil – at
enemies. He can be promoted to
monster class at level 20, but if you
managed to put up with him that
long, then you’re an absolute saint.


Peter the phoenix is absolutely
incredible. He’s a flying character,
so can traverse over anything and
everything. He’s got ridiculous
defence stats so he can be left
alone and rarely needs to be
healed. He’s got one attack where
he, I think, spits a tornado (or
something) at the enemy and it will
absolutely wreck anyone and
everyone. Best of all, he’s a
phoenix. This means that even if he
falls in battle, he will rise again right
after (like a phoenix, y’see) without
the need to be raised by a priest –
meaning you don’t have to pay
gold to resurrect him and if you get
thrown into one battle right after
another, which happens fairly
often, he’ll always be there. What a
legend.


The Fuckest Uppest


Hall of shame: Kiwi


The Phoenix goat
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DEATH BRINGER (GoldenAxe)
This guy can summon a dragon. That’s all that needs to be said.
Isn’t that enough? No? Okay… the thing that really strikes fear into
the hearts of the players here is that the game leads us to believe


ourmission is to kill an enemy named DeathAdder, only to find upon defeating
him that he isn’t the true final boss and there’s actually a much worse enemy
waiting for you behind the door of what you thought was the final battle. Using
basic storytelling to ratchet up tension is an incredibly effective tactic to
encourage the player’s imagination to run away from them as they approach
the final boss. It’s the unknown that rests at the deepest root of human fear and
Golden Axe attempts to play on this with Death Bringer.


DEATH EGG ROBOTNIK (Sonic 2)
This isn’t actually a very hard boss, but this is a list of intimidation not
difficulty. If it wasn’t clear before, then fighting Robotnik in Sonic 2’s
Death Egg Zone, will bring home just how utterly insane Robotnik is.


Firstly, you are in space… why? Who knows, but you know it’s serious when you
have to go to space. Secondly, Dr. Robotnik makes you fight a robotic version
of yourself with saw blades on its back, all while he watches you through a peep
hole and thirdly, once said robot hedgehog is dealt with, he Naruto-runs the
hell out of there, only to climb into a giant mech version of himself with spike
plates instead of hands. The man is absolutely insane and there’s nothing more
intimidating than a foe beyond reason.


VORTEX QUEEN (Ecco the Dolphin)
Some of the most terrifying looking creatures on planet earth inhabit
our oceans… don’t believe me? Hit up your favourite search engine of
choice and search for “Northern Stargazer”, and you’ll never step foot in


the sea again. Even though it’s from space. The scariest thing about the Vortex
Queen in Ecco The Dolphin is that there’s just that little bit of you that thinks…
this might be down there. Like a cross between some deep sea beast and a
reject from the Alien movies, this thing rises up out of the darkness and can
apparently grow a new jaw at will. If Ecco The Dolphin is to be believed, it’s only
dolphins that stand between us and the scariest looking beast never to be
known to man.


Thank you, Ecco.


SAMURAI DINO (Shinobi III)
Continuing the Shinobi series' long-standing tradition of gleefully
skirting copyright issues, this blatant Mechagodzilla rip-off is quite an
intimidating presence at the end of Shinobi III: Return of the Ninja


Master's 5th stage. Foreshadowed throughout the level with prototype robot
dinosaurs clearly visible in the background of the Neo Zeed military complex,
this colossus initially approaches poorJoe Musashi in pitch darkness, stomping
around until its sinister red eyes appear. Once the fight is underway, the deadly
thunder lizard causes debris to fall from the ceiling and belches gouts of fire
from its mechanical innards. Once Joe smashes the head, the body will keep
fighting, firing plasma blasts from its chest, intent on making ninjas as extinct
as the dinosaurs.


SEVEN FORCE (Gunstar Heroes)
InGunstarHeroes, Red and Blue get into their futuristic,magneticmine-
carts and head into an enormous mining complex to confront the
enemy troops infesting the place. Their brainwashed older brother,


Green, is waiting for them and he's piloting the devastatingly awesome Seven
Force. Green's transformingmonstrosity comes inmultiple forms, and is fought
while either racing along horizontal tunnels or plunging down vertical shafts at
breakneck speeds. If you're brave enough to take on this many-facetedmurder
mech on expert difficulty, you'll have to defeat all seven forms before you can
claim victory. Soldier Force, Eagle Force, Crab Force, Blaster Force, Tiger Force,
Tails Force and Urchin Force to be precise. Strap yourself in for this one.


Some of the best andmostmemorable bosses in gaming are the ones that make you feel like you've lost the fight before it's even started. Thesemenacing
entities step, slide or teleport onto the screen, and you just know from the off that you're in for a rough time. Only one of you is going to walk away, and it
seems pretty likely it's going to be the other guy.Whether they intimidate us with their size, speed, reputation, spookiness or downright coolness, these are
the ten end of level baddies that made the Sega Mania team feel like all hope was lost with their sheer presence.We'd rather give up, run away or join the


other side than take on any of these guys, but when they do finally fall, the victory is all the sweeter.
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M. BISON (Street Fighter II: Special
Championship Edition)
This might seem like an obvious one, but it’s still here by merit if you ask us
here at Sega Mania Towers. Those that played this game as a kid will


undoubtedly have memories of getting to M. Bison and knowing that you were in
for a tough fight. From the colour and design of his uniform to his height and speed
of attack, everything about M. Bison oozes intimidation. Couple that with the fact
that during the researching process for this, we discovered numerous character
breakdown websites that described him as an excellent foil for poker, chargers and
turtlers alike…in short he’s good at everything and put in the correct hands, he can
be dangerous to any play-style. When we think of fighting game “bad guys”, we’d
be willing to bet that this guy pops up in the minds of players more often than not.


HAWKMAN (High Seas Havoc)
As with other enemies on this list, there’s very little that can put it up
you more than an enemy coming at you at pace. High Seas Havoc has
a tendency to throw bosses at you that will punish greedy, overeager


play and Hawkman is one of the most severe examples. He spends most of his
time out of your reach and his attacks hit like a train, coming at you so fast it’s
hard to predict them so you can react. This enemymight not seem intimidating
to begin with, but let him kick your ass a few times and you will be dreading this
odd-looking,vicious feather boy. Patience is key here, but when you know each
mistake might mean death, that’s often easier said than done.


YONESAI: MASTERWARLOCK
(Kenseiden)
Kenseiden has to be up there as one of the most visually effective


games on the Master System. The developers do a lot with a little here, seeing
protagonist Hayato take on an army of demons under control of seven Master
Warlocks, and Sega save the real horror for the final boss. Players walk into a
room to face Yonesai, who appears in the top right corner of the screen, out of
reach of the player. After dodging his various attacks, he reappears as a giant
Samurai who hits like a train and fires huge rocks at you. The only way to beat
him is to get up close and personal, highlighting just how overmatched you are
in this battle.


ULTIMATE SUPER BEING (Probotector)
To be honest, it was hard to come up with a single boss in Probotector.
This whole game is damn intimidating and if this were a list of top 10


Sega games with zero chill, this game would be in with a chance of holding the
top spot. What makes the ultimate Super Being so scary though, is that the
pace this boss moves around the screen firing projectiles is incredible. Couple
that with the fact that the utterly terrifying design choice to reduce the
playable space on screen in his first two phases by putting the battle not in an
enclosed room, makes this for a frantic battle that is as scary as it is
intimidating… and don’t get me started on his final forms.
Those are still giving us nightmares to this day.


MR. X (Streets of Rage)
Given what you have to go through to get there, Mr. X in Streets of Rage is not
just the most intimidating boss in Sega games up to 1994, he’s up there with
one of the most intimidating ever. After re-fighting each boss in the game
again, you will arrive at Mr. X to find him sitting nonchalantly on a chair,
apparently unperturbed by your appearance. He will then offer you the choice
to join him. If you say yes, you will fall through a trap door and find yourself
back at the beginning of the level… say no and waves of enemies will start
coming at you while he lazily watches from his chair. There’s something deeply
unsettling about seeing the final boss on screen waiting for his moment to


attack. And when he does finally attack, he comes at you with a machine gun. Nah…this is
one of the most fun bosses in gaming, but fuck this guy.
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November of 1994 saw The Vicar of Dibley hit our
screens for the first time.


This BBC sitcom was set in the quaint English
village of Dibley, and with their old vicar (old in
both the sense he was old, as well as not being
their vicar anymore because he came down with
a bad case of death) is replaced by Geraldine
Grainer, played by Dawn French. The villagers take
some time to warm to her, I mean a womanvicar?
That’s just ridiculous! In no time at all though,
they’ve all taken her to their hearts, even David
Horton, the stuck up head of the parish council. In
fact, he even tries to bang her.


Was it popular? No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, YES!
It ran for three series, with a slew of one off
specials. In 2004 it was voted the third best British
sitcom ever, in a poll ran by the BBC.


Isn’t Sega Mania brilliant?!


Oooh! Sega Mania? Suits you, sir!


After The Fast Show debuted in 1994 workplaces and
school playgrounds the UK-over would never be the
same again, as the, literally, dozens of catchphrases the
show spawned, would be repeated time and time
again. The idea for The Fast Show was conceived by
Paul Whitehouse and Charlie Higson, who had been
writing material for Harry Enfield (Harry Enfield and
Chums would also first appear in ’94 and Whitehouse
would appear in both shows). Joined by John
Thompson, Caroline Aherne, Arabella Weir, Simon Day,
and Mark Williams, the fast paced sketch show would
become an instant success.


With so many memorable characters, such as Swiss
Tony who compares everything to making love to a
beautiful woman, ‘Brilliant Kid’ who thinks everything is
brilliant, and Rowley Birkin, a retired barrister, who
rambles incoherently by the fireside, with short
snippets being understandable such as “blub, blub,
blub, blub, blub, blub, and lays its eggs in your brain”
then he finishes every story with “I’m afraid I was very,
very drunk”. The Fast Show was one of the real comedy
highlights of the decade, and its catchphrase-based
legacy remains to this day.


Nice!


Knowing me, Alan Partridge, knowing you, Sega
Mania reader, aha!


Alan Partridge is a huge favourite here at Sega
Mania Towers, and should need no introduction to
you, dear reader, as he has firmly established
himself as a megastar of British comedy. However,
for those of you who have been busy, or maybe
(and I feel old typing these words) weren’t born
back in 1994, allow me to give you a quick
introduction to the TV programme that started
the phenomenon. Knowing Me, Knowing You with
Alan Partridge was a fictional chat show starring
Steve Coogan as the titular Alan Partridge. The
show is named after the ABBA song of the same
name, and the guests on each episode are played
by a handful of actors who would play a different
guest to the show on each episode.


The series concluded with a Christmas special,
cleverly titled Knowing Me, Knowing Yule and saw
the hapless Partridge kill off his chance of a
second series, paving the way for the absolutely
brilliant follow up I’m Alan Partridge in 1997.


Having found fame as Geordie bricklayer Oz in my
favourite TV show ever, Auf Wiedersehen, Pet, Jimmy
Nail then co-wrote and starred in Spender in 1991, which
amazingly has never been released on DVD despite
having viewing figures of around 14 million.


Next up for the north-east icon was drama Crocodile
Shoes which hit BBC 1 in November 1994. Written by
Nail, he played Jed Shepperd, a factory worker with
dreams of being a country music star.


The show was a hit, and a second series followed in
1996.


The programme these days, however, is best
remembered for the eponymous theme tune which
spent 23 weeks in the charts.


Based loosely on a BBC Radio 5 programme hosted by
Dominic Diamond, of GamesMaster fame, Fantasy
Football League first appeared on our screens in
January of 1994 on BBC2. Hosted by Frank Skinner and
David Baddiel, the format of the show was based
around the fantasy football craze which had really
taken off by the mid-90s, and would see people give
their teams hilarious names such as Sporting Lesbian,
Crystal Phallus, or Inter Ya-nan.


The set was made up to look like a flat, and guests
would come along to discuss their fantasy team, as
well as football in general. The guest would ring the
doorbell, leading Frank and David to exclaim “who
could that be?”, before welcoming their guest into
their ‘home’. The third member of the team was Angus
Loughran, who became famous across Britain as
“Statto”, who would dish out stats and facts galore, all
while wearing pyjamas and a dressing gown. Before
long the fantasy football aspect was dropped, and it
became more of a football-based sketch show.


Earlier this year there was news that Sky plan to reboot
Fantasy Football League hosted by Matt Lucas of Little
Britain and Great British Bake Off fame, and a welsh
comedian called Elis James.


Imagine you could choose the evils of this world, or
even just things that get on your tits, and make
them disappear forever. Maybe it’s the bloke two
houses along who cleans his car every single day
(why?!), that time I was walking up the stairs behind
a girl at work and she farted right in my face, or
those who are obsessed with Zack Snyder’s Justice
League, convinced that it is the greatest movie ever
made, despite it being dog shit. That’s where Room
101 comes in.


Nick Hancock presented Room 101, the BBC comedy
show, with a title inspired by a room in George
Orwell’s novel Nineteen Eighty-Four. Celebrities
would come along, armed with five things that they
would like to be considered to go into Room 101.
They’d put their case forward, and if accepted they’d
be placed onto a conveyor belt and banished to the
room, to never see the light of day again.


Nick Hancock was replaced by Paul Merton, who
hosted the show until 2007. Frank Skinner had taken
over hosting duties when the show returned in 2012,
until the BBC cancelled Room 101 in 2018.


The ‘90s was an awesome decade for Television and saw the launch of some belters that would go
on to become true cult classics with catchphrases surviving decades later. Rob Kirkup has listed
some of his favourites here from 1994 for you to enjoy. Some of them are still available on modern
streaming services. Some of them you’ll need to sail a little further afield to find, but if you’re up for


a blast of nostalgia it’s well worth taking to the seas to track them down.
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The Chase
Do you remember when one
Mr. Carlos Irwin Estévez (AKA
Charlie Sheen) turned up in
that one scene at the end of
Ferris Bueller's Day Off? And
then could (after Platoon)
open both major motion
pictures and the hearts of
teenage girls the world over?
Crazy right? But the '90s was
indeed a crazy time, as
sandwiched between his
brat pack Three Musketeers
movie and his skydiving
action flick (no, not Drop
Zone, that was Snipes), came
a magical little movie that I
saw on VHS and I don't think
anyone saw in cinemas at all.


So, DVDMike has picked another cult movie that nobody has seen?
Well, yes, because if I can inspire one person to watch director/writer
Adam Rifkin's fun little movie then it was worth it.


We open with our leads at a gas station, this is basically a two-hander,
and a two-hander inside a BMW 3 series at that! Charlie Sheen plays
Jack Hammond, a wrongly convicted criminal who stopped for gas
and ends up kidnapping the daughter of a millionaire, Natalie Voss,
played by (movie Buffy) Kristy Swanson. It's her BMW that he steals,
and he then decides to take off to Mexico with Natalie as a hostage.


They're pursued by two cops who have a TV crew with them filming a
realityTV show (one played byHenryRollins), and, in later scenes, even
Anthony and Flea from the Red Hot Chili Peppers get involved! They
become the catalyst of a media frenzy, as they are the focus of every
TV channel news program, and have hundreds of cars chasing them
as theymake the run to the border.


None of this sounds new or fresh, but this was made before the O.J.
Simpson car chase that happened earlier in '94, and looking back at
the footage from that chase, it could easily be cut into thismovie! The
thing that works here is the chemistry and the fun that builds as Jack
and Natalie fall in love and their walls break down, all inside this red
beamer. We get them dancing and singing along to ‘Macho Man’ by
the Village People, and we even get a sex scene (played out to the
awesome “Breakdown” by One Dove).


Somehow, Rifkin makes it all work in this one vehicular location,
almost oblivious to the chaos happening outside. While this made a
profit in cinemas, it has become difficult to see at home. Nowadays, it
occasionally pops up on Amazon Prime, and it was also on DVD and
Laserdisc, but you can't walk into a shop and buy it today, nor can you
buy it on any streaming platform! Now, as a super fan I own multiple
copies, but I cant have everyone over. Besides, my laserdisc is sealed,
and it's staying that way!


@Dvdmike is back again withmore great movie reviews.


The Shadow
Now this was a hard pick.
Choosing between this and
The Crow was tough. What a
year 1994 was.


However, I feel that The Crow
doesn't need a defender, nor
an appraisal that I could add
anything new to, so I fall to
my second favourite comic
bookmovie of the year.


Technically, The Shadow was
the first comic book hero
ever. He started out on the
radio in 1930, and then in
pulp fiction in 1931 (no
wonder Quentin Tarantino
said this is the only comic
bookmovie hewould direct).
It follows Lamont Cranston,
here played by Alec Baldwin,
who starts the movie in
WorldWar I Tibet as a drug kingpin and warlord. Not the usual start to
a hero's tale!


He meets a mystic holy man who wants him to become a force for
good and wishes to teach him to be a hero. He initially refuses, but
soon changes his ways, learning how to “cloud theminds ofmen”. This
basically means that he can Jedi mind-trick people into changing
their evil ways. He moves back to New York and wages a war against
the powerful Shinwan Khan, the last descendent of Genghis Khan,
who was also trained by the samemaster.


The film, like many I champion, was a failure. Today, super-hero
movies are the norm, but back then they kept trying to repeat the
success of Batman '89. It rarely took (although The Rocketeer and The
Phantom both kick ass, by the way). However, The Shadow did a lot
right. This is a movie from a time when Baldwin was a draw at the box
office, not the person he is today. He also has support from Tim Curry
and Ian McKellen, Curry especially resonates his normal, nutty, scene-
stealing madness and scenery-chewing craziness!


It had a killer score by the late, great Jerry Goldsmith, who scored Star
Trek, Alien and more, and had a sound mix that would destroy a
modern IMAX cinema, being one of the first post-Jurassic Park DTS
sound demos.


So,whydid it fail? Now, I will always talk up the director as the guywho
made Highlander, Ricochet, and the secretly best Resident Evilmovie
(number 3), but he also directed Highlander 2 and, while I dig that,
even I know it stinks! The direction and the script come from David
Koepp, who wrote the aforementioned Jurassic Park, Mission
Impossible and Spider-Man, but also wrote the Indiana Joneswith the
aliens that nobody likes and The Mummy (the Tom Cruise one).
Basically, I'm trying to say that they don't always hit. They go a little
camp here, and then way too dark, and then try for laughs and then
for shock, and none of it sits that well.


And to be fair, whilst The Crow wasn't well known, The Shadow was
even less well known. Yes, he came first, but when you you had your
biggest fan-base in the '30s, the name does not sell as well as a
Batman would, who has been a pull since his inception.


Now, why do I like it so much? Is it my love of the soundmixing and of
Tim Curry? Or just a love of unloved '90s comic book movies? Why
can't it be all of the above? And why can't everyone reading watch it
tonight if they can? Pop the volume up, surround sound if you have it,
and disengage the brain for a bit.
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We couldn’t cover � of the games in our cheats section this issue. Therefore ROB HAS kindly sourced


SOME OF THE BEST CODES OUT THERE. For � you who are too chicken to play a game properly!


SEGA MANIA’s CHEATBOOK


THE END…


EARTHWORM JIM


Cheat Menu
Any time during the game, pause it and press A + Left, B, B, A and A
+ Right, B, B, A. Unpause the game, and the words 'Cheater!' will
appear on the screen. Up comes a menu which lets you select your level,
give yourself infinite energy and check the map of any level.


Energy Replenish
Pause the game and press:
A + C, B, B, C, C, C, A, B


Extra Life
At any time, pause the game and press B and Up simultaneously, then
press B, A, C, A, A, A, A. You will hear Earthworm Jim say ''Cheater!
Wheee Doggy!.'' When you unpause the game, you will see that you now
have an extra life. You can perform this code as many times as you
want.


Full Ammunition
Pause game play and press A + C, A, B, C, B, C, A, C, C.


Homing Missle
Pause game play and press Right + A, A, A, B, A, C, B, A.


Invincibility
Pause the game and press:
A + B, A + B, C, A, Right, Right, Left, Right


Level Skip
Begin your game, take controller one and press START to pause at any
point, Now press A, B, B, A, A+C, B+C, B+C, A+C. You'll skip to the
next level.


One-Time Energy Refill
Pause the game and enter A,C,C,A,B,B,A,C.


Plasma Weapon
Pause game play and press C + Up, A, A, C, A, B, C, C.


Refill the plasma gun
At any time, pause the game and press C and Down simultaneously, then
press A, B, C, A, B, A, C. You will hear Earthworm Jim say ''Cheater!
Plasma!.'' Now when you unpause the game, you will have nine plasma
shots. You can do this as much as you want.


SPARKSTER: ROCKET KNIGHT ADVENTURES 2
Passwords:


Final Level Green Rocket pack, Green rocket pack, Red
Sparkster, Red Gems, Yellow Rocket pack, Green Gems, Red sword,
Yellow Rocket pack


Level 2 Green Sparkster, Green rocket pack, Yellow Sparkster, Red
Gems, Red Sparkster, Green Sparkster, Blue Sparkster, Yellow Sword


Level 3 Yellow Sparkster, Green rocket pack, Yellow Sparkster, Red
Gems, Red Sparkster, Green Sparkster, Red Sparkster, Yellow Sword


Level 4 Blue Sparkster, Green rocket pack, Green Sparkster, Red
Gems, Red Sparkster, Green Gems, Green Rocket pack, Yellow Rocket
pack


Level 5 Red Rocket pack, Green rocket pack, Red Sparkster, Red
Gems, Red Sparkster, Green Gems, Green Rocket pack, Yellow Rocket
pack


SONIC AND KNUCKLES


Level Select
Start Mushroom Hill as Sonic. Run to the right until you come to the
first pull-up machine, it's just after the box with the power sneakers
and the Madmole. Hang from it and press left, left, left, right right,
right, up, up, up. You should hear a ring sound. Pause the game and
press A to reset to the title screen. Now hold A and press start for
level select.


PROBOTECTOR


Unlimited Lives
Before starting a game press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left,
Right, A, B, B, A.


All Weapons
Before starting a game press Up, Up, Down, Down, A, Up, Up, Down,
Down, B, Up, Up, Down, Down, C.


SHAQ FU


Play as Beast's Skeleton
At the option screen press A,A,A,C,C,A,A,B,C,B.


Blood Mode
At the Options screen quickly press A, B, C, C, B, A. If done correctly
the screen will flash. You'll have to look closely, though; Shaq and crew
are not heavy bleeders.


DYNAMITE HEADDY
Staг Select
When the title screen appears, press START once. Leaving the cursor at
Start Game, enter the code: C, A, LEFT, RIGHT, B. If you hear a
sound, you've got it! Press START and you'll access the Staг Select! Just
choose your level and staг. Then press START to play!
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